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I 
MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE BOARD OF REGENTS 
MURRAY STATE COLLEGE 
APRIL 26, 1960 
THE. BoARD OF REGENTS MET IN THE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT AT 10:00 A, M,, C. S. T., 
ON TUESDAY, APRIL 26, 1960, IN REGULAR SESSION, WITH THE FOLLOWING MEMBERS PRESENT: 
MR. R. H. WHITE, MR,· GLENN DoRAN, MR. W. G. ScHOEPFLIN, MR. ALTON 8, MITCHELL, . 
MR. Boa TREAS LoNG, AND MR. C, H. HALL, OR. H. C. CHILES, PASTOR OF THE FIRST BAPTIST 
CHURCH IN MuRRAY, OPENED THE MEETING wiTH PRAYER, CHAIRMAN WENDELL P. BuTLER wAs 
LATE IN ARRIVING FOR THE MEETING, AND UNTIL HE CAME VIcE-CHAIRMAN DoRAN PRESIDED, 
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MR. C. H. HALL AND MR. Boa TREAS LoNG. NEWLy APPOINTED MEMBERS OF THE BoARp OF REGENTS 
AoMINISTEREo OATH OF OFFICE ev MRs. FAY W. SLEDD. 
MR, C. H. HALL, CAolz, KENTUCKY, AND MR. Boa TREAS LoNG, BENTON, KENTUCKY, wHo 
WERE RECENTLY APPOINTED BY THE HoNORABLE BERT T. CoMas, GovERNOR OF THE CoMMONWEALTH 
OF KENTUCKY, AS MEMBERS oF :rHE BoARD OF REGENTS OF MuRRAY .STATE CoLLEGE, WERE ADMINI-
STERED THE OATH OF OFFICE BY MRs, FAv W, SLEDD, NoTARY PuBLIC, ON APRIL 4, 1960, 
GovERNOR BERT T. CoMas APPOINT.ED MR. C. H. HALL AND MR. Boa TREAS LoNG TO THE BoARD 
OF REGENTS FOR FOUR-YEAR TERMS BEGINNING APRIL 4, 1960 AND ENDING MARCH 31, 1964~ 
AGENDA 
PRESIDENT Wooos PRESEN:r'ED THE FOLLOWING AGENDA FOR THE MEETING: 
AGENDA. 
/ 
MEETING OF BOARD OF REGENTS 
APRIL 26, 1960 
I. ELECTION oF Y1cE CHAIRMAN AND SEcRETARY oF. THE BoARD AND DEsiGNATION oF BOARD 
MEMBER TO SERVE ON CouNCIL ON PuBLIC HIGHER EouCATION, 
• t • ! .I. 
II. MINUTES oF THE BoARD MEETING HELD oN JANUARY 21. 1960. 
Ill. REPORT OF' 'THE CoMMITTEE ·ON ENTRANcE. CREol-r.sp CERTIFICATION. AND GRADUATION 
IV. RESIGNATIONS 
NAME 
CHESTER ANoE RSON, JR, 
MIRIAM NETTLETON 
SANDRA RHOADES 
MYflNA 8.~-HEJSSE 
CoNNIE MILLS 
' .. 
V. LEAVES oF AasENCE 
NAME 
SARAH PANZERA 
JoHNNY REAGAN 
INEZ HAILE 
RuTH L. MooRE 
HARVEY ELDER 
JAMES P •. MATTHAI 
MRs. ANN .H. CoHRON 
TED M. GEORGE 
FoRREST C.- PoGuE 
MRs. CHRISTINE PoGUE 
. ,I . r.,,-
... , 
.. -' .... 
AssiGNMENT 
SuPv, TEACHER, CoLLEGE HiGH 
PART"":"TI ME SEc., Pus. REL, 
PART-TIME SEc., Eo. DEPT, 
PART-TIME NuRsE 
JANITOR, !FJNE ARTS BLDG, 
- '' · .. .,. r 
AssiGNMENT 
SECRETARY, 0EANIS 0FF_ICE 
AssT. PRoF,, BusiNESS 
SuPv. TEACHER, CoL.:LEGE:HJGH 
A~T. HousE DIR,, Wooos HALL 
INSTRUCTOR, MATHEMATICS 
AssT. PRoF.,· Soc.JAL SciENcES 
AssT. LIBRARIAN 
AssT. PRoF., PHYSICS DEPT, 
PROF,, SociAL SciENCEs .. • 
SuP.~J TEACHER, CoLLEGE HIGH 
. ~ I 
: •. l' 
. ' 
EFFECTIVE ,. 
9- 1-60 
3- 1-60 
1-31-60 
3-31-60 
4- 2-60 
EFFEC':T'.IVE ... ~ 
7- 3-6o--s- 2-60 
6-13-6G--7-15-60 
7- 1-6Q--6-3G-61 
6- 4-6Q--8-31-60 
9- 1-6Q--1-29-61 
9- 1-6Q--8-31-61 
6-13-6Q--8- 5-60 
6- 3-6o--6- 1-61 
9- 1..,6Q-.-8-31-61 
9- 1-6Q--8-31-61 
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VI. ADJUSTMENTS IN SALARY 
NAME 
REGGIE ELLIS 
ZELNA RuMFELT 
BuFORD HousTON 
E. B. HowToN 
AssiGNMENT , 
GROUNDS 
. 
PLuMBER, BLDG,, GRDS. 
Bt.DG., AND GRouNos 
PRoF., HEAD OF AG. DEPT. 
(CoRRECTION TO JANUARY MINUTES) , 
MRs. FLoY E. LAYcox CAFETERIA • 
C. D. HoPKINs 
AcRE MILLER 
MAINTENANCE 
MAINTENANCE 
FROM To EFFECTIVE 
$170.00 $180.00 3-1-60 
300.00 380.00 2-I-6G--uNTIL WELLS 
HALL INSTALLATION IS 
COMPLETED. 
150.00 95.45 2-1-60 
658.00 675.00 2-I-6G--6-30-60 
145.00 122.00 4-1-6G--6-3G-60 
250.00 275.00 4-1-6G--6-3G-60 
100.00 160.00 4-1-6G--6-3G-60 
VII. EMPLOYMENT 
-· 
VIII. 
WILLIAM B. PHICLIPS 
CAROLYN RoBERTS 
FRANCES GooDALL 
RoBERT CoLLIER 
DoN PAcE 
INEZ CLAXTON 
ELTIS HENSON 
JEssE R. 0LDS 
DoN SHELTON 
BILL HlNA 
MRs. ANNIE L GuNTER 
C, J. BRADLEY 
MRs. HILTON HuGHES 
BETHEL RICHARDSON 
FRANCES RICHEY 
ANNIE WooDBRIDGE 
MARY LouiSE SowELL 
KEITH B. JoHNSON 
SARAH THoMAS 
OLEAN BuTTERWORTH 
GuY STEELY 
AssiGNMENT 
INSTRUCTOR, PHYSICS 
SECRETARY, DEANIS OFFICE 
AssT. PRoF., LIBRARY Sc1. 
AssT. PRoF., EoucATJON 
SuPv. TcH., CoLLEGE HIGH 
AssT. Hs. 01R., WooDs HALL 
PRoF., EDuCATION 
PLuMBER, BLDG., GRDS. 
AssT., PRoF., HEALTH, PE 
HEAD FooTBALL CoAcH 
INST. HEALTH AND PE 
AssT. FooTBALL CoAcH 
AssT. LIBRARIAN 
PART-TIME INsT., Soc. Sc1. 
PARr-TIME NuRsE 
PARr-TIME INsT., BusiNEss 
PARr-TIME INsT., BusiNEss 
PARr-TIME INsT., LANG., L1T, 
PARr-TIME SEc., Pus. REL. 
SociAL SciENCE DEPT. AND 
BusiNEss DEPARTMENT 
CLERK, REGISTRARIS OFFICE 
PAR-r-TIME SEc., HEALTH PE 
JANITOR, CAFETERIA 
MoNTHLY 
SALARY EFFECT.IVE 
$330.04 JuNE 1960 
550.00 JuLY 1960 
88.76 AuGUST 1960 
275.00 7-I-6G--8-17-60 
380.00 JuNE 1960 
620.00 JuLY 1960 
100.00 AuGUST 1960 
575.00 9-I-6G--6-3G-61 
425.00 9:-I-6G--6-3G-61 
50,00 PER WEEK 6-13-6Q-8-6-60 
435.42 JuNE 1960 
750.00 JuLY 1960 
120.95 AuGUST 1960 
380.00 2-4-6D--4-9-60 
550.00 2-l-60-6-3G-60 
450.00 2-I-6D-6-2-60 
236.00 2-l-60--5-.31-60 
400.00 2-I-6G--6-2-60 
150.00 3-28-60 
100.00 2-I-6G--6-2-60 
400.00 2-I-60--6-2-6Q 
300.00 2-I-6D--6-2-60 
50.00 3-1-60 
449.00 6-13-6G--6-3G-60 
733.00 7-I-6D-7-31-60 
118.00 8-1-60--:8-5-60 
210.00 3-1-60 
80.00 2-1-60 
150.00 3-3G-60 
NIGHT AND SATURDAY CLASSES 
NAME CouRsE SEMESTER HouRs SALARY 
REZJNA SENTER LIBRARY SCIENCE 203. 3 $300.00 
DoN HuNTER EoucATION 300 3 300.00 
RuBIE SMITH EouCATION 210 3 300.00 
VENoNA RoGERS EouCATION 208 . 3 300.00 
JoE NELL RAYBURN EouCATION 231B 4 350.00 
LYNN WINGET . ENGLISH 227 3 300.00, 
CLELL T. PETERSON ENGLISH Ill 3 300.00 
EDMUND STEYTLER HI STORY 116A 3 300.00 
Esco GuNTER EoucATION 350 3 300.00 
w. E. BLACKBURN Cllil'EMISTRY G226 (TELE., CAMPus) 3 350.00 
KARL HussuNG CHEMISTRY 205A, 207A 5 500.00 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
IX. 5Tuoy CENTERS OFF CAMPus 
NAME CouRsE PLACE 
RoBERT ALsuP 
EowARo BRuNNER 
RAL.PH TESSENEER 
RuTH CoLE 
EoucATION 252 
EoucATION 338 
EcucATJON 332 
NuRsiNG EouCATION 220 
PARIS, TENN. 
PADUCAH 
PADUCAH 
HoPKINSVILLE 
X. SABBATICAL LEAVES 
EowARD 8RUNNER--EoucATION DEPARTMENT 
CLELL T. PETERSON--LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE 
XI. CoNTRACT WITH CALLOWAY CouNTY BoARD OF EoucATJoN 
XII. CoNTRACT WITH MuRRAy CoLLEGE ScHooL CoMPANY 
XIII. CoNTRACT WITH THE P•vJsiON oF VocATIONAL EoucATION. 
XIV. PoLICY REGARplNG THE FEES FOR MINISTERIAL SruoENTs 
XV. TRUST INDENTURE 
XVI. Norte£ oF SALE OF BoNos 
XVII. REPORT oF THE THoMAS p. NoRRis SruoENT LoAN FuNo 
XVIII. REPORT oF THE NATIONAL DEFENSE SruoENT LoAN fuNo 
.... ·. 
XIX. REPORT OF THE BusiNEss MANAGER 
XX. BucGET FOR !96Q-6! ANc SALARY ScHEDULE 
XXI. RooM RATES 
XXII. DEPOSIT oN QoRMITORY RooM 
SALARY 
$300.00 
300.00 
300.00 
300.00 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED, 
-s- R. H. Woocs 
PRESIDENT 
RHW:PR 
ELECTION OF OFFICERs OF THE BoARD OF REGENTS 
MR. ScHOEPFLIN NOMINATED MR. R. H. WHITE TO SERVE As VIcE CHAIRMAN OF THE BoARD OF 
REGENTs. MoTioN wAs MADE sv MR. MITCHELL THAT NOMINATIONS cEASE AND THAT MR. WHITE 
BE ELECTED BY ACCLAMATION. THE MOTION WAS SECONDED AND CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
MR. WHITE MOVED THAT Mtss PATSY RowLAND BE ELECTED TO SERVE As SEcRETARY OF THE 
BoARD oF REGENTS. THIS MOTION WAS sEcONDED ev MR. ScHOEPFLIN AND wAs CARRIED 
UNANIMOUSLY. 
MR. WHITE MOVED THAT MR. GLENN DoRAN BE ELECTED TO SERVE ON THE CouNCIL oN PuBLic 
HIGHER EoucATION. THIS MOTION WAS SECONDED AND CARRIED uNANIMOUSLY. 
MoTION wAs MADE sv MR. ScHOEPFLIN THAT MR. JAMES RoGERS BE ELECTED TO SERVE AS 
TREASU~ER OF THE 8qA~D.OF R~q;~NTS. THIS MOTION WAS SECONDED AND CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
MINUTES OF THE BoARD MEETING HELD ON JANUARY 21. 1960. APPROVED. 
MoTION wAs MADE BY MR. MITCHELL THAT THE BoARD DJ.SPENSE WITH THE READING OF THE 
MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD ON JANUARy 21, ]960, AND THAT THE MINUTES BE APPROVED AS 
SUBMITTED. T~IS MOTION WAS SECONDED BY MR. HALL AND WAS CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
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1.44 
REPORT OF THE CoMMITTEE ON ENTRANCE. CREDITS. CERTIFICATION, AND GRAoUATION, APPROVED 
DR. Wooos REVlEWEo THE REPORT OF THE CoMMITTEE oN ENTRANCE, CREDITS, CERrnfYcATIOH, 
AND GRADUATION AND RECOMMENDED THAT DEGREES AND DIPLOMAS BE GRANTED PROVIDED REQUIREMENTS 
ARE MET. THE REPOR•;.: IS AS FOLLOWS! 
· .. ' 
To THE BoARo OF 'REGENTS 
MuRRAY STATE COLLEGE 
MuRRAY, KENTUCKY 
GENTLEMEN! 
APR.IL 26, 1960 
. ~· . 
. ~ 
As PER THE ouTIES ASSIGNEe TO THE CoMMITTEE ON ENTRANCE, CRc:'Dfi-s, Cc:RTJFICATJON AND 
GRADUATION, WE REPORT AS FOLLOWS! 
', I.,:., 't, • ... · ,, ' 
·:-· . -~-r :.,/ 
THE FOLLOWING STUDENTS WERE GRANTED DEGREES JANUARY 30, 1960! 
.\•,1 J 
BAcHELOR OF SciENcE IN AGRICULTURE 
JoHN RussELL BRowN 
JAMES HAROLD BARKER 
GEORGE LvNoAL TooN 
·.· :: 
BACHELOR OF Music EoucATION 
RicHARD LEE PETTY 
FREDERICK WILLIAM STROPE 
. J ·• • '. .I ' 
, .. ' . 
BAcHELOR 'oF Scu:7:NcE''IN HoME EcoNOMICS 
BARBARA FRANKLIN CoMBS 
ALICE MARLENE EDwARDS 
DoNALD RAv CoLE 
SHIRLEY SuE OuTLAND 
: ] . I. 
GLENN RICKMANN ALLEN 
WILLIS DoN ALLISON 
WILLIAM RoBERT ARINGTON 
PHILIP DoNALD BAcK 
GENE NELSON BAILEY 
HELEN MIGNON FLEMING BLACKBURN 
SAMMY DELANO .BLANKENSHIP 
GERALD DAVID Eiov·ti · .,. 
BARBARA JANICE BRADEN 
WILLIAM FoREST BucKINGHAM 
CARL EuGEN~ Bu~-ZAR.; 
LAwRENCE FRA.NC·is· BUzz·ERIO 
WILLIAM MARTIN CHILDRESS 
BARBARA JEROME CRIDER 
DoNNA YvoNNE CR,ID.ER 
EoNA ERLE DARNELL 
STANLEY KEITH DoDEN 
CHARLEs BRooKs D'UNoy 
CRAWFORD w;NSTON EDWA~~s. JR. 
RicHARD AusTIN EMERSON 
RtLEY EuGENE EMERY 
BRUCE CANTER FREEMAN 
SHIRLEY RAY -GREGoRy 
RICHARD M~LVIN. GROGAN, JR. 
BARBARA AN;:.· HALE 
JAMES LEE HALL 
AMELIA GuHY HoGANCAMP 
BOBBn! LEE Ke:Lso 
Luz NAvARRO 
SuE ELLEN DEBoE SoRRELL 
' 
CHARLES PATTERSON SHIELDS, JR. 
HAYDEN BARNARD Wooo 
BAcHELOR OF SciENCE 
RoBERT LARRY JETTON 
HENRY SaG JoHNsoN 
EDWARD ERVIN JoHNSTON 
JAMES WALTON KENNEDY 
L 'DONALD-EUGENE KNIGHT. T; 
MARGARET ANN LucAs 
PAuL LE-SLIE LuND 
;_. I'' 
MARK'·WELDON MAHAN 
SAMUEL ·RHEA NALL 
...... : 
,.. . . . .) 
BuRTON LowELL NrcKOL 
'NANcY PowELL PoWELL·~ ..• ·' 
·' ·:cHArii.:Es 'EuGENE RHOAO'ES· 
JAMES BLADE RIALS 
MuRRELL D. RICKMAN 
JIMMY DALE RoBINSON 
·'.:lfMMV RA,y RoBINsON 
MARTHA LEuRs SAMMONS 
DONALD RAY SAMPLES' 1 • 
WILL.IAM AuGusT ScHADE, JR. 
RoBERT RAY SLAYDEN 
SANDRA ANNE s. SSON 
JANE PRICE SPAHR 
EuGENE PIERCE TALMADGE' 
· Doi:ns CAROLYN TATE 
EDwARD ALLEN WISER 
WILLIAM CRoss WYATT 
WILLIAM HENRY YouNG 
-,: ' 
.· ,. 
.·.· ., 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
JAMES RIPLEY BRANDON 
JuLIA DEAN DAvJ·s ~ 
WILLIAM THOMAS DAVIS 
JoEL RALPH HoRNING 
WILLIAM VERGIL JoiNEs 
MAsTER OF ARTS IN EoucATION 
· SAMUEL Mu ... BURN JoNES 
EvELYN CAIN KEsTERSON 
·JiAROLo DAviD Louov 
CoRINNE HENRY McNuTT 
ARTHUR HARRISON SMITH 
DIPLOMA IN NuRsiNG EoucATION 
A DIPLOMA IN NuRsiNG EoucA·haN·oAre:-o MARcH 6, 1960, FOR BETTY JEAN WILLIAMS GRIFFIN 
IS roBE' MAILED ro Mass MARTHA H. LvoN, DIRECTOR OF NuRSING EouCATION, 0wENSBORo-
0AviESS CouNTY HosPITAL, OwENSBORo, KENTUCKY.· 
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A DIPLOMA IN NuRSING EoucATION DATED MARcH 6, 1960, FOR MADELINE CuRRY FowLER 1s TO 
BE MAILED ro MRs. PRENTIS CART, DIRECTOR OF NuRSING EoucArtoN, JENNIE SruART MEMORIAL 
HosPITAL, HoPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY. 
DuPLICATE DEGREE 
WE· RECOMMEND MAKING FOR THuRMAN CRADDOCK A DUPLI'CATE DEGREE; BAcHELOR OF SciENCE, 
DATED JuNE 1, 1959, THE ORIGINAL REPORTED DESTROYED BY FIRE. 
FoR THOSE APPLYING FOR DEGREES AND DIPLOMAS MAv, 1960, WE RECOMMEND THE DEGREES BE 
GRANTED MAY 30, 1960, IF THEY MEET ALL THEIR REQUIREMENTS FOR 'SAID DEGREES AND DIPLOMAS. 
VERY TRULY YOURS 1 
-s- CLEO GILLIS HESTER -s- HARRY M. SPARKS 
-s- WILLIAM~ NAsH -s- R. w. FARRELL 
-s- THOMAS B. HoGANCAMP -s- A. M. WoLFSON 
-s- E. B. HoWToN .... ~s-- H. L: OAKLEY 
. ,. 
'• 
MoTioN ·wAS MAD-E Bv MR.· HALL THAT THE BOARD APPROVE THE· REPOR:r· oF THE CoMMITTEE 
ON ENTRAN.cE:~ CREDITS, CERTIFICATION, AND GRADUATION AND AUTHORIZE THE GRANTING OF DEGREES 
AND DIPLOMAS PRi:JVJbED -REQUIREMENTS ARE MET. THIS MOTION· WAS SECONDED BY-MR. MITCHELL 
AND WAS CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
r 
RESIGNATIONS AccEPTED 
. I' .... • l :. .. I , . ' -
MoTION wAs MAcE BY1 MR. HA&.!.L. THAT Tt!iE RESIGNATioNs· t:...I•STED IN ITE-M IV OF· THE··AGENDA 
BE ACCEPTED 'BY THE BoARD, THIS MOTJON'wAs·sEcONDED BY MR. LoNG AND wAs cARRIED 
UNANIMOUSLY. 
..· .... 
LEAVES OF ABSENCE, GRANTED 
MoTION wAs MADE BY MR. HALL THAT THE BoARD GRANT· THE LEAVES oF ABSENCE AS SET 
FORTH IN ITEM V oF THE AGENDA. THIS ·MoTION wAs SECONDED BY MR. LoNG AND wAs CARRIED 
UNANIMOUSLY. 
~;. . 
Ao.JUSTMENTs IN SALARy. APPRov.Eo 
MoTION wAs MADE BY MR. HALL THAT THE BoARD APPROVE THE ADJUSTMENTS IN sALARY FoR 
PERSONS LISTED IN ITEM VI oF THE AGENDA. THIS MOTION wAs SECONDED BY MR. LoNG AND THE 
ROLL WAS CALLED ON ITS ADOPTION WITH THE FOLLOWING RESULTS: MR. WHtTE 1 AYEt MR. 5cHOEPFL.JN 1 
AYE; MR. HALL, AYE; MR. MITCHELL, AYE; MR. LoNG, AvE; ANo MR. DoRAN, AYE. 
EMPLOyMENT APPROVED 
.. · 1'. 
MoTION WAS MADE BY MR. HALL THAT THE BoARD APPROVE THE EMPLOYMENT oF PERSONS 
LISTED IN ITEM''VIl OF THE AGENDA. THIS MOTION wAs sECoNDEo'BY·MR. -LoNG AND THE ROLL 
wAs ·cALLED 'oN ITS ADOPTioN WITH THE FOLLOWING RESULTs: MR: WHITE, A vEt· MR. 5cHOEPFLIN, 
AVE; MR. HALL, AYE; MR. MtTCHELL, AYE; MR. LoNG, AvE; AND MR. DoRAN, AYE. 
NIGHT AND SATURDAY CLASSES, APPROVED 
MoTION wAs MADE BY MR. MITCHELL THAT THE BoARo APPROVE THE NIGHT AND SATURDAY 
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CLASSES HELD DURING THE SECOND SEMESTER f959-6Q, AND AUTHORIZE THE PAYMENT THEREOF, 
THIS MOTION WAS SECONDED BY MR. ScHOEPFLIN AND THE ROLL WAS CALLED ON ITS ADOPTION WITH 
THE FOLLOWING RESULTs: Me. WHITE, AVE; MR. ScHOEPFLIN, AvE; MR. HAt...t..., AvE; MR. MITCHELL, 
AvE; Me. LoNG, AvE; ANo MR, DoRAN, AYE, 
Sxuoy CENTERS OF.~CAMPUS. APPROVED 
MoTION WAS MADE sv Me. 5cHOEPFL.IN THAT THE BoARD APPROVE THE sxuov CENTERs HELD 
OF~CAMPUS DURING THE SECOND SEMESTER 1959-60 AND AUTHORIZE THE PAYMENT THEREOF AS 
LISTED IN THE AGENDA, THIS MOTION WAS SECONDED BY MR, LoNG AND THE ROLL WAS CALLED ON 
ITS ADOPTION WITH THE FOLLOWING RESULTs: Me. WHITE, AvE; Me. ScHDEPFLIN, AYE; MR. HALL, 
AYEj Me. MITCHELL, AvE; MR. LoNG, AvE; Me .. DoRAN, AYE. 
SABBATICAL LEAVES. APPROVED 
MoTION WAS MADE BY MR. MITCHELL THAT THE BoARD APPROVE GRANTING suMMER SABBATICAL 
LEAvEs TO OR. EowARD BRuNNER AND MR. CLELL T. PETERSON UPON THE RECOMMENDATION OF 
OR. Wooos. THIS MOTION wAs SECONDED BY, MR. HALL AND THE ROLL wAs CALLED ON ITS ADOPTION 
WITH THE FOLLOWING RESULTs: MR. WHITE, AYE; MR. ScHOEPFLJN, AvE; MR. HALL, AYE; MR. MITCHELL, 
AvE; MR. LoNG, AYE; ANo .MR •. DoRAN, AvE. 
CoNTRACT WITH MuRRAY CoLLEGE ScHOOL CoMPANy, CoNTINuED 
MoTION WAS-MADE BY MR. HALL THAT THE CONT.RACT WITH THE MuRRAY CoLLEGE ScHOOL 
CoMPANY BE coNTINUED FOR THE 196Q-61 FISCAL YEAR. THIS MOTION WAS SECONDED BY MR. LoNG 
AND THE ROLL WAS CALLED ON ITS ADOPTION WITH THE FOLLOWING RESULTS: MR. WHITE, AYE; 
MR. ScHOEPFLIN, AVE; MR. HALL, AYE; MR. MITCHELL, AvE; MR. LoNG, AvE; AND MR. DoRAN, AYE. 
PRESIDENT AuTHORIZED TO ENTER INTO A CoNTRACT WITH THE DiviSION oF VocATI?NAL EDuCATION 
DR. Wooos STATED THAT H~ H~S BEEN TRYING TO GET THE DIVISION OF VocATIONAL 
EDuCATION TO HELP us. THE DIVISION OF VocATIONAL EDUCATION HAS INDICATED THAT IF 
Mrss Rusv SaMPSON, HEAD OF THE DEPARTMENT oF HoME EcoNOMic;;, cAN BE RELIEVED oF SOME 
OF HER TEACHING DUTIES AND DEVOTE THIS TIME TO RESEARCH, THE DIVISION OF VoCATIONAL 
EDucATION WI,LL REIMBURSE THE CoLLEGE FOR THE ,TIME M1ss SiMPsON SPENos IN REsEARcH. 
MoTION WAS MADE BY MR. LoNG AUTHORIZING THE PRESIDENT TO ENTER INTO A CONTRACT WITH 
THE DIVISION OF VocATIONAL EDuCATION FOR ANY AND ALL PHASES OF ASSISTANCE THAT MAY BE 
SECURED FROM THE DIVISION OF VocATIONAL EDuCATION. THIS MOTION wAs SECONDED BY MR. MITCHELL 
AND THE ROLL WAS CALLED ON ITS ADOPTION WITH THE FOLLOWING RESULTS: MR. WHITE, AYEt 
MR. ScHOEPFLIN, AYE; MR. HALL1 .AYE; MR. MITCHELL, AYE; MR. LoNG! AvE; AND MR. DoRAN, AYE. 
PoLICY REGARDING fEEs FOR MINISTERIAL STUDENTS 
DR. WooDS STATED THAT FOR THE PAST SEVERAL YEARS IT HAS BEEN THE POLICY OF THE 
COLLEGE TO WAIVE THE FEES NOT ALREADY COMMITTED FOR BUIL.DINGS FOR MINISTERIAL STUDENTS. 
THE QUESTION BEING RAISED I.S WHETHER OR NOT TO CONTINUE .THIS POLICY. 
THE BoARD REQuESTED THAT DR. Wooos AND MR. ORDWAY CHECK INTO THE POLICIES oF OTHER 
SCHOOLS ON THIS MATTER. MoTION WAS MADE BY MR. DoRAN THAT ACTION BE DELAYED UNTIL THE 
NEXT MEETING OF THE BoARD. THIS MOTION wAs SECONDED BY MR. HALL AND wAs CARRIED 
UNANJ MOUSL Yo 
TRusT INDENTuRE FoR-P,oJECT No. Ky.-C!±33 (D). APPROvED, 
SEE ATTACHME;NT NO, I 
MoTION wAs MADE BY MR. MITCHELL THAT THE BoARD APPROVE THE TRuST INDENTURE FOR 
PROJECT No. KY-CH-33 (D), AND THAT THE CHAIRMAN AND SEcRETARY BE AUTHORIZED TO siGN 
SAID TRUST )NDENT;URE. THIS MOTION wAs SECONDED BY MR. LoNG AND THE ROLL. wAs CALLED 
oN ITS ADOPTION WITH.THE.FOLLOWING RESULTs: MR. WHITE, A':"E; MR. ScHOEPFLIN, AYE; 
MR. HALL, AYEi. MR. MITCHEt...t..., ~vE; ~R. LoNG, AYE; MR. DoRAN, AYE; AND MR. BuTLER, \ AVE, 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
OFFICIAL NoTICE OF. SALE OF BoNos AND STATEMENT OF EssENTIAL FAcTs. APPROVED 
SEE ATTACHMENT NO.2 
0R, WoODS STATED THAT IT WILL NOT BE NECESSARY TO PAY INTEREST ON THE BoNDS UNTIL 
THEY ARE DEL.IVERED1 BUT THEY SHOULD BE PRINTED AND ISSUED NOW, OR. Wooos RECOMMENDED, 
SINCE WE HAVE COMMENCEMENT ON MA,y 30, THAT THE ~CARD MEET ON MAv JQ, AND CALL FOR 
BIDS ON THE. BoNos AT THAT TIME·. 
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MoTION wAs MAcE ev MR. MITCHELL THAT THE OFFICIAL NoTICE oF SALE oF BoNos AND 
STATEMENT OF EssENTIAL FAcTs BE APPROVED ev THE BoARD OF REGENTS WITH THE. DESIGNATION 
THAT BIDS wiLL BE CALLED FOR uP UNTIL MoNDAY, THE 30TH DAY oF MAv, AT 11:00 A.M., C.S. T. 
THIS MOTION WAS SECONDED BY MR. WHITE AND THE ROLL WAS CALLED ON ITS A.DOPTION WITH THE 
FOLLOWING RESULTs: MR. WHITE. AVE·; MR. ScHOEPFLIN, AYEi MR. HALL, AYEi MR. MITCHELL, 
AYE; MR. LoNG, ·AvE; MR. DoRAN, AvE; AND MR. BuTL.ER, AYE. 
REsOL.UTION fRovi~HNG FOR THE IssuANCE. 5AL.E.· AND DELIVERy oF BoNos. APPROVED. 
SEE ATTACHEMENT NO. 3 
THEREUPON, MEMBER WHITE, INTRODUCED AND CAUSED TO BE READ A PROPOSED RESOLUTION 
ENTITLED~ 11 A REsoLuTION PROVIDING FOR THE l·ssuANCE, sALE, AND oELIVERY OF DoRMITORY 
(REVENuE) BoNDs OF 1960, FOR ACCOUNT OF MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE, 11 SAID RESOL.UTION BEING 
ATTACHED TO THE MINUTES OF THIS MEETING, 
THEREuPoN, ME.MBER LoNG, SECoNDED THE MoTioN FOR ADOPTION oF SAID RESOLUTION AND 
THE CHAIRMAN HAVING PUT THE QUESTION 1 THE ROLL. WAS CAL.LED AND THE FOLLOWING MEMBERS 
VOTED! WENDELL. P. Bu:t:W::Rt .CHAIRMAN, AVEi. H. GL.ENN DoRAN, AYEi W. G. ScHOEPFLIN, AYEi 
R. ·H. WHITE, AYEi ALTON B. MITCHELL, AYEi Boa TREAS LONG·, AYEi Ct< H. HALL, AYE. 
AuTHORIZATION FOR MR. JosEPH R. Rus1N. Bo~o <;:ouNSEL; TO HAVE BoNos P~JNTED 
MoTION WAs MADE sv MR. HALL THAT THE BoARD AUTHORIZE PRESIDENT Wooos TO INFORM 
MR. JosEPH R. RusiN, BoNo CouNSEL, TO HAVE THE· BONDS PRINTED ay THE SEcuRJT~CoL.uMBJAN 
8ANKNOTE COMPANY AND TO ADD THE COST OF PRINTING THE BONDS AND ADVERTISING THE SALE OF 
BONos TO HIS L.EGAL FEES. THIS MOTION wAs SECONDED BY MR. ScHmiPFLJN AND THE ROLL. WAS 
CALLED ON ITS ADOPTION WITH THE FOLLOWING RESULTS! .MR. WHITE, AYEi. MR. ScHOEPFL.IN1 
AYEi MR. HALL, AYEi MR. DoRAN, AYEi MR. MITCHELL, AvE·; MR. LONG, AYEi AND MR. BuTLER. AYE, 
BoARp MEETING CALLEp FOR 4:00 P. M, C. SrT, MAv 30. 1960. 
SuPERINTENDENT BuTLER WAs ASKED TO CALL A MEETING OF THE BoARD OF REGENTS FOR 
4:00 Po M. 1 C. 5, T. 1 MA,y 30, 1960, TO RECEIVE BIDS ON THE BoNOS AND OTHER MATTERS WHICH 
NEED TO COME BEFORE THE BoARo AT THAT TIME. 
DR. Wooos STATED THAT DR. HoMER CARPENTER WILL. BE THE BAcCALAUREATE SPEAKER AND 
JEsSE STuART WILL BE THE CoMMENCEMENT SPEAKER. DR. Wooos URGED THE BoARD MEMBERS 
• 
TO ATTEND THE CoMMENCEMENT ACTIVITIES. 
JESSE 5TUART1S ORIGINAL MANuscRIPTS To BE HouSED IN MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE LIBRARy 
DR. Wooos REPORTED TO THE BoARD THAT JEssE STUART HAS GIVEN HIS ORIGINAL 
M~NUSCRIPTS TO MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE, AND WE ARE. Bu.IL.DING A ROOM IN THE LIBRARY 
TO HOUSE THE 5-ruART PAPERS. 
MoTION WAS MADE BY MR. LONG THAT THE" BOARD 'EXPRESs ITS APPRECIATION TO JESSE 
STuART FOR LODGING HIS MANuscRIPTS AT MURRAY ·sTATE-CoLLEGE, THIS MO-hoN wAs SEcONDED 
BY.MR, 5cHOEPFLI.N AND WAS CARRIED UNANIMO'uSL..Y,. 
MoTION wAs MADE BY MR. HALL. THAT THE PRESIDENT BE AUTHORIZED TO MAKE EXPENDITURES 
ouT OF THE CoNsTRucTION AND RENOVATION ACcOUN-r'To" MAKE THE NEcESSARY CHANGES IN THE 
LIBRARY TO HOUSE· THE STuART PAPERs. THIS 'MoTioN 'WAS 'sECONDED BY MR. WHITE AND THE 
ROLL wAs CALLED oN ITS ADOPTION WITH THE FOL..LoW'1NG. REsUL.Ts: MR. -wHITE, AYEi 
MR. ScHOEPFL.tN, AVEi MR. HALL,' AvE; MR. "DORAN~ AYE; MR. MITCHELL., AYE; MR; LoNG, AYE; 
AND MR. BuTLER, AvE. 
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MuRRAY STATE CDL.LEGE AuTHORIZED TO ExPEND $5.293 TO MATcH FEDERAL FuNes 
MoTION WAS MAcE sv MR. MITCHELL THAT THE BoARD AUTHORIZE THE CoLLEGE TO EXPEND 
$5,293 FROM FUNDS AVAILABLE TO THE CoLLEGE TO MATCH THE FEDERAL FuNes PROVIDED ev 
THE NATIONAL DEFENSE STUDENT LoAN PRoGRAM. THIS MOTION wAS SECONoEo sv MR.' ScHoEPFLIN 
AND THE ROLL WAS CALLED "oN ITS ADOPTION WITH THE FOLLOWING RESULTS: MR. WHITE, AVE; 
MR. ScHOEPFLIN, AvE; MR. HALL, AvE; MR. DoRAN, AVE;. l\1R. MITCHELL, AYE; MR. LoNG, AVE; 
AND MR. BuTLER, AvE; 
THOMAS e NoRRIS fuuoENT LOAN fuND REPORT. APPROVED 
M~T;oN WAS MAcE sv MR. HALL THAT THE BoARo APPROVE THE REPORT OF THE THoMAs 
P. NoRRIS STuDENT LoAN FuNo As suBMITTED av MR. J. MATT SPARKMAN, CusTODIAN. 
THIS MOTIO.N WAS SECONDEo'sv MR. MITCHELL AND 'wAs 'cARRIED uNANIMOUSLY. 
NATIONAL DEFENSE STUDENT LoAN fuNo REPORT. AccEPTED ANo APPROVED. 
MoTION WAS MADE BY MR. WHITE THAT THE BoARo ACCEPT AND APPROVE THE· REPORT OF 
THE NATIONAL DEFENSE STuDENT LoAN fuNo AS suBMITTED BY MR. J. MATT SPARKMAN, 
DIRECTOR, THIS MOTION WAS SECONDED BY MR. HALL AND WAS CARRIED UNANIMOUS_LY. 
CLASSROOM BuiLDING 
MoTioN wAs MADE Bv MR. WHITE THAT THE BoARD AuTHORIZE THE PREsiDENT TO PROCEED 
IN COOP.ERATION WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE TO GET A FISCAL AGENT FOR THE SALE OF 
THE BONDS AND THAT. AN EFFORT BE MADE TO START THE CONSTRUCTION ON THE CLASSROOM 
BUILDING AS SOON AS FINAL PLANS AND SPECIF.ICATJONS HAVE BEEN SUBMITT.ED AND APPROVED~ 
THIS M::,TION WAs s'Ec~NoEo BY MR. MITCHELL AND THE ROLL WAS 'cALLED ON 1Ts ADOPTioN 
WITH THE FOLLOWING RESULTs: MR. WHITE, AvE; MR. ScHOEPFLJN, AvE; MR. HALL, AYE; 
MR. DoRAN, AVE; MR •. MITCHELL, AY'E;~ MR. LoNG, AvE; MR." BuTLER, A.YE. 
REPORT OF THE BusiNEss MANAGER AccEPTED 
OR. WooDs PRESENTED THE REPORT OF THE BusiNEss MANAGER As FOLLOws: 
REPORT OF P. W. ORDWAY, BUSINESS MANAGER 
TO THE PRESIDENT AND BCiARD OF REGENTS OF 
MURRAY STATE COLLEGE 
APRIL '26, 1960. 
THE FOLLOWING REPORT IS SUBMITTED FOR THE INFORMATION AND CONSIDERATION OF THE 
PRESIDENT ANo BoARD OF REGENTS OF MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE: 
I. SUMMARY OF FUND OPERATIONS AS OF MARCH 31, 1960 
ALLOTMENTS UNENCUMBERED 
OR ENCUMBRANCES 
RECEIPTS BALANCE 
STATE APPROPRIATION- ORDINARY REcURRING ExPENSEs 
36-2-01-00f STATE APPROPRIATION,,,,,,,, $1,156,125.00 
STATE APPROPRIATION- SPECIAL FuNes 
36-7-37-107 242-eEo DORMITOR'< , , , , , 733,100.00 
36-7-37-108 ELECTRIC LINE TO DoRMITORY, 5,500.00. 
36-7-37-110 280-BEo DoRMITORY,,,.,, 32,600.00 
36-7-37-111 CLAssROOM BuiLDING , , , , ·• 10,861.00 
36-7-37-112 WELLS HALL BATHROOM REN, 40,000.00 
36-7-37-114 CAUDILL PROPERTY.'' 30,050.00. 
36-7-37-115 FRATERNITY HousEs •. , , . 500.00 
36-7-37-116 RE P:..l R ORDWAY HALL ' ' ' ' 10,000.00 
36-7-37-117 MARRIED EhuoENT HousiNG I ,010.00 
36-7-37-118 PuRcHASE GROGAN LoT , , . 2,100.00 
36-7-37-105 STuDENT UNION CoNSTRUCTION 995,000.00 
REvOLVING FuNo 
36-2-13-00 I REvOLVING FuNo ••••••• 513,026.62 
36-2-13-101 BLDG, CoNsTR. AND RENOV. 62,599.67 
$862,84 I. 72. $293,283.28 
655,309,95 77,790.05 
----- 5,500.00 
9,201.00 23,399.00 
10,861.00 -----
36,093.09 3,906.91 
30,050.00 -----
500.00 
----
8,450.110 1,549.90 
----- 1,010.00 
------
2,100.00 
987,046.23 7,953.77 
460,988.27 52,038.35 
19,363.67 43,236.00 
I 
I 
' 
' 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II. FARM STATEMENT- JuLY I, 1959- MARcH 31, 1960 
RECEIPTS: 
FARM AND GARDEN PRODUCTS 
ToBAcco (o 6 ACRE) 0 • oo 
.. o• o• o• o• o• O• o• o• o• o• o• •. O• $ .1,3.72..00 . 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 
TosAcco ••••••••.• . . . ......................... . 
PauL TRY AND EGGS •.• . . . .......................... . 
DAIRY PRODUCTS •.•.••.•.•.•.•.•••.•.••.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.• 
LIVESTOCK ••• 0 ••• 
SHOW PREMIUMS ••• 
FILLING s. LO ••••• 
ORCHARD PRODUCTS 
ExPENDITUREs: 
SALARIES AND WAGES •• 0 •••••• 
VETERINARY AND TESTING SERVICE. 
ELECTRICITY AND TELEPHONE •• 0 0 
REPAIRS TO EQuJ PMENT ••••••.•.•••.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•. 
MAINTENANCE TO Buu .. OJNGS ANo.GRouNos .•.•.•.•.•.•.•. 
DAIRY PRODUCTS ••••••• 0 0 •••••••• ~- •••••••••••••••••• 
FEEDS •••••••• 0 •••• 0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
MoTOR FuELS AND- LuBRICANTS. o· •••••••••• o ••• o ••• o ••• o- •• 
HEATING FuELs ••. o· •••••• o· •••••• o- •••••• o- •••••• o- •••• o ••••• 
MEDICAL SuPPLIES ••••• 
CoMMERCIAL SuPPLIES • o 
AGRICULTURAL SuPPLIES. 
SEED AND FERTILIZER.. 
RENTAL OF EQUIPMENT 
INSURANCE 0 ••••••••• 
Ml SCELLANEOUS •••.•• 
~CHINERY A_!oiO IMPLEI!o"J::NTS 
O• O• 0. •· •••••••••••••••••••• 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
. ................. ·- ..... . 
•·•·•·o·•·•··············· 
•••••• ·- •• o• •• •• • • • • •• 
Bult.DINGs AND F1xEo. EQU-IRMENT .•••.•.•.•. o• o• •• o· •••••• 
F.I.CoA. TAxEs ••• o 
K.EoR.S ••• o. o ••• 
Loss FOR PERIOD • 
. 2.96o97 . 
. .1,507o2.2.. 
0 6,007.50. 
.12,643o.l6 
2.,338. 53 
162.o 96 
375o 75 
149.50 
$13,537o19 
495o91 
533o07 
.1,389.90 0 
.1,372.o64 . 
. .2..83o85. 
.6,335o59. 
. .6.86o03. 
. . 402..74. 
83o72. 
908.35 
.879o52. . 
. 1,462..01 . 
.. 32.3o30 . 
.1,2.35.32.. 
2.72.o 56 
2.,082..38 
.954o36. 
366o05 
418.88 
Ill. CANNERY STATEMENT- JuLY. 1,.1959.,. .MARcH 31,01960 
-~, 
CANNED PRODUCTS AND.CANNING FEES •.• : •.•••.•.•.•.•. Oo •• 0• o ••••••••••• 
ExPENDITUREs: 
SALARIES AND WAGES •• 
REPAIRS TO EQUIPMENT. 
CoMMERCIAL SuPPLIES. ••• 
RENTAL OF EQUIPMENT. 0 
Ml SCELLANEOUS ••••.• 
Foi.C.A. TAXES • o• o• •.•. 
Loss FOR PERIOD • o 
0 0 • 0 0 0 ••• $ 1,571.91 
O• O• Oo 0• o• O• Oo •• •• 02..14.75. 
•••••••••••• O• O• •••••••••••• 
•••••••••• O• •••••••••••••• o. 
•• •• 0• •••••••• O• ........... . 
•••• O• O• ................. . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.4,1.12..63 
.95o00 
. 1.30 . 
38.96 
IV. CAFETERIA STAJEMENT- JuNE 15, 1959- FEBRUARY 2.9, 1960 
RECEIPTS: 
CAsH REcEIVED AT DooR • 
SALE OF MEAL TICKETS 
SALES TO SNAcK BAR o 
ExPENDITUREs; 
SALARIES AND WAGES • 
STUDENT WAGES 
FooD PRODUCTS 
UtiLITIES ••••• J • ; 
LAuNDRY. o •• o ..... 
OFFICE SuPPLIES ••• 
CHINA, UtENSILS, .ETc: •• 
...... 
$ 16,557o41 
2.1 I, 144.30 
3o942..04 
$ 47,710o69 
10,944.93 
12.3,974o2.1 
5,390o 82. 
.574o42. 
. 86.73 
3, 744o2. I 
$2.4, 853. 59 
34o043.37 
$ 9,189. 78 
. $ 5,090.31 
6o034.55 
$ ,944o2.4 
$2.31,643. 75 
,. :. ·'• 
149. 
150. 
CAFETERIA (coNn) 
ExPENDITURES! 
0rHER SuPPLIES. 
REPAIRS TO EQUIPMENT. 
0rHER ExPENSEs. 
F.I.C.A. TAXES 
KE.R.S .•••• 
NEw EQuiPMENT 
PROFIT FOR PERIOD 
CoMPARATIVE STATEMENTS. 
JuNE I, 1958 TO JANUARY 31, 
JUNE 1, 1957 TO JANUARY 31, 
JuNE 1, J956 TO JANUARY 3J, 
1959 
1958 
1957 
$ 
.......... 
............................ 
4,671.21 
343.93 
692.37 
1,305.20 
1,605.66 
. ' .......................... ~_,3..,,2.,90<!:4~. 8!l!2'-
·············································· 
. . ' .. .... . ' . 
. .... . . . . ' . 
. GAIN. . $ .9,7.91..12. 
.GAIN. . 1.1,7.99.74 
GA1N 8,558.67 
$204,339,20 
$ 27,304.55 
V. SNACK BAR STATEMENT- JuNE .15,. 1959 :-.FEBRUARY 29,. 1960 
5AL.ESj 
SNACK BAR 
CIGARETTE MAcHINE. 
CANov MAcHINE ••• 
JuKE Box .•.•••• 
CosT OF Gooos SoLo • 
GRoss PROFIT •• 
OPERATING ExPENsEs: 
SALARIES AND WAGES • 
REPAIRS TO EQUIPMENT. 
l.A.uNORY • o , • , o , , • • • 
JANITORIAL SuPPLIES ••• 
HousEHOLD AND KITCHEN SuPPLIES 
......•.......•.•.....•.•... $ 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . ..... 
. .......................... . 
........ •· ................. . 
22,314.13 
4,368.95 
359.25 
.. 342.00 
• ' ••••••••••••••••••••••••• ' • •• 0 • •• • • • • 
·············································· 
............................ $ 
. .......................... . 
............................ 
914·66.51 
. . 3.30 
. 30.82 
209.68 
238.95 
DEPRECIATION oN SuPPLIES.ANo EQUIPMENT .••••••••••••••••• ..._ _ _,.3!.:;3l!,Ot.•.i!5.i!5'-. 
NET PROFIT ••••••••• 0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
. $ 27,384.33 
14.999.04 
$ 12,385.29 
10.279.81 
• 2,105.48 
VI. RE6REATION ROOM STAJ'EMENT :-.JuL-Y 1,. 1959 :- .F.EBRUAAY 29,. 19.60. 
RECEIPTSi 
PooL ••• 
P1 NG PoNG BALLS • • • • • • • 
CocA-CoLA AND PEPsi CoLA 
ToM's MAcHINE 
GAME MAcHINE 
ExPENDITUREs: 
STUDENT WAGES 
MERCHANDISE FOR REsALE •.• 
EQuiPMENT AND SuPPLIES 
NEw EQuiPMENT • 
NET PRoFIT •••••• .. . . ·' 
$ 3.4~8.~8 
138.50 
570.72 
182.70 
I I 8.00 
........•........•......... $ .835.64 
.724.29 
. .96.38 
............................ 
.. . . ...................... . 
............................ -'-'~·.il.54~t~... . 6!!!oL. 
VII. PURCHASE OF GROGAN PROPERTY 
$ 4,438.20 
2.!97.91 
$ 2, 2.40. 29 . 
FuNeS IN THE AMOUNT OF $2,100.00 HAVE BEEN ALLOCATED BY THE CoMMISSIONER OF 
FINANCE TO PURCHASE A TRACT OF LANe FROM Bossy R. GROGAN 100 FT. x 190 FT. IN 
WEs HAvEN HEIGHTS WHICH ADJOINS THE.CAUDI.LL .PROPERTY. AN.D.WHICH IS PLANNED TO BE 
USED AS AN OUTLET TO THE· CAUDILL PROPERTY,. 
THE ABSTRACT OF TITLE AND DEED HAVE BEEN PREPARED FOR THIS PROPERTY AND FINAL 
PAYMENT IS EXPECTED TO BE MADE WITHIN THE NEXT FEW DAYS, 
VIII. AUCTION SALE 
PERMISSION HAS BEEN OBTAINED FROM DR .. LEWIS .C .. B.ELL.,. DIRECTOR OF. THE DIVISION OF 
PuRCHASES, TO HOLD AN AUCTION SALE .TO .DISPOSE OF. OBSOJ...ETE,. USED ANO UNSERVICEABLE 
PROPERTY WHICH HAS ACCUMULATED AT .MURRAY. STATE .CoL.LE.GE ,FOR A ,NUMBER OF YEARS, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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THE SALE WILL BE HELD AT 10:00 A.M., MA.v 5, ·1960, AT THE Mu~RAV STATE CoLLEGE STADIUM. 
NOTICE OF 'THIS SALE IS. BEING INS.ERTED IN NEWSPAPERS OF THIS AREA. THERE WILL ,BE .NUMEROUS 
ITEMS OFFERED FOR SALE SUCH AS WOODEN DOUBLE DECK ~EDS, STEEL SINGLE BEDS 1 CJ:tES_TS OF 
DRAWERS, CHAIRS OF VARIOUS TYP~S1 ICE BOXES, OLD PIPE AND PIPE FITTINGS, COMMODES, BATH 
TUBS
1 
L.AVATORIES1 DESKS AND NUMEROUS OTHER ITEMS. 
~E;.PORT .OF. -!Al\!11;$ .A. -~~GERS1 TREASURER 
TO THE PRESIDENT AND BOARD OF REGENTS OF 
.. ~URRAY STATE COLLEGE 
APRIL 26, 1960 
BONDED ACCOUNTS- STATEMENTS OF MARCH 31, 1960 
I. 1-tEALTH BuiLDING AND HoME MANAGEMENT HousE 
BALANCE IN ButLDI!"'G REv.E!jl:'E. f\cc.o~~T .•.•••• 
8AL.ANC:E IN BoNo.ANo INTER.EST AccouNT •••• 
BALANCE IN OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE AccouNT 
$12,78~.25 
12,010.00 
5.189.94 
$29,985.19 
II. 
U. 5. TREAsu.RY BoNos Pl!R.CJ:i~S.E~ .F~<?t-1 ~'-:JR.PI;-US_ 
IN HEALTH BuiLDING AccouNTS! 
U. S. TREASURY BoNo No, 25009- 2-t/8 PERCENT 
U, S. TREASURY BoNo No. 15501- 2-1/2 PERCENT 
$10,000.00 
10,000.00 
ORIGINAL AMOUNT oF BOND ISSUE DATED Nov. 1, 1935. 
8oN~S OUTSTANDING _ON THIS ACCOUNT. • • ~ • • ~ , • • ~ 
AMOUNT TO BE PAID DURING PERIOD APRIL I, t96D-APRIL I, 1961 
F"OR BONDS $6,000.00, INTEREST $840.00 • . • • • • , • , , • • • • • • 
INTERE_ST RATE 4 PERCENT AND FINAL MATURITY' DATE Nov, .1, .1963~ 
fiNE ARTS BuiLDING 
DEPOSITED 
BANK OF MuRRAY 
PEoPLES BANK. 
BANK oF MuRRAY 
DATE OF PuRCHASE 
j).uGUfl.T 1, 1954 
JANUARY 2 I. I 956 
$145,000.00 
21,000,00 
6,840.00 
r.·. 
DEPOSITED 
BALANCE IN BuJL .. oJNG. REyENUE AccouN:r. 
BALANC!f: _IN BoND AND I~TEREST AccouNT 
• ••• 0 • • $ 6,0_63.89 
7,79().06 
5.767.21 
$19,621. q 
•. BANK. OF MuRRAy 
BANK oF MuRRAY 
BALANCE IN_ OPERATION AND ~INTENANCE AccouNT 
Uo So TREASURY BoNo PURCHASED FROM suRPLUS 
IN FaNE ARTS BuiLDING REvENUE Accout~T: 
U. S. TREAsuRY BoNo No. 25723- 2-1/8 PERCNET $10,000 
ORIGINAL AM_~~.t>fr .. OF-BOND ISSUE DATED OcT. 1, 1945 0 0 0 • 
BoNDS OUTSTANDING ON THIS ACCOUNT • • o , o • , , • o , • o o • 
AMOUNT TO BE PAID DURING PERIOD APRIL I, 1960- APRIL I, 1961 
. . ' 
BANK OF MuRRAY 
QATE OF PuRCHASE 
. j:;,:;.~ARY "it, .. f!i56 
$ 77,000.00 
10,000.00 
F"OR BONDS $4,000,00, INTEREST $180.00 .• , • , • • • , .-., • •·. • • 
INTEREST RATE 2-1 4 PERCENT AND FINAL MATURITY DATE APRIL 1, 1961o 
4,180.00 
Ill. 1954 'REVENUE BoNo AND INTEREST AccouNT (BASKETBALL_ F..tEL..OHousE) 
IV. 
BALANCE JN BoNo AND INTEREST AccouNT $24,426.8? 
ORIGINAL AMOUNT OF BOND ISSUE DATED Ju_LY 1., .1954 .. o o ...... 
BoNOS OUTSTANDING ON THIS ACCOUNT o o o • • o o o o o o o • o • 
AMOUNT TO BE PAID DURING PERIOD APRIL.. 1. 1960- APRIL 1, 1961 
F"OR BONDS $~,000.00, IKTEREST $2,697.50 .• • ,, • ,.., .• • •. • • , 
DEPOSITED 
BANK OF MuRRAY 
. ~ .. 
$200,000.00 . 
87,000.00 
. 10,697.50 
INTEREST RATE .J-1/4 ·PERCENT AND FINAL MATURITY DATE JuLY J, 1968. 
1955 QoRM&:TORY REyENUE BoNos-=-· Wooos HALL 
BALANCE 1 N DoRM 1 TORY REvENUE AccouNT. • o 
BALANCE IN SINKING FuNo AccouNT • o • o o o • 
BALANCE IN SaNKING FuND- IN~OME AccouN~o 
$4 I, 144.67. 
34,854.98 
69.18 
$76,068.83 
• • j: 
... , 
DEPOSITED-
.PEOPLES BANK 
THE KY. TRusT Co. 
.. THE KY. TRusT Co. 
LouiSVILLE• KY • 
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v. 
U. S. TREASURY ~TE-S PURCHASED FROM SURPLUS 
IN SINKING I"" UNO ACCOUNT: 
U. S. TREASURY 4-¥4 PERCENT NoTE 
U. S. TREASURY 4-3/4 PERCENT NoTE 
$ 4,020.00 
24.000.00 
$28,020.00 
. . ' 
ORIGINAL AMOUNT oF BOND ISSuE DATED DEcEMBER 1, 1955 
80NDS OUTSTANDING ON THIS AcCOUNT • • • '• • • • • , . . . . 
AMOUNT TO BE PAID DURING PERIOD APRIL , .. 1960-
APRIL I, 1961, FOR BONDS $13,000, INTEREST $21,780 
INTEREST RATE 2--o/'4 PERCENT, FINAL MATURITY DATE 0Ec. 1, 
PATE OF PuRCHASE 
Jui.. v 28, ·1959 
NovEMBER 9, 1959 
$818,000.00 
792,000.00 
34,780.00 
1995. 
STUDENT UNION BoNos OF 1957 '0EPOSITED. 
BALANcE: IN STuDENT UNION REVENuE AccT •• 
8ALAN.cE·:a·N BoNo AND' INTEREST Accou-NT·.·. 
$1Q1,23l.SO PEoPLES BANK 
. '· 
; 'to.586~t3 . LINCOLN BANK AND TRUST 
$111,817:631 ·LouisviLLE, Kv • 
ORIGINAL AMOUNT oF BOND IssuE DATED Nov. 1, 1957. 
80NOS OUTSTANDING ON THIS ACCOUNT • • • • • • • , • 
AMOUNT TO BE PAID DURING PERIOD APRIL 1, 1960-
APRIL I, 1961, FOR BONDS $10,000, INTEREST $19,262,50 
INTEREST RATE 218 PERCENT AND FINAL MATURITY DATE 
NovEMBER 1, 199 . · · · 
$670,000.00 
670,000.00 
29,262.50 
I' -
MoTioN wAs' MADE av MR• WHITE THAT T'HE BoARD ACCEPT THE'·REPORT OF THE BusiNESS 
MANAGE~ THIS MOTION'WAS'SECONOED BY MR; HAL:.L AND WAS CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
0R. ·WooDS STATED THAT PERMISSION• HAS BEEN 'RECEIVED FROM THE· DIVISION OF PROPERTY 
UTILIZATION TO HAVE AN AucTION SALE AT MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE oF ITEMs THAT ARE No 
LONGER NEEDED AND REQUESTED THE AUTHORIZATION OF THE BoARD TO HOLD T.HIS PUBLIC SALE. 
MoTION wAs MADE BY MR. ScHOEPFt..IN THAT THE BoARD AUTHORIZE THE AUCTION sALE 
AT 10:00 A.M., MA.v 5, 1960. THIS MOTION'WAS SECONDED ev MR. LoNG AND THE ROLL wAs 
cALLED oN ITS ADOPTION WITH THE FOLLOWING RESULTs: MR. WHITE, AVE; MR. ScHOEPFLIN, 
AvE; MR. HALL, AvE; MR.- 0oRAN1 A YEt MR. MrTCHELL, AYE; MR. LoNG1 AYE; AND MR. BuTLER, 
AYE. 
REPORT, ON HousiNG AND CHANGES MADE IN Pot::ICV FOR RESERVING HousiNG UNITS 
THE FOLLOWING REPORT ON HOUSING AND REQUEST FOR CHANGES TO BE MADE IN THE 
POLICY FOR RESERVING HOUSING' UNITS, AND DORMITORY ROOMS WAS PRESENTED TO THE 
BoARD; • · - · · · · • · · · • • · · · · · 
BEGINNING JuLY 1. 1960i THE• RATES OH AI.!.L HOUSING UNITS WILL BE AS FOLLOWS: 
I, 
REGULAR APARTMENTs--$25.00 PER MONTH1 PLUS ELECTRICITY AND HEAT 
APARTMENTS WITH ELECTRIC HEAT AND UTILITIES FURNISHEo--$35.00 
APARTMENTS IN BuiLDING 8 (HARDWOOD FLOORS AND STIPLED WALLs)-$27.00 
SMALL HOUSEs--$25.00 PER MONTH 1 PLUS ELECTRICITY AND HEAT 
LARGE THREE-ROOM HOUSEs--$28.00 PER MONTH, PLUS ELECTRICITY AND HEAT 
ExTRA LARGE HOUSE"S (116-117-118)--$35.00 PER MONTH, PLUS ELECTRICITY 
AND HEAT. 
EACH APPLICANT MUST ·pAy OKE· MONTHr·s· RENT IN ADVANCE ON ·ALL UNITS. 
No APPLICATION WILL BE CONSIDERED UNLESS IT IS ACCOMPANIED BY ONE 
MONTHtS RENT. THIS ADVANCE PAYMENT WILL BE REFUNDED UPON REQUEST, 
PROVIDED THE APPLICANT MAKES THE REQUEST FIFTEEN (15) cAYS BEFORE THE 
BEG I NNJ NG OF THE TERM. 
EAST HALL--RooMs· FOR GIRLS-- ·$3.00 PER WEEK. 
EAST HALL WILL BE USED FOR A GIRLSt DORMITORY FOR 196o-61, THEREFORE IT 
WILL BE NECESSARY FOR YOU TO FINO ANOTHER APARTMENT. 5tNCE WE ARE ASKING 
YOU TO VACATE YOUR APARTMENT, WE WILL PUT YOU FIRST ON OUR WAITING LIST OF 
APARTMENTS AND HOUSES OWNED BY THE COLLEGE, IF YOU WANT TO MOVE TO ORCHARD 
HEIGHTS. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
MoTION WAS· MADE BY fvl;R, 5cHOEPFLIN THAT,THE BOARD APP~oVE THE RENT ~TRUCTURE FOR 
THE APARTMENTS AND HOUSES AND RESERVATION PROCEDURES AS STATED IN THE REPORT AND !N 
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THE BuDGET oocuMENT, .. THts ~OTt9N WAS sEco""oEo sv MR •. MITCHELL AND THE ROLL wAs cALLED 
oN ITS ADOPTION WITH THE FOLLOWING RESULTs: MR. WHITE,. AVE; MR. ScHOEPFLIN, AYEj 
MR. HALL, AYEf MR. DoRAN, AYE; MR. MITCHELL, AYE; MR. LoNG, AvE; AND MR. BuTLER, AYE, 
QoN SHELTON. NEw HEAD FooTBALL CoAcH. EMPLOYED FOR THREE-YEAR cONTRACT 
MoT JON wAs MAcE ev MR. ~LL,T.H~~ Tt:'E. E;:SoARo APPROVE THE EMPLOYING oF DoNALD R. 
SHELTON AS He:Ao FooTBALL CqAcH f;O:R.A: ~E.R~o.o. O:F THREE YEARS EFFECTIVE JuLv-1, -1960, AI 
A MINIMUM SALARY OF $7,6QQ P~R AN~L:J~ ~Jo:.ID. Tti.AJ" .Ttf.:;: ~CARD-MAY INCREASE THE SALA~y AT 
THEIR DISCRETION DURING THE Tl:fREE-YEAR PERIOD. THIS MOTION WAS SECONDED BY MR. tiALL 
AND THE ROLL. WAS CALLED ON ITS ADOPTION WITH THE FOLLOWING RESULTS: MR. WHITE 1 AYEt 
MR. ScHOEPFLIN, AYE; MR. HALL, A YEt MR. DoRAN, 'AYEi MR. MITCHEL:L, AYE; MR. LoNG, AvE; 
AND MR. BuTLER, AYE. 
QR. Weeps ELECTED As PRESIDENT FOR THREE-YEAR f3R1oo 
MR. WHITE MOVED THAT THFf: Bo~R.O.E.L~~T RALPH H. WooDs AS PRESIDENT OF MuRRAY 
STATE CoLLEGE FOR A PERIOD Of THR.EE YEARS EFFECTIVE JuLY 1, 1960, AT A MU.NJMUM SALARY 
OF $16,000 PER ANNUM IF SUCH ~SIN CONFORMITY WITH THE STATE CONSTITUTION AND PROVIDED 
FURTHER THAT THE BOARD MAY INCREASE THE SALARY AT THEIR DISCRETION DURING THIS THREE-
YEAR PERIOD. THIS MOTION WAS SECONDED BY MR. HALL AND THE ROLL, WAS CALLED ON ITS 
ADOPTION WITH THE FOLLOWING RESUL. Ts: MR. WHITE, AYE; MR. ScHOEPFL.IN, AYEj MR. HALL, AvE; 
MR. DoRAN, AYE; MR. MITCHEt..L, AYE; MR. LoNG, AYE; AND M~. BuTLER, AVE. 
OEAN NAsH•s SALARY INCREASED ro $13.000 
MR. DoRAN MOVED THAT TH~ Bo~R_D_A_Pp~o.v~ .I~CREASING THE SALARY OF DR. WILLIAM G. NASI'\ 
DEAN, TO $13,000 PER ANNUM. THIS MOTION WAS SECONoEo.sv-MR. ScHOEPFLIN,::;AND THE--ROLL wAs 
CALLED ON ITS ADOPTION WITH Ttt:E FOLLOWING RESUI... TS! MR. WHITE, A YEt MR. HALL, A YEt 
MR. ScHoEPFL.IN, AYEi MR. DoRAN, AYE; MR. MITCHELL, AYE; MR. LoNG, AYE; MR. BuTL:ER, AvE. 
MR. DoRAN _MOvEo THAT MRs. LILt..IAN LowRY BE CHANGED IN_ RANK FRoM INsTRUCTOR :ro AssisTANT 
c:S~. THJ- MOTION wAS cONDED BY MR. ScHW::.PFt..IN A.ND wAS ·cARRIEo UNANIMOUSLY. 
ON MUN ER RO ESSOR OF OUCA ION LECTED KEG STRAR . · 
DR. WooDs STATED THAT M.Rs. liE.STE;R_ ~~s. ~E.T~RING EFFECTIVE JuLY 1,.1960, ~No 
RECOMMENDED THAT DR. DoNALD. HuNT~R. ~E. ~~P.L9"'(ED AS PRoFESSOR OF EoucATION AND 
REGISTRAR AI A SALARY OF $8,000, E_FFECTIVE Ju'-'< 1,-.!960, 
. .... - ' ·~. ~ 
'·· 
... 
MoTION wAs MADE av MR. LoNG THAT THE BoARD APPROVE THE EMPLOYING OF OR. DoNALD 
HuNTER As PROFESSOR OF EoucATtON AND REGISTRAR EFFECTIVE JuLY _1, 1960, AT A SALARY 
OF $8,000. THIS MOTION WAS SECONDED BY MR. HALL A~D THE ROLL WAS CALLED C?N, ITS ADOPTION 
WITH THE FOLLOWING RESULTS! MR. WHtTE, AvE; MR. ScHOEPFLJN, AvE; MR. HALL, AYE; MR. DoRAN, 
AYE; MR. MITCHELL, AYE; MR. l,..oNG,_ ~-v:Et ~1':.1~ fy1~ •. BuTLER, AYE. 
BuDGET FOR 1960=-61, APPROvED 
PRESIDENT Wooos PRESENTEe THE FOLLOWING BuoGET FOR 196D-61: 
MURRAY STATE COLLEGE 1960=-61 BUDGET 
THE FOLLOWING BUDGET IS SUBMITTED FOR YOUR CONSIDERATION. THIS BUDGET PROPOSAL IS BASED 
ON THE FOLLOWING! 
1. THAI WE RECEIVE OUR FULL LEGISLATIVE APPROPRIATION OF $1,559,900.00 FOR THE 1960=-61 
FISCAL YEAR. 
2. THAT WE HAVE AN ENROLLMENT EQUIVALENT TO 2400 FULL-TIME STUDENTS. FOR._THE .1960 FALL 
SEMESTER, -2200 FULL-TIME STUDENTS FOR:THE'-1961· SPRING SEMESTER AND 1250 FULL-TIME 
STUDENTS.FOR THE 1961- SuMMER SEsSION .WHO.WILL~P.AY-.FULL REGISTRATION FEES. 
' :" .. " .. ··. 
3. THAT wE I-:IAVE_ A BALANCE OF $12,000 1~ ouR REVOLVING FuNo TO BRING FORWARD FROM THE 
1959-60 F.ISCAL YEAR AND THAT THE DEPARTMENT Of. .. f.'!__~~.CE PERMITS THIS AMOUNT TO BE 
USED FOR OPERATION ANq MAINTENANCE EXPENSES FOR THE 196Q-61 FISC~L Y~AR. 
1!l4 
IF WE DO NOT RECEIVE OUR FULL LEGISLATIVE APPROPRIATION, AND DO NOT COLLECT THE FULL 
REGISTRATION FEES FROM AS MANY STUDENTS AS LfSTED IN No, 2 ABOVE, AND DO NOT·HAVE· •. ·, 
$12,QQQ,QQ IN THE REVOLVING FuND TO BRING FORWARD FROM THE 1959-60 FISCAL YEAR, IT WILL 
BE NECESSARY TO REDUCE THE PROPOSED EXPENDITURES LISTED IN THIS SUOGE·T IN ORDER TO OPERATE 
WITHIN THE-: FuNDS ACT.UACLv ·RECEJ'IiE.o, 
THE INCIDENTAL FEE OF $45.00 FOR THE 1960 FALL SEMESTER IS ALLOCATED AS FOLLOWS! 
.,.. .. l' ..... ' .......... . 
BoNo RETIREMENT FOR HEALTH BuiLDING ••• 
BoNo RETIREMENT FOR GvMNAStUM ButLDING 
BoNo RETIREMENT ~OR -FuTuRE· Buu_oJNGs. 
BuDGETED FOR OPERATING' ExPENSES 
" .. 
$ 5.00 
6.00 
10.00 
• 24.00 
$45;00 
THE lru;IDENTAL ·FEE OF $45.00.FoR THE 1961'SPRiNG SEMESTER FOR ME-N STUDENT'S L.iV1NG"iN THE 
NEW DORMITORY IS ALLOCATED AS FOLLOWS! 
BoNo RETIREMENT FOR HEAt..TH Bu"1i..oiNG ....... ' $. 5.00 
6.00 
5.00 
29.00CX) 
"$45.00 .. 
. . . '- ~ . --
BoNo RETIREMENT FOR GvMNASIUM BuiLDING • 
BoNo RETIREMENT FOR STuDENT UNION Bult..DING. 
BoNo RETIREMENT· FOR 'NEW DoRMIToRY (242 ·sTuDENTs) 
THE INciDENTAL. FEE OF $45.00 FOR STUDENTS NoT LIVING fN THE NEw' DoRMITORY ·FOR THE 1961 
SPRING SEMESTER 1s ALLi:>CATEo'As·FCt..LoWs: 
BoNo RETIREMENT FOR HEALTH BuiLDING •••••• 
BoNo RETIREMENT FOR GvMNASJUM BuiLDING ••• 
BoNo RETIREMENT FOR STuDENT UNION BuiLDING. 
BoNo RETIREMENT FOR FuTURE BuiLDINGS ••••• 
BuoGETED FOR ORDINARY REcuRRING OPERATING ExPENsEs 
$ 5.00 
6.00 
5.00 
5.00 
24.00 
$45.00 
THE INCIDENTAL FEE OF $22.50 FOR THE 1961 SuMMER SESSION FOR MEN STUDENTS L.IVING IN THE 
NEW DORMITORY IS ALLOCATED AS FOLLOWS! 
BoNo RETIREMENT F6R HEALTH Buit..DING; • : 
BoND RETIREMENT FOR FUTURE Bult..DINGS •• 
BoNo RETIREMENT FOR NEw DoRMITORY (242 STUDENTs) 
$ 2.50: 
5.00· 
15.00 (X) 
$22.50 
THE INciDENTAL FEE'OF $22.50 FOR THE 1961 Su·MMER SESSION FOR STUDENTS NoT LIVING IN THE 
NEW DORM•I)TORY IS ALLOCATED AS FOL..L.OWS: 
BoNo RETIREMENT FOR HEALTH BuiLDING ••..•• 
BoNo RETIREMENT FOR FuTURE BuiLDINGS ••• 
. . . . 
.· 
$ 2,50 
5.00 
BuoGETED FOR ORDINARY REcURRING OPERATING ExPENSES 15,00 
$22.50 
(X) THE TRUST INDENTURE SPECIFIES THAT THE AMOUNTS LISTED ABOVE FROM THE INCIDENTAL FEE FOR 
At..L occuPANTS OF THIS sult..DING BE DEPOSITED IN. THE StNKiNG FuNo AccouNT. THE RENTAL CAPACITY 
OF THE NEW BOYS DORMITORY WHICH AS BEEN APPROVED BY THE HouSING AND HoME FINANCE AGENCY 
IS 242. 
EsTIMATED RECEIPTS FROM JuLy!. !960- JuNE 30. 1961 
I. EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL 
A. STUDENT FEES 
I. INCIDENTAL FEE (2400 REGULAR STuDENTs; FALL !960 x $24) · $57,600.00 
(1958 REGULAR STUDENTS, SPRING 1961x$24) 46,992.00 
(1008 REGULAR STUDENTS, SuMMER 1961x$15) 15.120.00 
2. GENERAL bAs. FEE (2400 REGULAR STUDENTs, FALL 1960 x $4) 9,600.00 
., .. ,. (2200 REGULAR STUDENTS~ SPRING 1961 X $4) 8,800.00 
(1250 REGULAR STUDENTS, SuMMER 196! x $2} 2.500.00 
3. NoN""REsloENT FEE ( 500 REGULAR STUDEN.TS x $45 x 2 SEM.6~6·1)'·4}>.000.00 
( 200 REGULAR STuDENTS x $22.50, Su..-61) 4,500.00 
$119,712.00 
20,900.00 
49,500.00 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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4. CouRSE FEES (AGR,,Bus., H.Ec. ,I No. ARTs., MaL, ScJ,,SPEECH, AND JouRN,)$ 6,500 
:4000 
150 
700 
1,500 
5. TRANSCRIPTS .•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.• 0 •••••• 0 ....... 0 
6. LATE REGISTRATION ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
7. ScHEDULE CHANGEs .•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.• ••••• 
8. CHEMISTRY BREAKAGE •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
9. LIBRARY FINES ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
STuDENT AcTIVITY FEE (2400 REG. STuD,, FALL 1960 >i$4.50) 
(2200 REG, STUD., SP-RING 1961i X $4.50) 
(1250 REG, STuD., SuMMER 1961· x $1.50) 
DIPLOMAS • • • • .••••• 
INDUSTRIAL ARTS SuPPLIES •• . . . . . . . . .. 
ExTENSION •••••••••••• 
STUDY CENTERS •••••••• 
TRAINiNG ScHOOL TutTION • ••• 
PARKING PERMITS ••••••••••••••• 
PARKING FINES • •••••••••••••••• . . . . . . . .. 
$10,800.00 
9,900.00 
1.875.00 
. . . . . . . 
100 
22,575 
4,000 
3,200 
8,500 
4,800 
4,500 
500 
••• _ _,5.,.0,_0 $249,637.00 
B. GoyERNMENTAL APPROPRIATIONS . ........ ' •..••..•....••......... 
c. 
1. STATE APPROPRIATION • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • 0 • • 0 • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • 0 0 
,. 
MISCELLANEOUS ....... ' . . ..... ' ' .... . 
1. CoLLEGE NEws AovERTtstNG •. • • • • • .•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•. , .•.•.•.•.•.•. $ 
2. FuEL AND UTILITIES (He:ALTH BLDG, - 12 Mo, x $400.00) , •••.• $ 4,800.00 
(FINE ARTS BLDG, - 9 MO, X $200.00) • • • • • 1,800.00 
(STUDENT. UNION, -. 12 MO, .x $400.00) ... ,. ,. ,. •.. 4.800.00 
3. SuPPLIES FOR BONDED BuiLDINGS (HEALTH,. F.J.NE .ARTS., CAF.E,)- •.•. , .....•.•....... 
4. VETERANS TRAINING REPORTS •.• ................................................ · •• ·• ·• 
5. G. E. D. TEsTs .•••••••••••..•••••.•..•.••••••••••.•••. 
6 .. 0rHER INCO·ME' •.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.• : •.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•• 
$1,559,900.00 
2,200 
11,400 
4,000 
2,400 
100 
2.000 $ 22,100.00 
D. ORGANIZED AcxtyiTIEs RELATING xo EoucATIONAL DEPARTMENT 
1. CoLLEGE GAME REcEIPTs •.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.••••••••••• 
2. Cot-LEGE HIGH ScHOOL GAME· REcE 1 PIS .•.•.•.•.•.•.•••.••••••••. 
3. FARM SALES ••.•••••••.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•••• 
••••••• $24,000 
• . • • • . 1,200 
••.••• ; 38.000 $ 63,200.00 
TOTAL. EDUCATIONAL. AND GENERAL. ..................................... . $1,894,837.00 
II. AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
E. BoARD 
I 
t. CAFETERIA- SEPARATE BoNDED AccouNT •••••••••••••.•••• $---
2. HoME MANAGEMENT HousE ••.••••••.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•••••••.••••••••• 1.800 
3. SNAcK BAR - BaNDED AccouNT .••• , •.•. , .............. , •••••••.••• , ••• ---"-
·F. RooM RENT 
l. WELLS HALL 
2. ORDWAY HALL 
3. SwANN HALL 
4. EAsT HALL 
(390 X 18 WKs,x$3.25 PER WK, 1960 FALL SEMESTER) 
(200 X 18 WKS,X 4,00 PER WK, 1961 SPRING SEM,) 
(100 x 8 WKs.x 4.00 PER WK, 1961 SuM, SESSION) .; 
(140 X 18 WKS,X 4.00 PER WK •. !.960 FAo..L SEMESTER) 
(115 X 18 WKS,X 4.00 PER WK,.1.961 SPRING SEM,) 
( 75 x 8 WKS, x6.00 PER wK •. 1.96t SuMMER SEs,) 
( 64 X 18 WKS, x3,25 PER WK,. !.960 FALL SEMESTER) 
( 55 X 18 WKS,X 3.25 PER WK.. !.961 SPRING SEM,) ... 
( 25 X 18 WKS,X 3.00 PER WK •. t960 FALL. SEME.STER)' 
( 12 X 18 WKS,X 3,00 PER WK. 1961 SPRING SEM,) 
5. WHITE HousEs( 13 UNITS X $25,00 X 11 1/2 MO,) 
( 
( 
::6. APARTMENTS ( 
( 
$22,815.00. 
14,400.00 
3.200.00 $40,415.00 
10,080.00 
8,280.00 
3.600.00 21,960.00 
3,744.00 ... ,,., 
3.217.50 6,961.50 
.1,350.00 
648.00 
3,737.50 
.5, 1.52.00 
1,998.00 
·i ,',1 
• ' ,,1. 
.1.207·.50 10,097.00 
. 16, 1.00 •. 00 . . - ' -. 
19,320.00 
1,800.00 
7. BAILEY HousE ( 
16 UNITS X $28,00 X 1 t 1/2· MO,). . 
3 UNITS X $35,00 X 11 1/ZC Mo,) .. 
56 X $25,00 PER MO, X 11 112 Mo,) 
8 X $35,00 PER MO, X 11 1/2 MO,) . 
12 X $50,00 PER MO,) 
.3.220.00 
600.00 600.00 
$101,351.50 
G. BooKsTORE- BoNDED AccouNT ••• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... $----
H. Posx OFFICE - BoNDED AccouNT. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... 
I. CANNERY : 
1. SALES AND CANNING FEES • .... 4,000.00 
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J. TRAINING ScHOOL.LuNCHROOM (REJMBURSEMEN:-r.BAsLs} .•.•. , .•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•• ·· --- · 
TOTAL AUXILIARY. ENTERPRISES ...................................... , .••• $107;151.50' 
Ill. AMOUNT BROUGHT. FORWARD F.ROM. 1959-60 FISCAL YEAR. 12.000.00 
REVOLVING FuND RECEIPTS $ 442,088.50 
STATE APPROPRIATION FOR 0PERAT.ION AND MAINTENANCE 1,559,900.00 
EsTIMATED AMOUNT. -.:o. BE. BROUGHT, F.oR.wARo FROM. 1959-60.FisCAl-.YEAR '-'-"'--'-'..!1,!;2,!.01!lOI!l0.J.t•..!.O!loOt.. 
ToTAL EsTIMATED. INCOME. As LISTED, AsovE FOR !960c-61. ' $2,013,988.50' 
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES FROM JULY 1. 1960- JUNE 30 •. 1961 
I. ADMINISTRATION .. 
I.' BOARD OF REGENTS 
TRAVEL. 0 0 •••••••••••••••••••••• 0 •••• 0 0 •••• $ 450.00 
...... ' .................. . 
2. PRESIDENT•s OFFICE 
SALARIES • 0 ••••••• 0 ••••••••••••••• $22,020.00 
TRAVEL. " " " •. " •.•. " •. " " " .. " •. "" •. " " " .. " .. •. .. 1.282.00' 
3. BusiNESS OFFICE 
SALARIES ••.••• 
TRAVEL • ............................. 0 • -•••• 0 ... 
CAPITAL Ou:rLAV. •.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•••.•.•.•.•.••••.•.•. 
39,625.00 
600.00 
21500.00 
23,302.00 
42,725.00-
ToTAL AoMJNIST.RATIONo • •.•. •· •· •· •· •· •.•.•. o, ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, o, ,, •. •· •· •· •· •· •· o, •· •· ,, •.•. o, •. ,·e , o ·$ 66,47'7.00 
II. STAFF BENEFITS 
I. F. I. C. A. T.t.x:(3. P.ERCENT,OF.$936,365.00), ...................... .. 
2. K.E,R.S •. (4 .PERCENT OF. $17.1,l60.00). ,. ,, ...... ,, • , , , , • , , , 
3. WoRKMEN1 s. CoMP.ENSATtaN . ........................................... . 
ToTAL 5TA.f1F. BEN.EFI.Ts . ........................................... . 
Ill. GENERAL INSTITUTIONAL EXFENSE 
1. PROPERTY INSURANCE •••••••••••• . . . . . .. 
2. BoNo PAYMENTS (RENTAL):, . , , , .. , , , .. , 
HEALTH Buu ... oi.NG($600.00 x 12 Mo.),, ........ ,. ,, ... . 
NEw GvMNASIUM ($600.00 x l2Ma.} ................ .. 
.7,200 •. 00 
7.200,00 
3. UNoiSTRIBUTEo ExPENSEs 
STUDENT WAGES (TELEPHONE OPERATORS, MESSENGERS) 
2,896.00 
PosTAGE, FREIGHT, AND ExPRESS 7,000.00 
TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH SERVICE • • 14,250.00 
PRINTING AND ADVERTISING •.•••••••••••••.•• 12,000.00 
REPAIRS TO OFF. MAcH, AND EauJPMENT • ••••.• ·.-
OFFICE SuPPLIEs AND MATERIALS •• • •••• ,; ••.• 
1-,800.00 
4;200.00 
1,200.00 
2.500.00 
OTHER ExPENSES • • , • , , ••.•• , .- •••• , , 
REFUNDED FEES •••••••••••••• 
4.. PuBLIC RELATIONS 
.SALARIES , ,. , , , , , • , , , , , , , , , , 
STUDENT WAGES •••••••••••••• 
• . ! • • 
TRAVEL • •••.••• 0 •••••••••••••••••••• 
32,818.33 
1,412.00 
4,500.00 
CAPITAL OuTLAY .................... , •·• _ __,3.,6.,0,..,o .. o~ 
28,090.95 
6,850.40. 
' .4,l00 •. 00 
20,000.00 
14.400.00 
45,846.00 
39,090.33 
39,141.35 
ToTAL GENERAL INSTITUTIONAL ExPENSE , •••• , , ••••• , ••••••••••••• $119,336.33 
IV. STUDENT SERVICES 
. . . . . . . .......... ' ' ... ' ... ' ' 
T. DEAN OF STUDENTS 
SALARIES •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 14,300.00 
STUDENT- WAG<.S .•.••.•••••••••••••••••••. I, 128.00' 
TRAVEL .•••••••.••••••••.••••••••• I 400100 $15,828.00 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Z. DEAN OF WoMEN 
SALARIES ••••• 0 ••••• 0 ••• 0 • 0 ••••• 0 • $10,860.00 
STUDENT WAGES ............................... : .. .... l;480.00 
TRAVEL •••.• · •••••• ::::::::::::: .· .· •· ·tso.oo · 
SuPPLIES .•• · •••••• .' .' .' .' .' .' .'. · ." .' ." ." ." ." ." ." '300.00 · · $14;790.00 · 
3. REGISTRARIS OFFICE 
SALARIEs •.. · •••••• ::::::::::: .·:::: ·3o;10o.oo · 
TRAVEL ••••• ·• • • • • • • . .. .. • . • . .. • . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. '250.00 . 
CAPITAL OuTLAY •.•••• ·• · .". · .' .". ·• · ." ." ." .' ." ." ." ." '675100 · 
4. HEALTH SERVICE: 
SALARIES • . • . • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • . . J3.370.00 
5. SHIELD 
5-ruoENT WAGES (BusiNEss MGR., EoiToR) 
6. SoCIAL 
Fooo PRooucTS .... · .... • • 0 • • • • • 0 • • 0 0 0 • • • •••• 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
8. PuBLIC ExERCISEs 
CoMMENCEMENT ExERCISEs •••••••••••••• 
'Aov•soRvCONFERENcES ·:.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.· 
MEMBERSHIP DuEs TO AccREDITING AssocJATJONS 
CIVIC CoNcERT Assc. FOR STuDENTs AoMJSSION • 
ALUMNI CouNCIL ••••••••••••••••••••• 
540100 
300.00 . 
'12.000.00 . 
800.00 
'600.00 . 
2,200.00 
I ,500.00 
3.400.00 
13,370.00 
540.00 
'300.00 
., 2,000.00 
8.500100 
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ToTAL STUDENT SERVIcEs •••• · •••••• '. ·• ·• · ••••••••••••••••••••• $ 96,353.00 
v. AND VI. INSTRUCTIONAL $ALARIE'S ANP 'OTHER INSTRUCTIONAL COSTS 
OFFICE StiP.P-;.·- REP. TO CAPT. 
DEPT. SALARIES WAGES TRAVEL. SuP. s_ MATER lAb Eau1 p, OuTLAY ToTAL 
1. DEAN OF FACULTY 
2. AGRICULTURE 
3. BtoL., SciENCES 
4. BusiNESS 
5. CHEMISTRY 
6. EoucATION 
7. 1..-SERV. TcH. Eo. 
8. FINE ARTS 
9. HEALTH AND P. E. 
10. HoME EcoNOMICS 
11. INDUSTRIAL ARTS 
!2, bANG, AND biT, 
I 3. LIBRARY Sc1 ENCE 
14. MATHEMATICS 
15. MILITARY SciENCE 
16. NuRsiNG Eo. 
17. PHILOSOPHY 
18. PHYSICS 
19. SociAL Sc1 ENCE·s 
20. ExTENSION 
21. NIGHT, SAT, CLAs. 
22. SuM. SAa, LEAVE 
23. DuPLICATI-rm 5ERV, 
$ 16,480~00 --- --
32, too·.oo - Aao 
51,800~00 
79,850'.00 
45,95L62 
71,016~66 
2,172' 
t,8oo· 
5,400. 
1,2oo· 
3,300.00 
106,884.00 
66,600.00 
34,600~00 
37,800'.00 
124,600.00 
7,850~00 
240 
6,000 
I ,522' 
1,440' 
2, I 12. 
3,108 # 
26'4' 
34,927~22 
6,300~00 -. 840 
8,625~00 528. 
s,4oo·.oo 
2s.ooo:oo 
63,775~00 
13,080.00 
10,000.00 
9,000~00 
3,240' 
792' 
700 
2.6oo·~oo 120 · 
$860,539~50 32,558 
'.'600 
450 
400 
· soo· 
. 400' 
·6,soo· 
900 
I ,300 II 
600. 
·6oo· 
. 400'. 
I ,300 1111 
125 
500 
350 
. 225 
. 400' 
1,800 
17,350 
100 ~ 350.00 
75 2,400.00 
'400' 450.00 
too 3,ooo.oo 
'350 ... 500.00 
50 120.00 
450 4, 700.00 
150 2,800.00 
350 1,875.00 
·too · 7,ooo:oo 
ISO 750.00 
75 700.00 
tOO 
25 547.50 
50 500.00 
75 2,000.00 
. 125 . . 350. 00 
2, 725 28,042. 50 
; '100 
:· 250 
1,200 
600 
125 
1,500 
200 
350 
450 
150 
60 
25 
100 
ISO 
130 
50 
420 
5,188 
4,991 
3,000 
852 
3,000 
1,000 
3,500 
1,020 ## 
1,230 
5,860 23,781 
ToTAL INSTRUCTIONAL SALARIES ANo 0rHE.R 'JNST'RUCT'IOAAL C'osTs • •••••••••• , ••• 
. . 
* Mus1c TRAvEL 
ART TRAVEL 
DRAMATICS 
$660.00 
460.00 
180100 
$1,300.00 
1111 DEBATE. . . . . 900.00 
DEPART·M·ENT . '400.00. 
$1,300.00 
# DEPARTMENT 3,000.00 
RAo1o PRoG, · <10'8.00 
$3,108.00 
## DEPARTMENT 860.00 
RADIO PROG, 160.00 
$1,020.00 
$ 17,080.00 
33,580.00 
62,285.00 
89,191.00 
58,451.62 
80,543.66 
4,610.00 
123,834.00 
71,872.00 
40,215.00 
51,36Z.OO 
131,078.00 
9,074.00 
35,052.22 
8,312.50 
10,203.00 
5,400.00 
34,900.00 
65,492.00 
15,580.00 
10,000.00 
9,000.00 
3. 740.00 
$970,856.00 
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VII. COLLEGE HIGH SCHOOL 
SALARIES •••• 
STUDENT WAGES 
.. · .............................. $111,480.00 
TRAVEL •• 0 0 0 • 
REPAIR TO EQUIPM.ENT 
MAINTENANCE or BuiLDING. 
LAuNoRv ANo DRv CLEANING. 
OFFICE SuPPLIEs ••••• 
CLASSROOM SuPPLIEs ••• 
REcREATIONAL SuPPLIES • 
• 0 ,• 0 
. . . . 
. : .. ::: 
0 ••• 
• 1 ,1.' 
. . 
' ••••• ' ••• ' ••••• 0 
• • •• 0 0 0 • 0 • 0 • • • 0 • 
0 • • • • • • • • • 0 • • 0 
.............. 
• 0 •• 0 • • 0 0 •• 0 • • 
0 • • 0 • 0 •• 0 • 0 • • • 
. . ' ............ . 
• • • • • 0 • 0 0 0 • • • • 0 • 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
• 0 • 0 • • 0 • • 0 • • • • • • 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. 1144.80 
t.too.oo 
. 700.00 
t;doo:oo 
i oo:·cfo" •• 
. 600.00 . 
. 3,566.60 . 
9oo:·oo' 
NEw EQuiPMENT AND FuRNITURE •• 
. ••.•.•.•••••.. ·-~4~·~50~0~·~00~ 
- ' ... ~ ' 
'1' . 
ToTAL CoLLEGE···Hi~H 'SCHoOL. ·· . ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' . 
• 0 • • 0 • • • • 0 • • • • • • 0 0 • • 0 • • • • • 
VIII. LIBRARY 
SALARIES • 
STUDENT WAGES • . 
T .t .~ ... RAVEL, o o., o o, o o 
PRINTING AND BINDING 
REPAIR TO EQUI PM,ENT. 
OFFICE SuPPLIES ••• 
BooKs AND PERIODICALS 
ToTAL LIBRARY •••••• 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
.... $ 
. . . . . . . . . .. 
. ..... ' . ' ' ... ' .. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . ... 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
' ............ . 
. . . . ....... . 
IX. ORGANIZED ACTIVITIES REL.:.AT£p TO EpUCATION 
1. fooTBALL 
STUDENT WAGES- TRAINER (16 WKS X $12) •••• $ 192.00 
ScHOLARSHI f.s (36 · x' $1'2;75' X: 35 WKS~ ·, ·• ·• ·• ·• ·, ·, · '16,065.00 
BooKs (36 x $40) . • • • . • • . • • • • • • • . . • • • 1,440. 00 
ON CAMPus ExPENSEs (MEALS FOR EARL.Y PRACTICE, 
. . 
AFTER GAME MEALS, BANQUETS, VISITING ATHLETES, 
f • • t 
AND MEDICAL EXPENSE • o • , o • • • • , , 
REPAIRS TO UNIFORMS AND EQUIPMENT ••••••• 
TRAVEL ExPENSE (TRANSPORTATION, MEALS, L~DG.) 
CoNTRAcT AND 0FFJC.IALS FOR HoME GAMES • 
LAUNDRY AND DRY CLEANING •••• 
UNIFORMS, EQUIPMENT, SuPPLIES 
. . .. 
4,985.00 
500.00 
5,464',40 
5,320~00 
800~00 
6,898~00 
36,060.00 
10,062.00 
· · 36o.oo''.l 
6,000.00 
100.00 
1,300.00 
32.778.00 
. .... 
INSURANCE ON PLAYERS ••••••• 45o;oo .$ 42,114.40 
2. BASKETBALL 
STUDENT WAGES- TRAINER(!9 WKS, X $12) 
ScHOLARSHIPS (19 x ·$12.75 x 35 WKs,) 
BooKs (19 x $40) •••• , • , • , •. , •• 
'. 
$ 228:oo 
8,478~75 
• I 
760'.00 
ON CAMPus ExPENsE's (AFTER GAME MEALS, BANQUET 
visiTING ATHLETEs, ANo MEDICAL EXPENsE) • • • • '2.tss:1s 
REPAIRS TO UNIFORM's Al-m EQuiPMENT • • • • • • • so:oo 
TRAVEL ExPENSE (TRANSPORTATION, MEALs,Looa.) 8,399:85 
CoNTRAcTs ANo 0FFI'cJALs FoR HoME GAMEs 8,492:oo 
LAuNDRY AND IDRv Ci..EANI NG , , • . • • 500~00 
2,979:so 
. ·.· 
I,; 
I . ~ I 
: ·:, 
.. :·· 
INSURANCE ON PLAYE~S • . . . . . . . . . so; oo $ 32,703. 85 
- ... \ . 
3. BASEBALL 
STUDENT WAGES- MANAGER (5 WKS X $12) 
.... $ 60~00 ·' 
ON CAMPus ExPENSES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4t2:oo 
TRAVEL ExPENSEs (TRANSPORTATION, MEALS, LoDG) t,39o:oo 
OFFICIALS FC::,R 'HoM·E· GAMEs 
..... 325:oo 
LA'uNDR'v'A'NO O'RY 'CL...EAN'JNG •••••• 100.00. 
UNIFORMs, EQuiPMENT, AND SuPPLIES 1,133.00 
INSURANCE ON PLAYERS •••••• 4Q,QO $ 3,460.00 
., 
~ ~-.· . r_ 
_, 1'1.' . I 
... ;. 
$124,724.80 
. ,, 
,, 1 
• 1 )<",,' • 
ss,6oq.oo 
. ·' 
.1 u I 
-:.. ,!'!. 
I 
·'• 
I 
I 
I 
4. TRAcK 
STUDENT WAGES- TRAINER (5 WKS X $12) •...••• $ 
ON CAMPus ExPENSES ••••.••••• 
TRAvEL ExPENSES (TRANSPORTATION, 
LAuNDRY AND 0Rv CLEANING •.••••• 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
MEALS,. L.OOG.) . 
. .................. . 
UNJ FORMS, EQui.PMENT AND SuPPLIES •••.•.•.•.•.•. 
INSURANCE ON CANDIDATES • 
5. TENNIS 
ON CAMPUS ExPENSES ..•.....•.•.•.....•. $ 
TRAVEL ExPENSE (TRANSPORT-ATION, MEALS, L.ODG.). 
LAuNDRY AND 0Rv CLEANING •.••••••.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•. 
UNIFORMs, EQUIPMENT, AND SuPPLIES .•••.•.•.•.•.•.•.•. 
INSURANCE ON PLAYERS • • • • •.•.•.•••.•.•••.•.•. 
6. GoLF 
ON CAMPus ExPENSES ..................•. $ 
TRAvEL ExPENSEs (TRANSPORTATION, MEALS, LODG.) 
CoNTRACTS ••.•••••••••.••••••.•.•.•.•.• 
UNIFORMS, EQuiPMENT, AND SuPPLIES 
INSURANCE ON PLAYERS 0 •••••••••••••• 
. ...... . 
60.00 
.275.00. 
.1,100.00 
. 30.00. 
.690.00. 
40.00 $ 2,195.00 
(16.00 
.740.00. 
15.00 
.250.00. 
20.00 $ 1,041.00 
.10.00 . 
265.00 
150.00 
125.00 
12. oo .,e$'----_,5!!,!.6&..2·l!looOL. 
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ToTAL ORGANIZED AcTIVITIES RELATED TO EDuCATION .•.•.•.•• ,.......................... $ 82,076.25 
I 
X. AND XI. MAINTENANCE AND 0P.ERATION 
1. BuiLDINGS AND GROUNDS 
SALARIES • • • .• • • • • • • .•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•. $ 90,345.00 
STUDENT WAGES • • • • • • • • • • • 3,720.00 
SEASONAL LABOR FOR BuiLDINGS AND GRoUNDS • • 9t000.00 
FREIGHT AND ExPRESS • • • •• • • • • • •. •. •. •. •. •. •. •. • 300.00 
TRAVEL. •••• • • • • • • • • • •• • • • 0 • o• •• o• •••••••••••••• 
ELECTRICITY, WATER, AND SEWERAGE 0' •••••••• o• o• •••••• 
MAINTENANCE o.F VEHICLES AND EQuiPMENT .•.•.•.• 
MAINTENANCE oF BuiLDINGS AND GROUNDS 
LAuNDRY AND DRY CLEANING ••• 
OFFICE SuPPLIES ••• o ••••• 
MoTOR FuELS AND LuBRICANTS • • ••••• O• •••••••••• O• 
• ••••••• o· 0 o• •••••• HEATING FuELS •••• o o •••••• 
JANITORIAL SuPPLIES •••• o•. o 
HousEHOLD AND KITCHEN SuP.PL.JES 
AGRICULTURAL AND BoTANICAL SuPPLIES o 
•••• o• •• o• •••••• o• o• 
.............. 
.. 150.00 
34,000.00 
6,500.00 
37,650.00 
200.00 
. .. 100.00 
. 2,400.00 
37,500.00 
5,000.00 
400.00 
700.00 
M• SCELLANEOUS • 0 0 ••• • 0 • • • • • • 0 0 30§!.00 $228.265.00 
2o STuDENT UNION BuiLDING 
SALARIES •••• 
STUDENT WAGES 
TRAVEL 0 •••• 0 
PRINTING •••••. 0. 
OFFICE SuPPLIES • 
JANITORIAL SuPPLIES • 
REPAIRS TO EQUIPMENT. 
NEw EQuiPMENT ••••• 
3. WooDs HALL 
SALARIES •• • • • • 0 0 ••• 
REPAIRS TO EQul PMENT o o • 
MAINTENANCE :ro BuiLDING. 
LAuNDRY AND DRY CLEANING •. o 
JANITORIAL SuPPLIES o o •••• o 
HousEHOLD AND KITCHEN SuPPLIES 
MISCELLANEOUS 0 •••••••••• 
'. . . . . . 
•.......•.•. $ 
•• •• •• .. •• •• •• •• •• 0• 
•••• O• •••••••••••••• 
7,080.00 
3,.168.00 
200.00 
300.00 
75.00 
300.00 
200.00 
,.,, 
250.00 $ .11,573.00 
•. •. • •. •. • •. . • .•. $ . 5.650. 00 
• ••••• O• •• 
o• •••••••••• O• O• •••• 
•••••••• O• •••••••••• 
J,OOO.OO 
2,000.00 
. .100.00 
1,000.00 
200.00 
100.00$ 10,050.00 
! •. 
ToTAL MAINTENANcE AND OPERATION •.•••••••.•..••• $249,888.00 
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XII. AUXILIARY AGENCIES 
I. fARM 
SALARIES AND WAGES • •• • • ••••••••.•••.•••••. $17,220.00. 
VETERINARY AND TESTING SERVICE. •• • • • •• • • • • . . 500.00 
TRAVEL ExPENSES •• , ••.••• , , •. •• .. .. .. •• •. .. .. .. • .250.00 
ELECTRICITY • • • • • • • .. • • • • • .. .. .. .. •. .. .. .. •• .. 750.00 
MAINTENANCE OF VEHICLES AND EQUIPMEr-tT. •• •• •• •. .1.500.00 
MAINTENANCE OF BuiLDINGS ANo GRouNos ••• 
FEEos ANo FoRAGE •••••••• 
MoTOR FuELs ANo LuBRICANTS • 
HEATING FUELS ••••••••• 0 •• 
VETERINARY MEDICAL SuPPLIES 
AGRICULTURAL SuPPLIES .•••• 
SEED AND FE'R'T.ILIZER •.•.•.• 
CoMMERCIAL SuPPLIEs •• 
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
0 • • • 0 •• ~· •• 
•••••••• o, •• o ••• o. o, 
•• o •••• ' •••••• o •••• 
. .................. . 
0 • 0 • 0 •••• 0 
0 0 0 ••••••• 
•• o, •••••• Oo •••••••• 
1,000.00. 
7,000.00 
.1,200.00 . 
... 380.00. 
. .250.00 ... 
. 800,00 
2,200.00. 
600.00 
INSURANCE •••••••• 0 •••• 
MISCELLANEOUS • 0 •••••••• 
MAcHINERY AND IMPLEMEttTS. (INc, RENTAL QF EQUIP) 
1,350.00 
.300.00. 
.800.00 .. 
BuiLDINGs AND FIXED EQu,IPMENT · •••••.•.•••••••.•••• 
2. CoLLEGE NE.ws 
STUDENT WAGES 
PosTAGE .•••.•.•.•.•••.•.•••.•.•.•.••••••••• 
TRAVEL •••••• 0 •••••• 
PRINTING, CuTs, ANo MATs • 
REPAIRS TO EQUIPMENT. 
OFFICE SuPPLIES 
MISCELLANEOUS ••••••••• . .................. . 
3. CoLLEGE HIGH ScHOOL ATHLETICS •.•• 
TRAVEL ••••••••••••• 0 0 0 . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
CoNTRACTS AND OFFICIALs ••••••••.•••.•.•• 0 , •••••• 
LAuNDRY AND DRY CLEAtU NG o ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
UNIFORMs, EQUIPMENT, )\NO SuPPLI.ES .•.•.•••• 
4. CANNERY 
SALARIES 
CoMMERCIAL SuPPLIES ... 
REPAIRS TO EQUIPMENT, •• 
RENTAL oF MAcHINERY •.• 
MISCELLANEOUS 
RESIDENCE HALLS.' 
5. HoME MANAGEMENT HousE 
•••••••••••••••••• Oo 
. .................. . 
. .................. . 
•••••••• o, •••••••••• 
4Qo.po $ 36,soo.oo 
2,040.00 
100.00 
200.00 
- 8,000.00 
100.00 
300.00 
.IDO.QO . $ .10,.840.00 
.400.00 . 
.400.00. 
.100.00 
300.00 $ .. 1,200.00 
.1,800.00. 
.1,200.00 
.200.00. 
. .75.00. 
200.00 $ . 3,475.00 
MAINTENANCE OF BuiLDING •• o • o .................... $ .· .200.00. 
Fooo PRODUCTS •••••••••••••••.•.•. o. •• .. •• .... .1 ,2,00.00. 
HousEHOLD AND KITcHEN. SuPPLIEs................... .300.00. 
MISCELLANEOUS ••••••••• " .. " •. """ " .. " . 1.00.00. $ .1,800.00. 
6. WELLS HALL 
·' . 
SALARIES AND WAGES • ·; .• 
STUDENT WAGES .••• • .•.• 
REPAIRS TO EQUIPMENT. 0 
MAINTENANCE OF BuiLDING, •• 
" .. " .... " •.•. "" $ .9,540.00. 
" " " •.•.•. " " .. " 3,000.00 . 
LAuNDRY AND DRY CLEANING,. 
OFFICE SuPPLIES ........ . 
JANITORIAL SuPPLIES ••.•••• 
HousEHOLD SuPPLIES ••••• 
MISCELLANEOUS •••••.•••• 
. .............. . 
. .................. . 
•• ~ •••• Oo Oo •••• Oo •• 
. .................... . 
NEw EQuiPMENT , ••••.• , ........ $ .2,000 •. 00. 
ISO DouBLE DRESSERS AT $93 ...... 13,900 •. 00. 
300 SINGLE STUDY DESKS AT $50. 15.000.00 
600.00 
2,000.00 
.100.00. 
. 50.00' 
.600.00 
.1.00.00 . 
. 1.00.00. 
30.900.00 $46,990. 00 
I 
.· .... 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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7. ORDWAY HALL 
SALARIES AND WAGES • $ 6,770.00 
STUDENT WAGES •••• .2, 160.00 
REPAIRS TO EQUIPMENT. 400.00 
MAINTENANCE OF BuiLDING. .. 1,000.00 
LAuNDRY AND CRY CLEANING •• 100.00 
OFFICE SuPPLIES . . . 25.00 
JANITORIAL SuPPLIES • 400.00 
NEw EQui.PMENT 1.000.00 $11,855.00 
8. !;;AsT HAL.L 
SALARIES FOR CLEANING AND FIRING FuRNACE. $ ,270.00 
MAINTENANCE OF BuiLDING ••••••• ...... ·300.00 
JANITORIAL SuPPLIES •••••• , ••• 20.00 
HousEHOLD AND KtTCHEN SuPPLIES 100.00 $ 690.00 
9. SwANN HALL 
SALARIES . . . • • • • • 0 •••• • • 0 0 0 $ 1,200.00 
MAINTENANCE OF BuiLDING ••• 1,000.00. 
LAuNDRY AND DRY CLEANING •• 50.00 
JANITORIAL SuPPLIES •••••••• 200.00 
NEw EQuiPMENT ••• (80 DESKs). !1. 500, !l!l $ 6,950.00 
ToTAL REsiDENCE HALLS. 0 • • • • • 0 0 0 • • •• 0 0 0 •• 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
$68,285.00 
HouSING 
10. WHITE HousEs 
MAINTENANCE OF BuiLDINGS • 
M1sc. (GARBAGE DISPOSAL SERvicE) 
1 1. APARTMENTS 
MAINTENANCE OF BUILDINGS • • • • • • 
M1sc. (GARBAGE DISPOSAL SERVICE) •• 
ToTAL HousiNG 
12. STAFF BENEFITS .FOR AuxiLIARY AGENCIES 
$ 1,000.00 
I 8Q,QO $ I, I 80.00 
$ 5,000.00 
---"1 so""", g,..o~... s 5. 1 so. oo 
F.I.C.A. TAx ( 3 PERCENT OF $39,080.00) • • • $ 1,172.40 
1,149,60 K.E,R.S. (4 PERCENT OF $28,740.00) , , , , , , 
$6,360.00 
2,322.00 
ToTAL AuxiLIARY AGENCIES • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
• •••••. $128,982.00 
XIII. CAPITAL OUTLAY 
bAND PAYMENTs;( PAYMENTS 
BAPTIST PICNIC GROUND 
MAssEY bAND •••••• 
MADE TO MuRRAY CoLLEGE ScHOOL. Co.) 
. . . . . . . . . . . ... 
...... 
$ 648.00 
862,50 
ToTAL CAPITAL OuTLAY • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • 0 • 0 • • • • • 0 0 • • 0 • • • • • • • • 0 • • 0 • 
!.51Q,50 
ToTAL EsTIMATED ExPENDITURES AS LISTED ABOVE ••••••••••••••••••••••••• $1,965,945.23 
RESERVE FOR CoNTINGENCIES (To BE. USED FOR ANY EMERGENCY AND UNFORESEEN EXPENSE);· 48,043.27 
TOTAL • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . • . . . . • • . • . • . . • . • . • . ...•• $2,013,988.50 
A!:!Mit!I§IBAil::JQ~t REcOMMENDED 
AssiGNMENT SALARy=- I 96o-6 I ToTAL 
f:RESIDENTIS QFFICE 
J; . . -... 
RALPH H. WooDs PRESIDENT 
$15,000.00 
. r. J.\ 
PATSY RowLAND SECRETARY 
4,020.00 
SECRETARY 3,000.QO $22,020.00 
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BusiNEss OFFICE 
RECOMMENDED 
'"0 
SALARv--196G-61 ToTAL ~ 
= ~ 
P. w. ORDWAY BusiNEss MANAGER $9,700.00 
FAY w. SLEDD 
. AssT. TO Bus,. MGR. . 4,800.00 
JAMES A. RoGERS 
. AssiSTANT Bus •. MGR.. . 7,000.00 
CHARLES D. OurL.ANo 
, AccOUNTANT 5,100.00 
3,700.00 I 3,500.00 
Luclt..LE THURMAN . 
.CASHIER. 
CAtHERINE PuRDOM CLERK 
'.· .. 
. CLERK :3,500.00 
PAR-r-TIME AssiSTANTs 
. \• . t ,200.00 
AssT. CASHIER (5 Mo,) 1,!2~,00 $39,625.00 
...... 
GENERAL INSTITUTIONAL EXPENSES 
PuBLic RELATIONS 
M. 0. WRATHER 
(ToTAL SALARY $10,00.0 • 
DIRECTOR 
. EXTO:NS.IOr< OtVIS.IO'< I,S,C>HARGEQ $3,.000) 
7,000.00 
MARTHA GurER Assr. ro DIRECTOR 4,420.00 
VERNON SHOWN 
(SEE EoucATION DEPt.) 
FIO:LD So:RVICE (II MO,) 6,233.33 
Joo: T. ERWIN 5,850.00 I Puet..JCITY DIRECTOR DoROTHY Hbt..LANo 
'CL.ERK 
. 3,380.00 
BETTY HINES CLERK 2,320.00 
SECRETARY 2,200.00 
SHIRLEY JoHNSON T. V. DIRO:CTOR (9 Mo.) 1,415,00 32,818.33 
STUDENT SERVICES 
QEAN.OE.SrUDEN:fS . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' 
J. MATT SPARKMAN DEAN OF StUDENTS 9,300.00 
Rueve; K. PooL . 
. Se;cJY TO DEAN OF. StUDENts. 3,500.00 
. .. ' . ' ......... . 
StUDENTS (PART-TIME) 1,500,00 14,300.00 
DEAN OF WoMEN 
LILLIAN TATE I DEAN OF WoMEN, AND HEAD HousE DIR. 5,700.00 
WILLENA TILLMAN AssT. HousE DIR. 2,700.00 
RuTH MooRE AssT. HousE 01R. 2,460,00 10,860.00 
REGISTRARIS OFFICE 
REGISTRAR 8,000.00 
WILMA OuTLAND AssT. REGISTRAR 4,400.00 
LoRA AsHcRAFT CLERK 3,500.00 
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AssiGNMENT SALARY ToTAL 
1 
RsGtsr.RARts OFFICE (coNtT) 
WANDA FARMER DICK CLERK $3,500.00 
PAULINE JoHNSON CLERK 3,500.00 
I NELL MA.srERA CL.ERK 2,700.00 SARAH THOMAS CLERK 2,700.00 
REGISTRAR's AssisTANTs !.800.00 $30,100.00 
HEALTH SERVICE 
PHYSICIAN 8,000.00 
ELLA MuRRAY KEE NuRsE 3,120.00 
NuRSE (PART""TI ME) 2.250.00 13,370.00 
INSTRUCTION 
DEAN OF fACULTY 
WILLIAM G. NAsH DEAN 12,700.00 
I 
SARAH H. PANZERA SECRETARY 3.780.00 $16,480.00 
AGRICULTURE 
E. B. HoWToN EROFESSOR 9,000.00 
HERBERT At..LBRITTEN PROFESSOR 7,900.00 
RoBERT L. HENDON AssT. PRoF. 7,000.00 
ARLIE ScOTT Assr. PRoF. 7,000.00 
SEcRETARY !.200.00 32,100.00 
BIOLOGICAL SciENCES 
AM, WoLFSON PRoFEssoR 10,000.00 
LIZA SPANN PROFESSOR 8,500.00 
HuNTER HANcocK PROFESSOR 8,000.00 
I A M. HARVILL, JR. Assc. PRoF. 7,500.00 c. WESLEY KEMPER INsTRUCTOR (10 Mo.) 4,600.00 
{SEE Bt.oG. AND GRos. FOR 1 Mo.) 
AssT. PRoF, (10 Mo.) 6,600.00 
AssT. PRoF. (tO Mo.) 6.600.00 51,800.00 
BusiNESS • - .l ... 
THOMAS B. HoGANcAMP· PRoFEssoR 10,000.00 
VERNON ANDERSON Assc. PRoF. 7,400.00 
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BusiNEss (coNoT) 
VERDA H. HAPPY Assr. PROF. $6,600.00 
Esco GuNTER Assr. PRoF. 6,850.00. . -
KATHRYN CARMAN INsT, (10 Mo.) 5,300.00 
GEoRGE LaGON Assr. PROF. t.· 6,800.00 I JoHNNY REAGAN Assr. PROF, 7,000.00 
v. w. PARKER AssT. PROF, 6,800.00 
ALBERTA CHAPMAN AssT. PROF. (10 Mo,) 5,600.00 
FRANCES RICHEY INsTRUCTOR (10 Mo,) 4,900.00 
DAVID L. PINSON INsTRuCTOR (10 Mo.) 5,400.00 
Assc. PRoF. (10 Mo,) 7.200.00 $7~.850.00 
CHEMISTRy 
w. E. BLACKBURN PROFESSOR 10,000.00 
RoBERTA WHJTNAH Assc, PRoF, 7,100.00 
I .-... 
PETE PANZERA PROFESSOR 8,800.00 
KARL HussuNG Assc, PROF. 7,500.00 I MAuRICE CHRISTOPHER Assr. PRoF, 6,051.62 
(OuT JuLY AND 5 DAYS IN AuGuST 1960) 
DoN HJcKs Assr. PRoF. 6.500,00 $45,951.62 
EoucATJON 
. r 
HARRY M. SPARKS PROFESSOR 10,000.00 
R. B. PARSONS PROFESSOR 8,200.00 
RoBERT F. ALsuP PROFESSOR 8,600.00 
DoNALD HuNTER PROFESSOR 7,900.00 
RALPH A TESSENEER PROFESSOR 8,400.00 
EowARD F. BRuNNER. Assc. PROF, 7,100.00 
RuaJE E. SMITH Ass c. PRoF, 
.:1.1,, 7,100.00 I VERNON SHOWN INSTRUCTOR, (1 Mo,) 566.66 (SEE PuBLIC RELATIONS) 
AssT. PROF, (10 Mo,) 5,750.00 
OF~CAMPUS PRACTI-CE TEACHING 4,000.00 
5EC1Y1 PAR"(-TIME 1,200.00 
ExTRA FOR SuMMER ScHOOL 2.200.00 $71,016.66 
IN-SERVICE TEACHER EpucATION 
EuGENE RusSELL CoNsULTANT 3,300,QQ 3,300.00 
I 
I 
I 
AssiGNMENT 
RacHARD FARRELL PROFESSOR 
CLARA M. EAGLE Assc. PRoF. 
RoBERT E. JoHNSON Assc. PRoF. 
R. w. TERHUNE Assc. PRoF. 
JoHN C. WINTER' Assc. PRoF. 
PAUL w. SHAHAN AssT. PRoF. 
RoBERT K. 8AAR AssT. PRoF. 
NEALE B. MAsoN AssT. PRoF. 
DAVID J. GowANS AssT. PRoF. 
FRANK GuNTER Ass"-r. PRoF. 
RoMAN PRvoATKEVYTCH Assx. PRoF. 
WILLIAM A. WALMSLEY AssT. PRoF. 
DoNALD L. CAMPBELL AssT. PRoF. (10 Mo.) 
LAwRENCE RtcKERT AssT. PRoF. (10 Mo.) 
8 L.AI NE BALLARD INsTRUCTOR (2 Mo.) 
REcOMMENDED 
SALARY 
196D-61 
$9,000.00 
7,500.00 
7,100.00 
6,900.00 
6,900.00 
7,100.00 
6,900.00 
6,800.00 
6,800.00 
6,100.00 
6,600.00 
6,600.00 
....... 1 • ! ~ •. 
5,600.00 
5,834.00 
1,150.00 
JosiAH DARNALL AssT. PRoF. 2,200.00 
(ToTAL SALARY $7 ,QQQ.QQ, SEE TRAINING ScHOOL. FOR BALANCE OF SALARY) 
CLARICE JACOBS 5EC1Y, PAR-r-TIME 
SxuoENT- PAR-r-TJME 
STUDENT-. P.AR~TJME 
ART INSTRUCTOR (10 Mo.). 
HEALTH AND PHysiCAL EouCATION ., 
Rov STEWART 
REx ALEXANDER 
CALVIN C. LuTHER 
CARRIE A WHITE 
BAILEY GoRE 
DoNALD R. SHELTON 
WILLIAM J. HINA 
PROFESSOR 
Assc. PRoF. 
Assc. PRo.F. 
Assr. PRo.F. 
Assx. PRo.F. 
AssT. PRoF. 
INSTRUCTOR. 
INSTRUCTOR 
INSTRUCTOR AND COACH." 
SEctv- PAR~TIME 
5Ectv - PART-TIME 
SEc•v- PART-TIME 
1,900.00 
200.00 
200.00 
5.500.00 
9,000.0D 
7,300.00 
8,400.00 
6,200.00 
6,300.00 
7,600.00 
6,200.00 
6,000.00 
6,000.00 
1,200.00 
1,200.00 
!.200.00 
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ToTAL 
$106,884.00 
66,600.00 
166 ,_. 
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HoME EcoNOMICs 
Ruav SIMPSON PROFESSOR $ 8,700.00 
FRANCES BROWN Assc, PRoF. 6,600.00 
ELIZABETH ORDWAY AssT. PROF. (10 Mo,) 5,500.00 
ALTA v. PRESSON Ass c. PROF. 7,500.00 I MARY ALICE RAMER AssT. PROF. 6.300.00 $ 34,600.00 
INpUSTRIAL ARTS 
H. L. OAKLEY PROFESSOR 10,000.00 
GEORGE T. LILLY Ass c. PROF, 7,500.00 
JoE CowiN AssT. PROF, 6,900.00 
PAuLK. LYNN AssT. PROF, 6,900.00 
• "l, I 
RoBERT W. JoNEs AssiSTANT PRoF. §,5QO,QO 37,800.00 
·' -' r.: . ' 
LANGUAGES AND LITERATURE 
GuY A. BATTLE PROFESSOR 10,000.00 
c • 
·. 
SIDNEY P. Moss Assc, PRoF. 7,500.00 
J. ALBERT TRACY Assc. PROF. 7,200.00 I JosEPH J. RoNeY Assc. PROF, 7,400.00 
EowJN LARsoN PROFESSOR 77,900.00 
BEATRICE FRYE Assc. PROF, 6,800.00 
LYNN WoNGET Assc. PRoF. (10 Mo,) 6,500.00 
(SEPT, 1-JuNE 1) 
Cl-ELL .T. PETERSON Ass c. PROF. 7,200.00 
WILLIAM M. GARTMAN AssT. PROF, (10Mo.) 5,700.00 
Assx. PROF, 7,000.00 
ONNIE SKINNER Assx. PROF, 6,400.00 
ANNIE P. MARKHAM AssT. PROF. (10 Mo,) 5,100.00 
RALPH SLow AssT. PROF, (10 Mo.) 5,500.00 
NELL GRIFFIN. AssT. PROF. (10 Mo.) 5,300.00 I 
JAMES s. HARRIS INSTRUCTOR (I 0 Mo,) 5,400.00 
ELIZABETH McWHORTER. INSTRUCTOR (I 0 Mo,) 5,200.00 
ENGLISH (10 Mo,) 5,500.00 
LANGUAGES (10 Mo,) 6,500.00 
SPEECH (10 Mb~). 6,500,00 124,600.00 
LIBRARy SciENcE 
REZINA SENTER 
MATHEMATICS 
I M.G. CARMAN EvELYN LINN 
CHRISTINE PARKER 
HARVEY EL-DER 
HAzEL CowiN 
JACK WtLSON 
MIL(TARy SciENcg 
MARGARET WHITE 
NuRSING Eou£AIION 
I RutH CoLE 
PHILOSOPHY 
PHYSICS 
WILLIAM G. READ 
A. G. CANON 
WILLIAM B. PHILLIPS 
SociAL SciENCES 
C. S. LowRY 
I WILL FRANK StEELY 
EowiN J. StEYTLER 
JAMEs PAuL MArtHA! 
CARROLL ScHWARTZ 
AusuRN WELLS 
Boaev McCARtER 
LEE A. DEw 
AssiGNMENT 
Assc, PRoF, 
• J- • • ~ r ·~ 
PART TIME 
PROFESSOR 
Assc, PRoF, 
Asst. PRoF. 
AssT. PRoF (5 Mo,) 
(FEB, !-JuNE 30) 
INsTRUCToR (5 Mo,) 
(SEPT, J,- JAN, 3!) 
INSTRUCTOR (JJt MO,~ 
SECRETARY 
SuPPLY Ct..ERK 
NuRSING DIRECTOR AND 
Assc. PRoF. 
PAR,-TIME Asst. 
AssT. PRoF, (!0 Mo.) 
PROFESSOR 
Asst. PRoF. 
INSTRUCTOR (10 MO.N,) 
INSTRUCTOR (I 0 Mo,) 
PRoFESSOR 
PROFESSOR 
Assc. PRoF. 
AssT. PRoF, (2 Mo,) 
(JuLY ANo AuG, 1960) 
AssT. PRoF, (!0 Mo,) 
Asst. PRoF. 
AssT. PRoF,(!O Mo,) 
AssT. PRoF, (10 Mo,) 
RECOMMENDED 
SALARY 
1960:61 
1 • -. 
$ 7,500.00 
350.00 
$10,000.00 
7,000.00 
6,700.00 
'2,800.00 
2,500.00 
5.927.22 
. 2, ?00.00 
3.600.00 
7,500.00 
1.125.00 
5.400.00 
9,400.00 
6,900.00 
5,700.00 
6.000.00 
10,000.00 
8,000.00 
7,200.00 
1,125.00 
5,250.00 
6,700.00 
5,500.00 
5,700.00 
161 
TotAL 
$ 7,850.00 
$34,927.22 
6,300.00 
8,625.00 
5,400.00 
28,000.00 
168 
SociAL SciENcEs (coNtr} 
c. J. BRADLEY 
ExTENSION 
M. 0. WRATHER 
AssiGNMENT 
AssT. PRoF, (10 Mo.) 
AssT. PRoF, (!0 Me,) 
INSTRUCTOR (9 Mo.) 
(PART"'TI ME) 
o. RECTOR - PART-II ME 
REcOMMENDED 
SALARY 
!96G-6! 
$ 5,600.00 
5,700.00 
3.000.00 
3,000.00 
(SEE PuBLIC RELATIONS FOR BALANCE OF SALARY) 
VIVIAN HALE 3,480.00 
FACULTY MEMBERS GRADING PAPERS 3,600.00 
FACULTY MEMBERS Sruov CENTERS 3.000.00 
DuPLICATING SERVICE 
o. R. JEFFREY OPERATOR 2,600.00 
(TOTAL SALARY $3,42Q.QQ, SEE BLoG. AND GRo. FOR BALANCE(OF SALARY) 
CoL.:LEGE HIGH ScHOOL' . 
WJL.SON GANTT Assc. PRoF. 7,000.00 
Jo H. LovETT SEcRETARY •.• 2,280.00 
R. E. GoooGJON Assr. PROF. 5,500.00 
CHARLES L. ELDRIDGE Assr. PROF. 6,000.00 
EuGENE SMITH AssT. PROF, 6,000.00 
ALICE SuE FAIRLEss AssT. PROF, 5,700.00 
LorrvE SuJTER Assr. PRoF. 5,500.00 
GARRETT BESHEAR AssT. PRoF. 5,600.00 
JosiAH DARNALL AssT. PROF, 4,800.00 
(ToTAL SALARY $7,QQQ, SEE FJNE ARTS DEPT. FOR BALANCE OF SALARY) 
ArTIE FA~GHN INSTRUCTOR 5,500.00 
LILLIAN LowRY fNST.R.UCTCR', 5,600.00 
MAvis McCAMISH INSTRUCTOR 5,300.00 
RICHARD G. JACKSON INSTRUCTOR (lOMe,) 5,000.00 
VENDNA RoGERs 
.INSTRUCTOR 5,300.00 
GoLoA P. WATERS INsTRucToR 5,300.00 
JoE NELL RAYBURN INSTRUCTOR 5,300.00 
VANDA JEAN GtBSON INSTRUCTOR 5,300.00 
WILLIAM B. TAYLOR INSTRUCTOR 5,300.00 
" 
ToTAL 
$63,775.00 
I 
!3,080.00 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
LIBRARY 
H.ENst..EY C. WoooBRJDGE 
ANN H. CoHRON 
LAuRIE IKERD 
MAMIE ANDERSON 
MAYME WHtTNELL 
BuiLDINGS AND GROUNDS 
JAMES I. ARMBRUSTER . 
JoHN C. WATERS 
ZELMA RuMFELT 
T. c. MILLER 
AssiGNMENT 
INSTRUCTOR 
LIBRARIAN 
CouNSELOR 
LIBRARIAN 
AssT •. LssRARIAN 
AssT. LIBRARIAN 
AssT. LaaRARIAN 
AssT. LIBRARIAN 
AssT. LIBRARIAN 
SEcRETARY 
SuPERINTENDENT 
STOREKEEPER 
SEcov, PART-TIME (2 Mo.) 
SECRETARY (10 MO,) 
(SEPT. 1-JuNE 30) 
ELECTRICIAN 
ExTRA EL.ECTRICIAN 
STEAM FaTTER 
PLUMBER's HELPER 
c. WESLEY Ke:MPER 
(SEE BIOL, DEPT. 
GRos, HousiNG {1 
FOR BALANCE OF SALARY) 
MO.) 
;. .... \ .1. 
JAMES STONE CARPENTER AND MAINTENANCE 
CLARENCE HoRTON CARPENTER 
C. D. HoPKINS CARPENTER 
R. L. DuNN MAINTENANCE 
ALFRED WILLIAMS PAINTER 
Ocus Bovo WATCHMAN 
AARoN HoPKINS WATCHMAN 
CHARLES RoaERTSON JANITOR- AuoJTORIUM 
AND WILSON HALL. 
RECOMMENDED 
5AL.ARY 
196Q-61 
$ 5,300.00 
4,900.00 
5.000.00 
$ 7,880.00 
5,450.00 
5,450.00 
5,000.00 
4,900.00 
4,500.00 
2,88Q,OO 
6,300.00 
2,100.00 
80.00 
1,800.00 
4,080.00 
3,500.00 
3,900.00 
2,820.00 
375.00 
3,600.00 
2,940.00 
3,480.00 
3,600.00 
3,600.00 
2,200.00 
2,220.!)0 
2,080.00 
169 
I orAL 
$111,480.00 
36,060.00 
-
.. )1 J ' 
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BuiLDINGS AND GROUNDS CcoN•r) 
SHELLIE GARNER JANITOR - WILSON HALL $ 2,040.00 
GEORGE E. BARRETT JANITOR - AoM. Bt..oG. 2,100.00 
0. R. JEFFREY PRESIDENTts HoME 820.00 
(ToTAL SALARY $3,420,00, 5EE DUPLICATING SERVICE) I JANITOR- SciENCE Bt..oG. 1,980.00 
JANITOR- SciENCE Bt..oG •. 1,980.00 
HARRY MoRtoN JANITOR- CoLLEGE HIGH. 2,100.00 
J. B. HuRT JANITOR- CoLLEGE HIGH . 2,040.00 
VIRGIL NANNEY JANITOR- INDUSTRIAL _ARTS 1,980.00 
PAUL GALLOWAY JANITOR- HousiNG-· 1,980.00 
REGGIE ELLIS GROUNDS 2,280.00 
RoBERT WALDROP TRuCK AND Bus DRIVER 2,040.00 
ERVIE G. WIL-LOUGHBY. TRUCK AND Bus DRIVER 2,040.00 
MARSHALL FuQUA FIREMAN 2,340.00 
LouJE DuNN. FIREMAN 2,340.00 I W. H. CRUTCHER FIREMAN 2,340.00 
GLocKous StoNE FIREMAN 2,340.00 
IRA KEMP PARKING Pot..JCEMAN 2,180.00 
ExTRA HELP 4,950.00 
Two CusroorANs FOR NEw DoRMITORY (5 Mo.) 1.800.00 $90,345.00 
StuDENT UNION Buu .. oJNG 
RAYMOND T. HEWITT SuPERVISOR 3,000.00 
(ToTAL SALARY $6,000, SEE SNAcK BAR FOR BALANCE OF SALARY) 
" 
Roy LEsLIE JANITOR 2,040.00 
AuBREY STEELY JANITOR 2.040.00 7,080.00 
Wooos HALL 
LoNNIE CoPE JANITOR 2,040.00 I 
DELLA McCASEY JAN I TRESS 1,860.00 
JANJTRESS (PART-TIME) 750.00 
VACATION CLEANING 1.000.00 5,650.00 
fARM 
OREN HuLL MANAGER 4,800.00 
RoBERT MAYFIELD HERDSMAN 3,600.00 
I 
I 
171 
REcOMMENDED 
SALARY 
AssiGNMENT ·196D-61 ToTAL 
fARM (coN•rl 
HENRY ANDERSON LAaoRER $ 2,160.00 
SAM OurLANo LA.aoRER 2,160.00 
AooJTIONAL LABOR FOR .MILKING AND HARVESTING 4.500.00 $17,220.00 
WELLS HALL 
MAriY W. BRowN HosTESS 2,220.00 
BuFORD HouSTON JANITOR 1,200.00 -
VuRION ELKINS JANITOR 1,920.00 
SuPERVISOR 3,000.00 
VACATION CLEANING 1.200.00 9;540.00 
ORDWAY tiA,LL 
MARIE STANTON HousE DIRECTOR 2,580.00 
J. B. WALKER JANITOR 2,040.00 
RozELLE NANcE JAN I TRESS 1,800.00 
VACATION CLEANING 350,QQ 6,770.00 
EAST HALL 
CLEANING ANo FIRING FuRNACE 270,0Q 270.00 
SwANN DoRMITORY 
Eo ELLIS JANITOR J,2QO,OO 1,200.00 
BONDED BUILDINGS 
CAFETERIA 
SHIRLEY GARLAND DIETITIAN 5,800.00 
Louts£ JELLISON Assr. DIETITIAN 3,900.00 
MILDRED HooGE SEcRETARY 2,22Q,OO 11,920.00 
(IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT THE SALARIES F.':>R OTHER CAFETERIA EMPLOYEES BE DEFINITELY SET AF'TER 
THE FINANCIAL REPORT FOR THE CAFETERIA IS COMPLETED FOR THE FISCAL. YEAR.) I SNACK BAR 
RAxMoNo T. HEwiTT 
(ToTAL SALARY $6,000. 
C. J. RosE 
MAv1s KaRKS 
TENNIE CoLSON 
RuBIE S,.EEL.Y 
SuPERVISOR 3,000.00 
SEE 5-ruoENT UNION 8L.oG. FOR BALANCE OF SALARY) 
SuPERVISOR 2,220.00 
Cool< 1,740.00 
CooK 1,740.00 
CooK !.86Q.QQ 10,560.00 
HEALTH BuiLDING 
HENRY BoYD 
BAuzrE CocHRUM 
GEoRGIA CuTCHIN 
ALBERT KE:v 
GEORGE THOMPSON 
ErNE ARTS BuiLDING 
R. L. MoNTGOMERY 
BooKsTORE 
w. T. SLEDD 
ELIZABETH JEFFREY 
fosT OFFICE 
AssiGNMENT 
JANITOR 
JANITOR 
CusTODIAN 
GIRLS LocKERS 
JANITOR 
JANITOR 
JANITOR 
JANITOR 
MANAGER 
CLERK 
PosT MAsTER 
AssT, P. M. (2 WKs,) 
;·. •. 
RECOMMENDED 
SALARY 
1960=61 
$ 2,040.00 
2,700.00 
1,200.00 
1,970.00 
2.040.00 
2,220.00 
1,92Q.OQ 
6,200.00 
2,100.00 
3,QQQ.OO 
3,840.00 
6Q.QO 
ToTAL 
$ 9,950.00 
4,140.00 
11,300.00 
3,900.00 
·MoTION wAs MADE BY MR. ScHoE,PFLIN :r:HA,T THE B~·DGET FOR 196G-61 BE APPROVED ·a·v THE 
BoARD AND THAT THE BoARD APPROVE THE EMPLOYMENT OF PERSONS AS SET FORTH IN THE BuDGET. 
THis MOTION wAs SECONDED BY MR. HALL AND THE ROLL wAs cALLED oN ITS Aoo'PTION WiTH ·T·HE' 
FOLLOWING RESULTs: MR. WHITE, AYE; MR. ScHOEPFLIN, AYE; MR. HALL, AYE; MR. DoRAN, AYE; 
MR: MI,:.CHELL, AYE; MR. LoNG, AYE; AND MR. BuTLER, AYE. 
MoTION WAS MADE BY MR. MITCHELL THAT THE FOLLOWING POLICY BE ESTABLISHED WITH 
RESPECT TO EDITING AND PUBLISHING THE CoLLEGE NEws: 
MuRRAY STATE COLLEGE STAUNCHLY SUPPORTS FREEDOM OF SPEECH AND FREEDOM ON THE PRESS. 
THE CoLLEGE NE._.;s IS PUBLISHED BY MuRRAY 5-rATE CoLLEGE. 
PuBLISHERS MUST.HAVE POLICIES. THE FOLLOWING SHOULD SERVE AS GUIDE LINES .. 
1. THE CoLLEGE NEws As AN OFFICIAL PUBLICATION JS EXPECTED To PROMOTE 
THE BEST INTEREST AND EFFECTIVE DEVELOPMENT. OF MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE. 
2. THE CoLLEGE NEws SERvEs As A LABORATORY FOR STUDENTS oF JOURNALISM. 
J. THE INSTRUCTO.R oR INSTRUCTORS IN JOURNALISM SHALL CONFORM TO THE EXPRESSED 
POLICIES o.F THE CoLLEG·E. 
4. THE CoLLEGE NEwS SHOULD BE A CONSTRUCTIVE AND RELIABLE PREss. 
5. JOURNALISM ST.UDENTS SHOULD BE TAUGHT THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN RESPONSIBLE 
F.REEDOM AND IRRESPONSIBLE LIBERTY. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
THIS MOTION WAS SECONDED BY MR. HALL AND THE ROLL WAS CALLED ON ITS ADOPTION WITH THE 
FOLLOWING RESULTS! MR. WHITE, AYEt MR •. ScHOEPFLIH, AYEi MR. HALL, AYEi MR. DoRAN, PASSED; 
MR. MITCHELL, AYE; MR. LoNG, AYE; AND MR. BuTLER, AYE. 
MEETING RECESS§p 
AT 12:·10 P. Mo 1 THE MEETING WAS RECESSED FOR LUNCH; 
ME§TING RECONVENED .< 
AT 1:20 P, Mo 1 THE MEETING WAS RECONVENED. 
CoNTRACT WITH THE CALLOwAy CouNTY BoARp oF EDucATION"""-AcTION QELAYED 
DR. Wooos REPORTED As FOL.Lows To THE BoARD! 
FoR A NUMBER OF YEARS MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE HAD A coNTRAcT WITH THE CALLOWAY 
CouNTY BoARD OF EoucATION, AGREEING TO PROVIDE INSTRUCTioN FOR ELEMENTARY 
PUP.ILS FROM A CERTAIN AREA OF THE CoUNTY/AND ALSO TO PROVIDE HIGH SCHOOL. 
INSTRUCTION. Ax THE TIME THE MINIMUM FouNDATION LAw WAS ENACTED, THE 
CAL.LOWAY CouNTy BoARD OF EoucATION NOTIFIED THE CoLLEGE THAT THEY wout...o 
NOT cONTINUE WITH THE cONTRACT. IN RECENT YEARS, THE CALLOWAY CouNTY BoARD 
OF EoucATION HAS RENTED FROM ONE TO FOUR ROOMS IN THE TRAINING ScHOOL BuiLDING 
AND HAS CONDUCTED CLASSES, THE QUESTION NOW AT HAND, IS WHETHER OR HOT A CERTAIN 
AREA WEST OF 16TH STREET WILL BE TAKEN' INTO THE CITY OR REMAIN IN THE CouNTY. 
WE ARE NOT IN ANY WAY SEEKING THE PUPILS, RATHER WE STARTED OUT LAST YEAR TO 
LIMIT THE ENROLLMENT, BUT IN ORDER TO BE COOPERATIVE, I HAVE INDICATED TO 
MR. JEFFREY1 THE SUPERINTENDENT WITH WHOM WE HAVE BEEN DEALJNG 1 THAT IN CASE 
THE ROOMS WERE NEEDED AN EFFORT WOULD BE MADE TO PROVIDE NOT TO EXCEED THREE 
ROOMS FOR THE 196G-61 scHOOL. YEAR, MuRRAY STATE Cot...LEGE HAS ENDEAVORED xo 
WORK COOPERATIVELY WITH THE CoUNTY AND WITH THE CITY. 
IT WAS POINTED OUT To THE BoARD BY MR. DoRAN THAT WHEN WE ATTEMPT TO ACCOMMODATE 
SOME OF THE COUNTY LOAD, WE ARE HANDICAPPED BY NOT ENOUGH SUPERVISION AND PHYSICAL. 
FACILITIES FOR OUR OWN NEEDS, 
DR. Wooos RECOMMENDED IF ROOMS WERE RENTED BY THE CoLLEGE THAT THE CouNTY PAY us 
$800 PER CLASSROOM RENTED AND $100 FOR MATERIALS FOR EACH CLASSROOM FOR THE SCHOOL YEAR 
t96o-6t. 
THE BoARD AGREED TO DELAY ACTION. UNTIL THE STATE BoARD OF EouCATION MAKES A DECISION 
ON MA_y 16, REGARDING THE AREA INVOLVED. 
SALARY ScHEDULE FOR t96o-61. AcoF.rED 
MoTION WAS MADE BY MR. DoRAN THAT THE FOLLOWING SALARY SCHEDULE BE ADOPTED BY THE 
BoARD OF REGENTS FOR 196o-6t. 
SALARY SCHEDULE t96o-6t 
BASED ON 12 MONTHS EMPLOYMENT 
RANK 
PROFESSOR $7,500.00 $10,200.00 
AssociATE PROFESSOR 6,500.00 9,000.00 
AssiSTANT PRoFEssoR 5,500.00 8,000.00 
INSTRUCTOR 4,500.00 6,500.00 
THE MOTION WAS SECONDED BY MR. LONG AND THE ROLL WAS CALLED ON ITS ADOPTION WITH 
THE FOLLOWING RESULTS! MR. WHITE, AVE; MR. DoRAN, AvE; MR. MITCHELL, AVE; MR. LoNG, 
AVE; AND MR. BuTLER, AVE. 
DR. Wooos FURTHER STATED IN REGARD TO THE BuDGET THAT THE NEW GENERAL EDUCATION 
REQUIREMENTS WILL NECESSITATE EMPLOYING ADDITIONAL PERSONS IN THE SCIENCES, THE 8UDGET 
174 
PROVIDES FOR THE EMPLOYMENT OF ELEVEN AODITIOJriAL FACULTY MEM~ER~-·-
.. ~ .. 
BoARD xo WRITE LETTER xo HIGHWAy CoMMJsstoNER CoNCERNING TRAFFIC fRoaLEM 
MR. DoRAN .PRESENTED MAPS OF THE C1xv OF MuRRAY TO EACH MEMBER OF. Tf-:IE B~ARo. 
AFTER oJscussJoN, THE BoARD AGREED TO WRITE THE HIGHWAY CoMMISSIONER REQUESTING 
THAT 18TH STREET BE PAVED, GUTTERED, AND SIDEWALKS BUILT IN ORDER TO RELIEVE PART OF 
THE TRAFFIC PROBLEM ON 16TH STREET, 
MEETING AoJouRNEo 
MoTION WAS MADE BY .MR. DoRAN THAT THE MEETING BE ADJOURNED AT 2:00 P, M, 
THIS MOTION WAS SECONDED BY MR, MJTCHE,LL AND WAS CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY, 
I 
I 
I 
.. 
•· 
TRUST!NOENTURE 
THIS INDENTURE DATO:D AS OF THE FIRST DAY OF FEBRUARY, 1960. MAOir 
BY AND BETWEEN BOARD OF REGENTS OF MURRAY STATE COL.L.EGE, A BOOY 
coR~ORATE1 AS AN EouCATtONAL. INSTITUTION AND AGENCY orr THE CoMMONWEALTH OF 
KENTUCKY AT MuRRAY, KENTucKY (HEREINAFTER CALL.ED THE "BoARo"). .-ARTY oF THE 
FIRST PART, AND THE CITIZENS FIDEL.ITY BANK AND TRUST COMPANY, A 
COMBINED BANK AND TRUST COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER AND BV VJNTUE 
OF THE LAWS OF iHE CoMM~NWE'ALTH OP' KENTUCKY, HAVING FUL.L POWERS TO ACT AS 
- .. ' 
A CORPORATE' TRUSTE'E1 AND HAYING ITS PRINCIPAl.. OFFICE AND PLACE OF BUSINESS IN 
THE CITY oF LouiSVILLE, KENTUCKY, AS TRUSTEE (HEREINAFTER CALL.EO THE "TRuSTEE'"~ 
PARTY OF THE SECOND PART1 
WITNE'SSETH: . 
THAT WHEREAS, 
. . ,, ' ~ ' -~· 
PURSUANT TO SECTION 164.350 OF THE KENTUCKY .. RE'!~sO:D., 
STATUTES NOW IN FULL FORCE AND EP'FECT1 THE BoARD IS A BODY CORPORATE WITH 
ALL POWERS GENERALLY INVESTED IN CORPORATIONS AND AS SUCH IS THS GOVSRNING 
BODY OF MuRRAY STATE Co1.1.EGE0 AN EDuCATIONAl. INB1'1TUTION AND AGENcY oF THE 
CoMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY, HAVING FULL CONTROL. OF THE MANAGEMENT AND OPERATION 
OF SAID CoL.LEGE TOGETHER WITH THE PROPII'RTV AND FUNDS THEREoF; AND 
WHEREAS, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF SECTION 162.340 ET SEQ. OF 
SAID KENTUCKY RBvJsEo STATuTss, SAID BoARD AS THE GOVERNING aoav op SAID 
STATE EouCATIONAL.. INSTITUTION AND AGENCY• as AUTHORIZED To BRE:CT BUILDINGS 
AND APPURTENANCES TO BE USED IN CONNECTION WITH SAID COLLEGE F~R EDUCATIONAL. 
PURPOSISS AND ISSUE ITS REVENUE BONDS, PAYABLE' SOLELY FROM THE INCOME AND 
REVENUES OF SAID PROJECT; AND 
WHEREAS, THE BoARD HAS DO:TI!RMINEQ THAT SAIQ Cot..I,.EGE AND ITB 
STUD~NTS ARE NOT AT THIS TIME PROVJDE'l WITH AQEQYATK Byi ... ~INGIJ AND ACCOMMo-
DATION& FOR BQUPATIONAI,., PURPOSES; AND HAS DETBRMIN&:D THAT IT IS NECitSSARV 
TO CONSTRUCT A DO.RMIT~RV WITH COUNSEL.LOR1 S APARTMENT AND APPURTIINA~T P'ACI~~ 
ITJES• TO HOUSE APPROXIMATELY 248 STUDBNTS (AB'F'ERRB'D TO HEREIN AS THE 
npRO.IECT 11 ). TO BE SITUATED UPON A SITS WHICH IS A PART OP' THE CAMP ... !$ ~?F ~AID 
COLL.EGBt AND WHICH 19 HEREINAFTER DESCRIBED FOR THE PUAPOSB' OF IDENTIFYING 
THit PROJECTt AND 
' 
.. . 
' 
WHEREAS. TEMPOitARY FUNOS FOR THE: COST OF SAIO PROJECT HAVE BEEN 
ARRANGED BV SAID BOARD OF REGBNTS1 AND IT 18 NECESSARY THAT THE TOTAL COST 
OF SAID PROJECT BE PROVIDED THROUGH THE ISSUANCE OF REVENUE BONDS To THE 
AMOUNT OF SIX HuNDRED E'uiHT.,..THREE THOUSAND 0ou.AR& ($683. 000). ANO THE 
BoARD HAS ADOPTED AN APPROPRIATE R&SOL.UTION AUTHORIZING THE l&SUANCS OP' 
sucH BoNos To BE DESIGNATBD A& "OoRMITORY (REVENuE) BoNos OF 1960." AS 
HEREINAFTER DESCRIBED• AND HAS DUL.V AUTHORIZED THE EXECUTION OF THIS TRUST 
INDENTURE IN THE FORM tiEREOF FOR THE PURPOSE OP' SECURING THE PAYMENT OF 
SAID BONDS AND THE INTE!'REST THEREON AND TO plROVIDE FOR THI!' PROPER AND ORDERL.Y 
ADMINISTRATION OF THE REVENUES OF SAID PROJECT AND OF THE BoNo PROCEBoS; AND 
WHEREAS, THE: BoNos oF SAID sERIES AND THE couPONS APPERTAINING 
THERETO, AND A TRUSTEE1s CERTIFICATE WITH RESPECT TO ALL. SUCH BoNDS AND 
PROVISIONS FOR THE RE'GJ STRATION OF SAID BoNOS AS TO PRINCIPAL. O~L.Y ARE TO 
BE SUBSTANTIALLY IN THE FOL.l.OWING FORM WITH APPROPRIATE INSERTIONS, OMISSJONS 
AND VARIATIONS AS IN TH1& INDENTURE PROVIDED OR PERMITTED: 
(FORM OF BoNo) 
UNITED STATE'S OF AMERICA 
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY· 
MURRAY STATE COLLEGE 
DORMITORY (REVENUE) BOND OF 196 0 
NuMBE<t ----- $1. ooo.oo 
THE BoARo OF RBGENTs oF MuRRAY STAT£ CoL.L.EGE• A aooY CORPORATE• 
AS AN E'oucATIONAL. INsTITUTION AND AGENCY OF THE CoMMONWEAL.TH M' K....-ruc:ocv 
AT MuRR.AYt KENTUCKY,· FOR VAJ..UE RECE1v£o1 HBRssv PROMISE& To PAVe soa..sa.v 
FROM ,.HE &FPSCIAL. F'UND PROVIOEO THCREFOR AS HEREINAFTitR SET FORT"- TO THB' 
BltAREA:, 0~ IF TH'S 80NII:) BE RB'GitiTB'REOt TO THB Rf$GISTBR .. Q OWNER THEREOFt 
AS HEREINAFTER PltOVIOED, TH£ SUM OP' ON!' THOUSAND Ooi,.L.ARS ($1. 000) ON THE 
P'IRST DAY OF FEBRUARYt J9_. ANO TO PAY, SOL.EL.Y FROM SAID SPBCJAt. FUNO• 
'INTEREST THEREON F ... OM THE DATE ~SREOF UNTIL. PAYMENT OP' PRINCIPAL. AT TH~ 
RA'I'E ------------ PElt CENTUM (.._ _______ __,,%) PER ANNUMt SUC':4 
JNTE:RB'ST BEING PAVABL.B' SSMIAHNUALJ.Y ON THE FIRST DAYS OF FEBRUARY AND AUGUsT 
IN BAC ... VBARt EXCEPT AS THE PROVISIONS HEREINAFTER SET FORTH WITH RESPECT TO 
~RlOR R&'c»SMPTJON MAY B£ AND BECOME A~PL.JCASL£ HBRIM"Oe SUCH JNTB'RBST AS M,AY 
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ACCRUE: ON AND PRIOR TO THE MATURITY DATE OF THJS BoNo TO ab: PAID ONL.Y UPON 
' . . . ' ' ' \ \ . 
PRKSSNTATION AND SURRENDER OF THE ANNEXIhl COUPo!JS AS THEY SS:VKRALI.Y MATURE0 
BOTH PRINCIPAL AND INTERB'ST BEING .PAYADLE IN ANY COIN OR CURRENCY WHICH• 
ON THEf RESPECTIVE OATES OF PAVMII'NT OF SUCH PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST IS LEGAL 
TENDER FOR THE: PAYMENT OF DEBTS DUE THE UNITS:D STATES OF AMERICA, AT THE 
PRINCIPAl. OFFICE: oF THE TRusTo;s (CITIZI<NS FtoS:UTY BANK AND TRusT CoMPANY 
IN THE CJTY OF LoUISVIL .. LB'• KENTUCKY) OR• AT TH&:' OPTION OF THE HOLDER H£R£0F 
OR OF THE INTEREST COUPONS HEREUNTO APPEATAINING9 AT THE ~RINCJ .. AL OFP"JCS 
OF CHS:MICAL. CoRN ExcHANGE BANKo IN THE BoROUGH OF MANHATTAN, CITY, OF 
No:w YoRK, STATE: OF NEw YoRt<• 
THts BoNo as ONE oF A DULY AUTHORIZED sERIES Of" BoNos IN THB' 
AGGREGATE PRINCIPAl. AMOUNT OF $68J. 000, AI.L. OF SAID BoNDS BEING OF THE 
SAME FORM• TENOR AND EFFECT (EXCEPT FOR NUMBERS, MATURITY DATEs, PROVISIONS 
WITH RESPECT TO REDEMPTION PRIOR TO MATURITY• AND POSSJBLE VARIATION IN 
INTEREST RATEs). ISSUED FOR FINANCING THE COSTS OF CONSTRUCTING A DORMITORY 
WITH COUNSE'LLOR1 S APARTMENT AND APPURTENANT FACILITIES., TO HOUSE: APPROXI-
MATIII.Y 248 sTuoENTB IN coNNECTION WITH THII MuRRAY STATE Co1.1.Eoe: AT MuRRAY• 
KENTUCKY (HEREINAFTER REFERRED TO AS TMB' "PROJECT 11 ) UN DEft AND JN FUL.L. COM-
PL.tANC.Et WITH THE CoNSTITUTION AND STATUTES OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY, 
INCI.UOIN ... AMONG OTHER• SECTIONS J62.; 350 TO 162.380.. INCI.USIV&:• OF THE 
KENTUCKY REVISED STATUTES NOW IN FULL. FORCE AND EFFECT. 
A1.1. oF BAlD BoNDs AR&: ISSUED uNDER AND PuRSUANT TO A TRusT INDENTURE 
(sAID fNDftNTUR£·, TOGETHER WITH ALL INDENTURES 8UPPL.£MSNTAL THERETO A9 THERE'M 
PERMITT£o._ DB'I ... G H£RE'iN CALLED THB 11JHD£NTURB") OF BVSN DATE HB'REWITH EXB-
cuTo:o BY A'fD BETWEEN sAID BoARD oF RIIGENTB AND THE CITIZENs FloEI.ITV BANK ANO 
TRusT CQMPANYt AB TRUSTEE {sAID TRusTEE AND ANY suCC!'!SSOR TRusTo;E UNDER SA!D 
JNoEHTUR' B£1Nq HEREIN CA~ED TH8' "TRL.!STE£''), AN EXECUTED COUNTERPART OF WHICH 
IS ON FII.E AT THEr oFFICEr OF SAID TRusTII:!",IN THE CITY oF LouiBVII.I.Ea KErNTUCKY, 
RKFERENC.C I 8 HEFIEfBV MAOE TO THS JNDf:'NTUR£ FOR A MORE SPECIFIC IDENTJF.CATION 
OF THC PROJECT AND FOR THE PROVI &IONS. AMONG OTHERS, WITH RESPECT TO ~tll!i 
CUSTODY AND THE APP~ICATION OP' THE PROCB'EOS OF THE' BONDS. THE COL.\.SCTJON 
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AND Dl SPOSITJON OF THE RS:VBNUif!if THB FUND CHARGBO WITH AND PLEOGBD TO THE 
PAVMENT OP' THE INTEREST ON AND THE PRINCIPAL. OF SAID BONDS, THE NATURE 
AND EXTENT OF THE SECURITY, THE RIGHTS. DUTIE:S AND OBLIGATIONS OF SAID BoARD 
OF REGENTS AND OF THE TRUSTS£ AND THE RIGHTS OF' THE HOL.DERS OF THE BoNos, 
ANDt BY THE ACCEPTANCE OF THlS BOND, THE HOLDER HEREOF ASSENTS TO AU.. OF 
THB' PROVI~JONS OF S~O INDENTURE• UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE STATUTB'S PURSUANT 
TO WHICH THIS BONO IS ISS~o THIS BoNo SHALL HAVE ALL THE QUALITIES AND 
INCIDENTS OP' A NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENT, AND, SUBJECT TO THE PROVISIONS FOR 
REGISTRATION ENDORSED HEREON AND CONTAINED IN THE INDENTURE, NOTHING CONTAINED 
IN THIS BoND OR IN SAID JNoENTURB' SHALL AFFECT OR IMPAIR THE NEGOTIABIL.ITV 
OF THIS BoNDe 
THB HOLDBR OF THIS BOND SHALL HAVB NO RIGHT TO ENFORCB THB PROVISIONS 
OF THK INDENTURE OR TO INSTITUTE ACTION TO ENFORCE THE COVENANTS THEiREINt OR 
TO TAKE ANY ACTION WITH RESPSCT TO ANY DEf'AUL.T UNDER THii INDENTURE', OR TO 
INSTITUTBt APPEAR IN OR DEFEND ANY SUIT OR OTHER PROCEBOINGS WITH R88fi"CCT 
THB'RSTOe EXCEPT AS PROVIDED IN THE INDENTURE, THE INDENTURE PROVIDSS FOR 
FIXING• CHARGING AND COL.L.S:CTING R.BNTAL.S AND OTHER CHARGES FOR THE USB' OF 
SAID PROJECT• WHICH RB'NTS AND CHARGES WILL BB I!IUFP'1CIE'NT TO PAY THir PRJ..,.. 
CI,..AL. OF AND THE INTEREST ON SAID BoNOS AS THE SAME BECOME. D.UB' AND TO PROVIDE 
RESB'RVB'S FOR SUCH PURPOSES AND ALSO TO PAY' THE COST OF MAINTENANCE, OPERATION 
AND RB'PAIR OF THB' PROJECT• THE INDENTURE PROVIDES FOR THB CRBATJON OF A 
SPBCIAL FUND oe:sJ<>NATEo "1960 OoRI\QTORV (REvENuE) BoNo AND INTS:REST SINKING 
FuND AccouNT" (HBRIUN CAL.LBD THE "SINK1NG FuNo"). AND FOR THE DEPOSIT To 
THE CRB'DIT OF SAID SINKING FUND OP' A FIXED AMOUNT OP' THS GROSS REVENUES OP' 
SAID PRo.JECT TO PAY THE PRINCIPAL. OP' AND THE INTEREST ON THB' BONDS AS THE 
SAME BECOME DUE, AND TO PROVIOB' A RESB'RVB' FOR SUCH PURPOBB'• WHICH SINKING 
FuND IS Plp..B'DGED TO AND CHARGED WITH THE PAYMENT OF SAIO JI'RINCIPAL. AND INTEREST• 
THIS BOND AND THE SERIES OF WHICH IT IS ON£ ARB fiAVABLB' ONL.Y FROM 
A FIXED AMOUNT OF THE GROSS INCOME AND RB'VENUSS TO BB DERIVED FROM THE OPS'RATtC?~ 
ofl" &Aio PRoJECT WHICH WILL S8' sn ASIDE IN SAID SINKING FuND• AND THIS BoND 
ooEs NOT coHSTITUTB ANY JNDBBTBoNsss OF MuRRAY STAT£ CoLLEGB on oF ITs BoARtt 
OF REGENTS OR OF THE COMMONWEALTH OF l<sNTUCKV WITHIN THE MEANING OF ANY 
PROVISIONs oR LIMITATIONS oF THE CoNSTITUTION oF THE COMMONWEAL.TH oF KsNTuctcv. 
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THK RIGHT IS HEREBY RESERVED TO CALL AND REDEEM THE BoNDS NUMBSAED 
91 To 683, MATURING Fe:sRUARY I, 1971 THROUGH Fe:eRUARY I, 2000, INCI-USIVIr1 
OF THE SERIES 01" WHICH THIS BoND IS A PART1 PRIOR TO MATURITY, AS A WHOLB 
OR FROM TIME TO TIME JN PART1 IN THE INVERSE ORDER OF THEIR NUMBERINGa SAID 
BoNos NUMBifRKo 550 TO 683, MATURING Fe:sRUARY I, 1996 THROUGH Fe:eRUARY I, 
2000. INCI-USIVIfo SlfiNG SO RlfDiflfMASI-If ON ANY INTERifST PAYMifNT DATI! UPON TERMS 
OF PAR AND ACCRUED INTEREST TO THE RgDEMPTION DAT£1 AND BoNDS NUMBERED 91 
To 5491 MATURING FEBRUARY I, 1971 THROUGH Fe:sRUARY I, 1995, INCl-USIVE, SlUNG 
SO REDEEMABl-E! ON ANY INTifREST PAYMO:NT DATI! FAl-l-ING AFTER FlfsRUARY 11 1970. 
UPON TERMS OF PAR AND ACCRUED INTEREST TO THE REDEMPTION DATI!: PLUS A REDEMFt-
TION PREMIUM OF THREE PER CB'NT OF THE PRINCIPAL AMOUNT THEfRE!'OF IF CAL.LifD FOR 
REDEMPTION ON OR PRIOR TO FlfBRUARY 11 1975; TWO AND ONE""HAI-F PlfR CliNT OF 
THE PRINCIPAL. AMOUNT THEREOF IF CAU.ED FOR REDEMPTION THERB'AP'TEA AND ON OR 
PRIOR TO FEBRUARY (1 (980; TWO PER CBNT OF THE PRINCIPAL. AMOUNT THEREOF IF 
CALLED FOR REDEMPTION THEREAFTER AND ON OR PRIOR TO FEBRUARY J, J985; ONE 
AND ONE-HALF PER CENT OF THE PRINCIPAL AMOUNT THEREOF IF CALLEO FOR REDEMPTION 
THERB'AFTB'R AND ON OR PRIOR TO FEBRUARY I. 1990 AND ONE PER CENT OF THE PRIM-
CIPAL AMOUNT THEREOF IF CALLED FOR REDEMPTION THEREAFTER• PRJORITV AS TO 
CAI-1- SHAl-l- lfXTEND To BoNDS NUMSifRifo 550 THROUGH 683, INCI-US1VIf1 ovo:R BoNDS 
NUMBERED 91 THROUGH 5491 INCI-USIV0:0 NoTJCif OF ANY SUCH INTENDifO REOifMPTIONt 
IDENTIFYING THE 80NDS TO BE REDEB'M£01 WILL. B£ ON FILE AT THE OFFICEr OF THE 
TRUSTEE AT L.EAST THIRTY DAYS PRIOR TO THE SPECJFIB'D REDEMPTION DAT£1 AND 
SUCH NOTICE SHAL.L SE PUBWSHIED AT LEAST ONCE NOT LESS THAN THIRTY DAYS PRIOR 
TO SAID REDEMPTION DATE JN A FINANCIAL. NEWSPAPER OR JOURNAL OF GENERAL CJRCu-
1-ATION PUBUSHifD IN THE! ENGl-ISH l-ANGUAGE! IN THE! CITY oF NEw YoRK1 Ne:w YoRK, 
ANV BoNOS CALL.ED FOR RE'PBMPTION ANO FOR THE PAYMENT OF WHICH FUNDS ARB' 
DltPOSJTED WITH SAID TRUST .. £ ON THE SPECIFIED RlrOEMPTION DATE SHALL CEASE 
TO BEAR INTSRBST ON SAID REDEMPTION OAT£• 
THIS BoND SHALL PASS BY DlfL.IVIiRY UNLESS ltB'GISTERf:a AS TO PRI~CIPAL 
ON THE eooKs oF &AID BoARD oF REGENTS AT THE OFFICE OP' THE TRusTEE' UNOSR 
THIEf INDENTUR£1 AND SUCH REGISTRATION NOTED HER£ON1 AFTB'R WHICH NO VA$-ID 
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TRANSP'Efl HEREOF SHAL.L. BE EFFECTIVE UNL.ESS M"DE ON SAID BOOKS AND SIMIL.ARI..V 
ENDORSED HEREOH AT THE WRITTEN REQUEST OP' THE REGISTERED HOL.DB'R OR HIS DUL.Y 
AUTHORIZED RB'PRESENTATIVE• BUT THIS BoND MAY BE DISCHARGED FROM REGISTRATION 
BY B£tNG IN LIKE MANNER REGISTERED TO BEARER WHEREUPON FULL NSGOTIASIUTV 
AND TRANSFERABILITY BY DELIVERY SHALL. BE RESTORED BUT MAY AGAIN P'ROM TIMB 
TO TIME BE REGISTERED AS AFORESAIDe SucH RE'GISTRATION1 HOWEVSR1 SHAI.L NOT 
AFFECT THE NEGOTIASIL.ITY OF THB' INTBREST COUPONS WHICH SHAL.L. ALWAYS REMAIN 
P~YABLE TO BEARER AND TRANSFERAB&.II' BY DE&.IYERV MERE'L.V1 THE BoARD OF REGENTS 
AND THE TRUSTifE MAY DEEM AND TREAT THE BEARER OF THIS 80NDt IF NOT REG}STSRED 
AS TO PRINCIPALt AND THE BEARER OF ANY COUPON HERETO APPERTAJNING1 WHI!THER 
OR NOT "r ... JS BoNo BE SO REGISTERE01 OR IF THIS BoND BE REGISTERED AS HEREIN 
AUTHORIZED, THE PERSON IN WHOSB' NAMB THE SAME IS REGISTERKD• AS TH£ ABSOLUTE 
OWNER FOR THE PURPOSE OF RliCEIVlNG PAVMENT AND FOR ALL. OTHER PURPOSES• 
A STATUTORY MORTGAGE UB'Ne WHICH IS HERB'BY RECOGNIZED AS YAL.ID AND 
BINDING ON SAID PRoJECT PROPERTY IS HEREBY CREATED AND GRANTED IN FAVOR OF THE 
HOLDER OR HOLDERS OF THIS 80NO AND THB' ISSUE OF WHICH IT FORMS A PART AND IN 
FAVOR OF THB' HOLDER OR HOL.DERS OP' COUPONS ATTACHED TO SAID BoNDS. AND SAID PRo-
JECT PROPERTY AND ANY APPURTB'NA.NC£8 THERETO SHAL.L REMAIN SU&.JBCT TO SAID STA-
TUTORY MORTGAGE L.IEN UNTIL. THE PAYMENT IN fi'ULL OF THE PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST ON 
THIS BoND AND THE ISSUE OF WtUCH IT FORMS A PART; PROVIDED1 HOWEVERt THAT SAID 
STATUTORY MORTGAGE LIEN IS AND SHAL.L BE RESTRICTED IN ITS APPL.CATION TO THE 
PROJECT BUILDINGS AND APPURTENANCE'S THERETO FINANCED BY THIS BOND AND THE ISSU&' 
OF WHICH IT P'ORMS A PART• .AND SUCH EASEMENTS AND RIGHTS OP' WAY P'OR INGRESS, 
£GRIESS AND THE RENDERING OF SERVICES THERSTO AS MAY BE NBCSSSARV FOR THI! PRo-
PER USU: AND MAINTENANCE OF THB SAMBi THE RJGHT BEING HEREBY EXPRESSL.Y RESERVED' 
TO ERECT OR CONSTRUCT UPON THE SITE OESCRlBifO lN THit TRUST (NDBNTURE AUTHORIZING 
. ' 
' 
AND SECURING THE' ISSUANCE OF SAID ISSUE OF BONOS1 OTHER JNDSPSNDENTLY FINANCED 
CoL.L.EOIE BUILDING PROJECTS, FREE AND C&.BAR OF SAID STATUTORY MORTCJA.E' LIEN, 
WHICH OTHER INDEPENDENTLY FINANCED CoL.LBG£ BUU ... DINCi PRO.IECTS MAY OR MAY NOT 
HAVE A PARTY WALL (OR WALLs) WITH AND ADJOIN THS PROJECT BUII .. DING At-10 AP .. URT ... 
NANC£S WHICH ARB SUBJECT TO SAID STATUTORY MORTGAGEr LISNt PROVIDED NO PART OF 
THE COST OF SAID OTHER INDEPENDENTLY FINANCED COL.L.EGB 8UU..DINCi PAOJ~CTS IS PAID 
FROM THE PROCEEDS OF TH£ SAI.B OF THIS BOND AND THB SERIB'S 01" WHICH IT FORMS A 
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PART; AND PROVIDED THE NECESSARY EASEMENTS FOR INGRESS, .GRESS, SEWAGE LINBI!It 
SEPTIC TANK LINKS AND OTHER UTIUTY LINES SHAL.L BE DEEMED TO I!'XIST AND CONTINUE 
TO EXIST P'OR ALL. CoLLEGE PROJECTS, SUILOINGS1 IMPROVEMENTS AND ADDITIONS Ft-
NANCED BY THtl!l OR OTHER BONOS. 
THIS 80ND SHALL NOT BE VALID OR BECOME OSL.IGATORV FOR ANY ,.URP08B1 OR 
SB' ENTITLED TO ANY SECURITY OR BENEP'ITe UNDER THE JNDENTURE1 UNTIL. IT SHAL.L. HAVE 
BEEN AUTHENTICATED BY THE EXECUTION BY THE TRUSTEE OF THB' CERTIFICATE HEREON 
ENDORSED• 
JT IS HEREBY CERTIFIED, REciTED AND DECLARED THAT ALL ACTB1 CONDITIONS 
AND THINGS REQUIRED TO EXIST, TO HAPPEN• AND TO BE PERFORMED PRECEDENT TO AND IN 
THE ISSUANCE OF THIS 80ND DO EXISTt HAVE HAPPENED1 AND HAVE BEEN PERFORMED IN DUE' 
TIM£1 FORM AND MANNER AS REQUIREfD BY L.AW• AND THEf AMOUNT OF THIS 80ND1 TOGETHER 
WITH ALL. oTHER oer..IGATIONS oF SAio BoARD oF R£GENTs AND oF SAID MuRRAY STAT£ 
Coa..LECU!:1 DOES NOT VIOLATE ANY PROVISION OR EXCEED ANY LIMIT PRESCRIBED BV THE 
CON&riTUTION OR STATUTES OF KENTUCKY; THAT SAID PROJECT WILL BE CONTINUOUSLY 
OPBRATEO. AND THAT A SUP'P'ICIENT PORTION OP' TH£ GROSS INCOME AND REVENUES THERE-
P'ROM HAS BEEN PLEDGED TO AND wau.. BE sET ASIDE JNTO SA,ID SINKING FuND FOR THE 
PAYMENT OF THE PRINCIPAL OP' AND INTEREST ON THIS 80ND AND THE SERIES OF WHICH 
IT IS A PART• AS THE SAM If WJI .. L. RESPECTIVIIn..Y BECOME DUE., 
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF. THE BoARD oF Ro:aENTs oF MuRRAV STATE 
CoL.L.£0£ AT MuRRAY, KeNTuctev,. HAS CAUSI!'D THIS BoNo TO BE SIGNED BY ITS CHAIRMAN, 
AJfQ ITS CORPORATE SEAt- TO BE HEREUNTO AP'FIXED1 ATTESTED BY ITS SECRSTARYt AND 
THE COUPONS HIS'RIITO ATTACHED TO BE EXECUTED WITH THE J"ACSIMJL.£ SIGNATURES OP' THE 
SAID CHAIRMAN AND SECRETARY• WHICH OFFJCB'RS1 BY THE EXECUTION OF THIS BONDe 
DO ADOPT SAID P'ACSIMIL.E SIGNATURES TO BE THEIR RESPECTIYC AUTHORIZED AND PROPB'R 
' SICINATURES. ALL. BEING DONE AS OF THE FIRST DAY OF FIIBRUAt!Yt 1960, 
. ~ ·ud e .(L::r4 
CHAIRMA ... BOARD OF RIIGENTS 
BoARD oF RBGENTs 
(FoRM OF CouPoN) 
(FIRST PARAGRAPH OF COUPON FORM GOI£S IN COUPONS 
ATTACHED TO BoNOS NUMBERED 91•683,) 
Nu.,.sER -------
$__,. ___ _ 
UNL..IfSS THE 80ND TO WHICH THIS COUPON APPERTAINS IS RB'DSEMASL.B' AND 
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• 
ACCORDINGLY SHALL HAVE BSEN THERETOFORE CALLED FOR PRIOR REDEMPTIONt 
ON TNS FIRST DAY OF------------' 19. __ ~ THB BOARD OF 
Ro:GENTs oF MuRRAY STATE Co1.1.EGO: AT MuRRAY, KsNTuCKYe Wll.l. PAY TO SBARBR 
---------------------- ODI.I.ARS ($.~---·) 
IN ANY COIN OR CURRENCY WHICH AT SAID DATE OF PAVMSNT IS LEGAL. TENDER FOR THE PAv-
MO:NT OF DEBTS DUE THO: UNITO:D STATES OF AMERICAt OUT OF ITS "1960 DORMITORY 
(Ro:vENuo:) BoND AHD INTERBST SINKINGi FuND AccouNT, 11 AT THE PRINCIPAl. OFFICE: OF 
THO: CITIZlfNS FIDELITY BANK AND TRUST CoMPANY IN THE CITY oF LoulsVII.I.lfe KENTUCKY, 
Oflt AT THE OPTION OF ~HE HOLDER HEREOP's AT THE PRINCIPAL OP'FICE OJP CHEMICAL CoRN 
EoccHANGiO: BANK IN THE BoROUGiH oF MANHATTAN• CITY OF Nsw YoRK• STATB OF No:w 
YoRKe AS PROVIDED IN AND FOR INTEREST THSN DUB ON ITS DoRMITORY (REVENUE) BOND 
OF 1960. DATED FEBRUARY I, 1960. NuMBBRED ---------" 
CHAIRMANo BoARD OF REGENTS 
So:cRBTARYt BoARD OF REGO:NTS 
(FoRM oF AUTHENTICATION CERTIFICATE) 
THas BoNo ts oNE oF THS' BoNos oEsCRJBEo oR PRovaoso FoR IN THE 
WITHIN-MENTIONED INDENTURE• 
CITIZENS FIDELITY BANK AND TRUST COMPANY. 
TRuSTEE 
BY ________ _.~-----------
AuTHORJZED OFFICER 
(FoRM oF Re:GiiSTRATION To so: PRINTED oN BAcK OF EAcH BoNo) 
DATE OF 
REGISTRATION 
" ..
.. 
= 
= 
.. 
= 
.. 
NAME OF 
Rs:GJSTBRED Hot..DER 
.. 
" 
.. 
.. 
= .. 
.. 
.. 
SIGiNATURE OF AUTHORIZBD 
OF[ICE!'R OF TRUfiBB 
AND, WH!:REA51 THE BoARD HAS ou1.v AUTHORIZED THE ISSUANCE oF THE BoNos 
ANO THE' BXBCUTION AND DEL.IVERV OP' THIS JNDENTURS ANO AL.L OTHER ACTS AND THINGS 
N£CEBsARv oR RSQUJRBD av THE LAws OP' THS CoMMONWEAL.TH oF KENTUCf<Y OR ~THB~w~e~ 
TO MAKE THIE' BONDS WHEN DUL.V BXBCUTSD ON BEHALF OF THB BoARD A':fD AUTt:U!'NTICA.T~D BY 
TMR TRUSTSS' AND ISSU£Dt VALID AND BINDING LB'GAL. OBUGATIONS OP' THE BoARD IN AC;-. 
COIIIDANCB' WITH THitiR TERMS AND TO MAKE THIS JNDENTUR£ A YAI.ID AND BINDING JNDB'NTUA&' 
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FOR THB SECURITY OF THE 80NDS1 HAVE BEEN DULY DONE AND PERFORMED; 
NOW, THEREFORE', THJS INDENTURE WITNESSETH: 
THAT IN CONSIDERATION OF THE PREMISES, OF THE ACCEPTANCE BV THE 
TRUSTEE OF THE TRUST HEREBY CREATED1 AND OF THE PURCHASE AND ACCEPTANCif 0~ 
THE 80NDS BY THE HOLDERS THB'REOFt AND ALSO FOR AND 11\1 CONSIDERATION OP' THE 
suM DF ONE DoLLAR ($1,; 00) To THE BoARD IN HAND PAID ev THE TRuSTEE AT oR 
BBP'ORE THE EXECUTION AND DELIVERY OF THIS INDENTURE, THE RECEIPT OF WHICH 
IS HERESY ACKNOWI.EDG£01 AND FOR THE PURPOSE OF FIXING AND DB'CL.ARING THE 
TERMS AND CONDITIONS U'PON WHICH THB BONDS AND INTEREST COUPONS ARB' TO BE 
AND MAY BE' ISSUED, AUTHENTICATED• DB'L.IVERED, SECURED AND ACCBPTB'D BY ALL. 
PERSONS WHO SHALL FROM TIME TO TIME BE' OR BECOME HOLDERS THEREOF, AND IN 
ORDER TO SECURE THE II'AVME'NT OF ALL. THE BoNDS AT ANV TIM£ ISSUED AND OUTSTANDING 
HEREUNDER, AND THE INTEREST THEREON ACCORDING TO THEIR TENO~ PURPORT, AND 
liFFECT1 AND IN ORDER TO SECURE THE PERFORMANCE AND OBSERVANCE OF' AU. OF' THE 
COVBNANTS1 AGREEMENTS, AND CONDITIONS THBABIN AND HEREIN CONTAINI£01 TH£ BOARD 
HAS PL.EDGED AND DOES HEREBY PL.EDGS TO THE TRuST&:£1 TO THE EXTENT PROVIDED 
IN THIS INDENTURE, THE REVENUES OF THE' PROJECT AS SECUftJTV FOR THE PIAVMENT 
OF THE BoNDS AND THE INTEREST THERB'DN1 AND IT IS MUTUAL.L.V AGREED AND COVE-
NANTED BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES HERBTO• FOR THE EQUAL. AND _PROPORTIONATE 
SENEFJT AND SECURITY OF AL.L. AND SINGULAR THE PRESENT AND FUTURE HOLDERS OF 
THE BONDS AND INTEREST COUPONS ISSUED AND TO BE ISSUED UNDER THIS INDENTURE, 
W.'THOUT PRBP'e:'RENC£1 PRIORITV1 OR Dl &TINCTION AS TO Ll EN OR OTHERWI S£1 EXCEPT 
AS OTHERWISE HEREIN PROVIDED, OF ANV ONE BOND OVER ANV OTHER BoNo BV REASON 
OF PRIORITY IN THE ISSUE, SALE OR NSGOTIATION THBREOF OR OTHEAWI SB'• AS 
P'OL.L.ows: 
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ARTICLE ONE 
DEFINITION OF TERMS 
S!eTtoN..J....Q!, IN EACH AND BVItRY PL.ACB IN AND THROUGHOUT THIS 
INDENTURE WHEREIN THE FOLLOWING TERMS. OR ANY' OF THEM• ARE USSD1 THE SAMS. 
UNLESS TH~ CONTEXT SHAL.L INDICATE ANOTHifR OR DIFFERENT MEANING OR JNTBNTe 
SHALl.. BE CONSTRUED, ARE USED9 AND ARE INTENDED TO HAVE MEANINGS AND TO BE 
INCLUSJVB'1 AS P'OL.L.OWS: 
(A) "Cot.t.£GS11 -- MuRRAY 5TATS Cot.t.BGe:, siTUATE:D IN MuRRAY, 
CAt.I.OWAY CouNTY, KsNTUCKY, 
(e) "8oARD11 -- THB BoARD OF Re:GBNTS OF MuRRAY STATE Cot.t.BGB, 
(c) 11TRusTES 11 -- CrTIZSNS FrDBI.ITY BANK AND TRusT CoMPANY, 
A COMBINED BANK AND TRUST COMPANY CREATED UNDER AND 
B'XISTING BV VIRTUE OF THE LAWS OF THS CoMMONWIEAL.TH OP' 
KBNTUCKVt HAVING PROPER TRUST POWER$1 AND HAVING ITS 
PRINCIPAL. OFFICE AND PL.ACB OF SUSINSSS IN THE CITY OF 
LoutsVILL£1 KENTUCKY, oR ANY succEssoR TR~STBB DESIGNATifo 
PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF THIS INDENTURE• 
(c) "80NDB11 •• BoNDS ISSUED PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OP' THIS 
INDBNTUR£. 
(s) "SINKING FuND11 -- THB "1960 DoRMITORY (RI!VBNus) BoND AND 
INTBRBST SINKING FuND AccouNT," AS CRSATBD IN THIS INDBNTURE, 
(P') "CoNSTRUCTION FUND" -- THE SP'SCJA&. ACCOUNT OR FUND CREATED 
IN THIS INDENTURE, INTO WHICH PROVISION IS MAD£ FOR THS 
DEPOSIT OF THE BoND PROCEEDS (EXCLUSIVE OP' ACCRUED INTEREST 
RECEIVED FROM THS PURCHASER OR PURCHAS£RS) AND SUCH OTHBR 
FUNDS AS MAV BE LEGALt.V AVAILABLS AND REQUIRED TO PAY 
P'ULLV THE DSVE:LOPMENT COSTS OF THE PRo.IECT. 
(G) npROJirCT" -- TH!r DORMIToRy WITH COUNSI!"LLOR
1
s APARTMENT 
ANO APPURTENANT FACIL.ITIEs0 To HOUS!r APPROXIMATELy 248 
STUDI!:NTS. To SE CONSTRUCTED THROUGH APPLICATION OF TH!r 
PROCEEDs OF THE CoNSTRUCTioN FuND, UPON A PORTION OF THa: 
CAMPus OF TH!r M•JRRAY STATE CoL.L.IrGE AT MuRRAY, KENTucJ<y, 
SAID PORTION OR SITE BEING PARTICUL.AAL.y DESCRIBED IN 
ARTICI.E' TwELve: H.S'R!iOF• 
(H) "CHAIRMAN"-- THE CHAIRMAN ANo EACH AND EVERY VIcE CHAIRMAN 
ANO EACH AND EVERy OTHER OFFICI!:R OF THE BoARD AUTHORIZED 
TO EXERCISE THE POWI!:Rs ANO AUTHORITy REPOSED IN THB CHAIRMAN OF TI-t&: BoARo. 
(r) "SECRI!:TARV" --THE SECRETARY AND EACH AND EVERy AssiSTANT 
SECRETARy AND EACH AND liVERy OTHER DFFICBR OF THE BOARD 
AUTHORIZED To EXERCISE THE POWERS AND AUTHORITy REPOSBD IN 
THB Se:cRETARY OF THB BoARD, 
(J) "TRirAsuRa:R" -- THE TRirASURER AND BACH ANo E:VIrRY AssisTANT 
TRB'ASURER AND lrACH AND EVIrRV OTHI!:R OFFICI!:R OF TH&' BoARD 
AUTHOAIZI!:D TO B'XIrRCI SE: THI!: POWERs AND AUTHORITY REPOSBO IN 
THe: TREASURER OF TH&' BoARD, 
~) "ARCHITECT" OR "CNGINSER" -- ANV LICENSED ARCHITSCT OR 
I!:NGINSI!:R APPOINT&'Q SY THE BoAA00 INCLUDING ANY SUCH AACHITJfCT 
OR lfNGINEE:R IN Tf./E EMPL.oy OF THE BoARD OR OF THE CDL.L.EGrr AND SO APPOJN'TEO• 
G.) "FISCAL. YEAR 11 - SHAL.L. MEAI'f THE J2-M0NTHs PEAJOD BEGINNING 
JuL.y (
0 
AND ENDING THE FOL.f.OWING JUNJf 30,. INCI.USIV£. 
SJiAL.L. INCf.UDir THE PL.UAAf. AS W£L.L. AS THJr SIHGUf.AR NUMBB'R UNL.Ess THB' CONTJfXT 
UNL.Jrss THS: CONTS:XT OTHERWIS&' INDICATEs, THE HOL.OERS OF THE BoNes AT THE TIME 
SHAf.L. INCL.UDE THE 0THER1 Ul<f.Ess TH&' CONT&'XT SHA&.L. OTHlfRWis .. ·lKatCA')'E, 
FACTe OR OPINION sa: EVIDENCII'D To THS TRUBTirE BV MlrANs OF A CB'RTIFICATs~. 
IF THir VARIOus F..,CTs ANo/OR OPINIONs INT .. NDSD SO TO BE EYIDENCEo TO THS 
DOCUMirNTs SIGNSD BY TH!r SAM .. PilrRSON DR DIFFJrRENT PERSONs OF THE SAM II 
ARTICL.E" TWO 
GE"NE'RAL. PROVISIONS ReGARDING E"XE"CUTION• 
AUTHeNTICATION AND ReGISTRATION OF BONOS• 
SECTION k...QL, SAVE AS IS HEREIN PROVIDED IN RESPBCT OF 
MUTIL.ATIU:.Ie I.OST1 DESTROYED OR STOI.EN BoNDS,· BONDS MAY lllf ISSUED HSREUNOER 
TO THE AGGREGATE PRINCIPAL. AMOUNT OF NO MORE THAN Sax HuNDRED E"IGHTY""THREE 
THOUSAND 0ou.ARs ($683, 000). THE BoNDS SHA......_ BE ISSUED AS COUPON BoNDS 
IN THE DENOMINATION OF ONE THOUSAND 0oL.LARS ($1, 000) EACHo REGISTBRAIII .. E 
AS TO PRINCIPAL. ONL.Y AND NUMBERifD I TO 683, INCL.USIVE0 THE PRINCIPAL. OF 
BACH BoND AND THE INTEREST THEREON SHAl-l. BB PA'VABL.B' AT THB PRINCIPAL. 
OFFice: OF THe: CITIZENS FaolfL.ITY BANK AND TRUST CoMPANY, IN THe: CITY OF 
LouiSVIL.L.Ifo KENTUCKY, OR OF ITS SUCCIISSDRS IN TRUST UNDER THIS INDENTURIIo 
OR0 AT THE OPTION OF THif HOI.DifRo AT THII PRINCIPAL. OFFICII OF CHEMICAL. CoRN 
ExcHANGE BANK, IH THE CtTY OF Nsw YoRK, Nsw YoRK, IN sucH COIN OR cuRRENCY 
OF THE UNITIID STATES OF AMERICA AS AT THE TIMif OF PAYMENT SHAI.L. BE L.EGAL. 
TlfHDIER FOR THE PAYMifNT OF DEBTS DUB THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. TNB 
BoNDS AND THI£ INTEREST COUPONS APPERTAINING THERIITO SHAL.L. BB RESI'ECTIVEI.Y 
SUBfSTANTI"""'"V IN THE FORMS HERI!'INBB'P'OR£ SET FORTH, WITH SUCH OMISSIONS, 
VARIATIONS AND INSERTIONS AS ARE ~SQUIRED OR PERMITTifD BY THE TERMS OP' 
THIS INDENTURE TO BYIDENCS THE TERMS THBRI£0P'e 
SECTION~ THE SAID BONDS SHAI.L. BE DATED FEBRUARY I, 1960.. 
AND BttAI.Lo BEAR INTEREST AT ONE OR MORE INTEREST COUPON RATES NOT TO lrXCESD 
AN AGGRifGATE INTERBST COST OF J.l/8 PER CliNT PER ANNUM TO BB ESTABL.ISHBD UPON THII 
BASIS OF COMPETITION AMONG BIDDERs WHEN SAID BoNDS ARB SDL.D AT AN ADVBRTISED 
PUBI.JC COMPETITIVE SALB'1 AS HBRB'IN PROVJDifDe Au.. SUCH INTERBST TO TMB 
RSSPirCTIYB MATURITY DATES 0 ... PRINCIPAL. SHALL. Bit lfVJDBNCSD BY COUPONS ATTACHED 
TO THE BoNos, PAYABL.B sEMIAHNUAL.L.Y oN EACH FIIBRUARY I AND AuGusT I. SuBJECT 
TO THB Rlt&E'RVB'D RIGHT OF AlfD£MPTION OF A PORTION OF SAID BoNDS PRIOR TO 
MATURITY AS PROVIDED IN ARTJCL.E THREE OF THIS INDENTURIIo SAID SERIES OF 
BONDS SHAL.I. MATURE AS TO PRINCIPAL. ON FEBRUARY I OF THB RESPBCTIVE YEARs, 
IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE FOI.I.OWING SC:HIIDUL.S: 
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DATE OF 
BONDS NUMBERED PRINCIPAL MATURITY 
' (a NCLUSI\fll) AMOUNT flilBRUARY 1. 
1- 10 $10,000 1963 
II- 20 10,000 1964 
21- 30 10,000 1965 
31- 41 11,000 1966 
42- 52 11,000 1967 
53- 64 12,000 1968 
65- 77 13,000 1969 
78- 90 13,000 1970 
91- 103 13,000 1971 
104- 117 14,000 1972 
118- 131 14,000 1973 
132- 145 14,000 1974 
146- 160 15,000 1975 
161- 175 15.000 1976 
176- 190 15,000 1977 
191- 206 16,000 1978 
207-222 16,000 1979 
223-238 16,000 1980 
239- 255 17,000 1981 
256-273 18,000 1982 
274- 291 18,000 1983 
292- 310 19,000 1984 
311- 329 19,000 1985 
330-348 19,000 1986 
349-369 21,000 1987 
370-390 21,000 1988 
391-411 21,000 1989 
412- 433 22,000 1990 
434-455 22,000 1991 
456-478 23,000 1992 
479- 501 23,000 1993 
502- 525 24,000 1994 
526- 549 24,000 1995 
550- 574 25,000 1996 
575-600 26,000 1997 
601- 626 26,000 1998 
627-654 28~000 1999 
655-683 29,000 2000 
Sact1011.2.2J. Toea EioNo& •HAu. B& OP'P'&R!D P'OR BAut: BY TN& BoARD, 
wtYHOUT TN& tNT&RWNTtON cw THK T~tuana, AT aucH TIMIE OR TtMas Ae THK BoARD 
MAY DIRECT UPON TH!t BASIS OP' NOTIC&S PUBLISH!tD BY TM& BOARD IM A N&W.PAP&A 
OP' O&HitRAL CIRCULATION THROUGHOUT THE CoMMOMW&ALTH OP' K&NIUCKY AND IN .IJs& 
.fiSI!IR BunR1 A P'INANCIAL .IOIIRNAL PUBLI•H&o IN N&w YoRoc, N&w Yo~toc, OP' o&N&RAL 
CIRCULATION TNROUOHOI(r TN& UHIT!D 5rAT&8 DP' AM&RICA0 AND UPON TN& BASIS 
0 .. aiEAL&D COMPIETITIVK 81DS WHICH 8MALL B& OPIEM&Dt C:ONSIDCAKD AND ACTSD UPON 
BY.,.... BaARo, Tte~t BDNo• sHAL&. AT DH!t TIM& OR P'ROM TtM& TO TIM& e& axacur&• 
ON B&HAU' DP' TN& BDA!to IIY ITS CHAiaMAN UND&R ITs CORPORAl& HAL, ATT&ST&D 
BY IT• S.cR&TAitY, AND IIHAL&. sa a&LIV&R&D TO TN& TIIUIIT&& ,._ AUTN&NTICATtDN 
BY IT, AND TM&R&u- TN& T~tusT•• steAL&., uPON R!EC&IPI BY TM& TRusT&!< DP' 
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EVIDENCE SATISFACTORY TO THB' TRUSTB'B' OF THE PROPER BXBCUTION OF THIS 
INoENTURB1 AUTHENTICATE< SAID BoNos. THE BoARD 5HAI.I. MAKE oEa.lvBRv oF SAID 
BONDS TO THS PURCHASER OR PURCHASERS1 BUT ONL.Y UPON PAYMENT OF THir STATBO 
PURCHASE PRICB9 WHICH SHAL.L. IMMEDIATEL.V BE OIDPOSITIED TO THE CREDIT OP THB 
SPKCIAL. FUNDS OR ACCOUN"tS1 AS HERI:tiNAFTER PROVIDEDe 
0NI.V BoNDS AS SHAU. BEAR THERBON BNDORSED A CERTIFICATION OF' 
AUTHENTICATION SUBSTAtri"IAL.L.Y IN THE FORM HE'RBINBEFORB RECITED, EXB'CUTSD 
ON BEHAI.F' OF' THB TRUSTBII BV ITS AUTHORIZED OP'F'ICER SHAI.I. BE SBCURED SV THIS 
INDBNTURB' OR BE ENTITL.BD TO ANY RIGHT OR BENEFIT HEREUNDER• THE AUTHBNTI.,. 
CATION BV THB TRUSTEE UPON ANV BDND SHAI.I. BE CONCI.USIVE EVIDENCE AND THE 
ONI.V EVIOENCE THAT THE BoND SO AUTHENTICATED HAS BEBN DUI.V ISSUED HEREUNDER 
AND THAT THE HOLDER THEREOF IS ENTITL.BD TO THE BENEFIT OF THIS JNDB'NTUR£• 
THE BoNDS SHAI.I. BE PREPARBD AND PRINTED IN COMPI.IANCE WITH 
STANDARD REQUIREMENTS AND SPECIFICATIONS. 
5BCT!ON ~ IN CASE ANV PERSON WHO SHAI.I. HAVE SIGNED• SEAI.BD 
OR ATTESTED ANV BoNo ISSUABI.E UNDBR THIS INDBNTURE AS AN OF'F'ICER OF' THE 
BOARD 5HAI.I. HAVE CBABED TO BE SUCH OP'F'ICER BEF'DRE THE BoNo SO I!'ICINifDo SBAI.ED 
DR ATTBSTED SHAI.I. HAVE BEEN ACTUAI.I.V AUTHBNTICATIID BV THB TRUIITBE AND DEI.IV"" 
BRED TO THE PURCHAsER SUCH BoND NIIVBRTHIII.ESS MAV SE AUTHENTICATED AND DIII.IV"" 
ERBD AND ISSUED AS THOUGH THE PERSON WHO SIGN£01 SEAI.£0 OR ATTESTED SUCH 
BoND HAD NOT CEASED TO BE SUCH OFP'JCB'R• 
AHv 80ND ISSUASI.E HEREUNDBR MAV SE SIGNED1 SEAI.EO, OR ATTESTED 
IN BEHAI.F' OF' THE BOARD BV ANV PIIRSON AT THE ACTUAl. DATE OP' THE EXIICUTION 
OR AUTHENTICATION OF' SUCH BoND BEING THE PROPER OFFICER DF' THE 8oAJOD AI.TNOUGtl 
AT THB DATB OF' SUCH BoND SUCH PERIION IIHAI.I. NOT HAVE BEBN SUCH OP'P'tCI!Re 
THE COUPONS TO BE ATTACHED TO BoNDS ISSUIID HERIIUNDER SMAI.I. DB 
SIGNED BY THE FACSIMIL.E SIGNATURES OF' THE PRESENT Ctt.AIRMAN AND SKCft:lrTARY 
DR OF' ANV FUTUR'! CHAIRMAN AND SIICRBTARV OP' THE BoARD. AND TN8 BDARD MAV 
ADOPT AND USE FOR THAT PURPOIIB THII P'ACSIMII.E SIGNATURES OF' ANV PEAIIONII WHO 
IIH...._t. HAVE SEEN IIUCM CHAIRMAN OR 5ECRBTARV1 NOTWITHSTANDING TNE F'ACT THAT 
BI?HBR DR BOTH OF' THBM MAV HAVE CEASED TO BE SUCH CHAIRMAN DR $ECRBTARV AT 
,. ... 11 TIME WHBN SUCH BoNDS SMAI.I. BE ACTUAI.I.V AUTHBNTICATED AND DEI.IVEREO. 
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SsCTIOM z...ga. THs BoARD SHALL. KE!n> AT THE oFFICE OF THE TRUSTEE 
BOOKS FOR THE REGISTRATION AND TRANSFER OF REGISTRATION OP' BoNDS JSSU80 
HERii"UHDIIrRt WHICH, AT ALL RlfASOfrfABI.E TIMES• SHALL BE DPB'N FOR INSPifCTtON BY 
THB HOLOBR OF ANY 80ND ISSUED H~REUNDB'R1 AND UPON PRESENTATION FOR SUCH 
PURPOSE AT SUCH OFFICE• THS BOARD WII.L RECIISTER OR TRANSFER OR CAUSB TO 
BE REGISTERED OR TRANSFERRED THEREINo All HEREINAFTER PROVIDED, AND UNDO:R 
SUCH RE'ASONABL.If REGUL.ATIONS AS IT MAV PRI£SCRJBR'1. ANV BONDS ISSUED UNDER THIS 
INDENTURE AND ENTITL.ED TO BE so REGISTO:RED OR TRANSFirRREO. THE TRUSTEE SHALl. 
ACT AS RE'GlSTRAR IN EFFB'CTINCil A.L.L REGISTRATIONS ON THEt BOOKS KEPT AT ITS 
OFP'ICSe 
A1.1. BoNDS ISSUED HEREUNDER SHAI.I. BE NEGOTIABI.E AND SHAI.I. PASS BY 
DBUVBRV UNL.ESS RB'GISTE'RE'D AS TO PRINCIPAL. IN THE MANNER H£RiiiNAFTB'R PROVIDED• 
THE HOI.OER OF ANY BONO ISSUED HEREUNDER MAY HAVE THE OWNERSHIP OF THE PRINCIPAL 
THEREOF REGISTERED ON SAID BOOKS OF THE BoARD AT THE OFFICE OF THE TRUSTE£0-
AND SUCH REGISTRATION SHAW.. BE NOTBD ON TliB BoNDe AFTBR SUCH REGISTRATION 
NO TRANSFER SHALl. BE YAI.ID UNI.ESS MADE ON THE SAID BOOJ<s AT THE WRITTEN 
ReQUEST OP' THE RE'GISTERBO OWN8'R OR HIS DULV AUTHORIZED ATTOR·NE'V1 AND SIMJLARLY 
NOT£8 ON THE BoNo; BUT THE SAME MAY BE DISCHARGED FROM REGisTRATION BY BEING 
IN UKE MANNER TRANSFERRED TO BEARSR1 AND THEREUPON NB'OOTIABILITV ANO TRANs-
FERABII.ITV BY DE'L.IVB'RY SHALL. BE RESTORED; ANO SUCH BoND MAY AGAINt P'ROM TIME 
TO Tlf¥48t BE REGISTERED OR TRAHSFERRBD TO BEARER AS BEFORE'• SUCH ,_B'GJSTRATIONt 
HOWaVB'flt. SHALL NOT AFFECT THE NB'GOTIABIL.ITV OF THK C0UPON8t BUT BV S:RY SUCH 
COUPON SHAI.L. CONTINUE TO BB TRANSP'ERABL.R BY DELIVRRY' MERIU .. Y'1 AND SHALL REMAIN 
PAYA.BI.E TD BEARE ... SuCH REGISTRATIONS AND DISCHARGES FROM REGISTIIIATION BHALI. 
8~ WITHOUT EXPENSE TO THE HOL.DB'R OF THE BONDSt. BXCEPT ANY TAXES OR OTHER 
GoYBRNMSNTAL CHARGES REQUIRED TO BE PAID WITH RB'SPECT TO THE SAMBa 
SEcTION~. BEFORE' AUTHENTICATING ANY BoNos THII' TRuST£!! SHAio~ 
C1JT OFF AND CANCEL. ALL MATURS'D COUPONS, lP' ANY, THEREON AND THif TRU8TBS' 
SHAI.J. OEI.IYER TO THE BOARD A CERTIFICATE OF SUCH CANCEI.I.ATIDH, 
SEcTION~ UPoN TH£ RO:CEIPT BY THE 8oARo AND THE TRUSTEir OF 
lrVIDENCII SATI8P'AC1'0RY TO THBM OF THK' .-cas, THEFT, DESTRUCTION OR MUTILATION 
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OF ANY OUTSTANDING BoNo OR BoNos HBRI<SY .BCURBD0 AND OF INDBMNITY SATISFACTORY 
TO THBM1 AND UPON SURRENDER AND CANCeLLATION OP' SUCH ~OND OR BONDS IP' MUTIL.ATB'O• 
THB BOARD MAY I<XB:CUTII' AND THS: TiiU&TS:B: MAY AUTHI<NTICATB: AND THBRB MAY Blf DEI'I..I\1"" 
B'RED• A NS'W BoND OR BoNDS OF t..IICB' TENOR• MATURITY' AND SERiAl. NUMBE'RING IN LIEU 
OF suCH r..oST, STOI.B:N, DBSTROYS:o OR MUTI'-ATB:o BoNo oR BoNOS. CACH sucH NS:W 
BoND MAY BEAR SUCH BNDORSifMBNT AS MAY BB AGRI<BD UPON BY THB BoARD AND BY THB 
TRUSTS'£' TO BB NECESSARY TO B'VJDENCB THAT IT HAS BEEN tSSU!!'D IN UI:U OF A L.OST, 
sTOr..sN, DBSTROYr<D oR MUTI'-ATBD BoNo, THE< BoARD MAY RB:ouiRB THB PAVMifNT oF 
THif EXPB'NSB'S WHICH MAY BB' INCURRED BY THE 80ARD AND THI' FEB'S AND BXPENSBS OP' 
THB TRUSTI<B IN THI< PRBMISBS. 
SrrcTtoN k.Q!!. As TO AL.L. BoNDS Rr<GISTBRBD AS TO PRIN<IIPA'-o THB 
PERSON IN WHOSif NAME' THE SAMir SHAL.L. BE REGlSTE'RtrD SHAI.L. 88' DB'E'ME!'D AND REGARDED 
AS THS' OWNER THtffiEOF, FOR AL.L PURPOSS'S OF' THIS JNDI!'NTURB, AND THB'REAFTB'R PAv-
MifNT OF OR ON ACCOUNT OF THI< PRIN~AI. OP' SUCK BoNo SHAU. QB: MADE ONI.Y TO OR 
UPON THB' ORDER IN WRITING OF SUCH REGISTERBD OWNBR THEREOF', BUT SUCH REGISTRATION 
MAY Blf CHANGBD AS ABovrr PROYIOII'o• THB BoARo AND THE TRuSTs:s: MAY os:s:M 
AND TRBAT .THB IOifARBR OF ANY BOND WHICH SHAI.I. NOT AT THII' TIMif Slf RBGISTifRifD AS 
TO PRINCIPAL., AND THE BB'ARB'R OF ANY COUPON P'OR JNTBRI!'ST ON SUCH BoNO, WHBTHEfR 
SUCH BoNO BHAL.I. BE RS:GISTBRB:D OR NOT0 AS THE ASSOI..UTif OWNifR OF SUCH BoNo OR 
COUPON FOR THB' PURPOSE OP' RECEIVING PAYMENT THS'RI!'OF• ANO FOR ALJ,. OTHER PURPOSES 
WHATSOB'VCRe AND THB BoARD AND rHif TRUSTEif SHALL.. NOT BE AFFS'CTED BV ANY' NOTte£ 
T·O TH£ CONTRARY. 
ARTICLE' THRE'E' 
RE'DE"MPTION OF BONDS 
§KCT!ON 2dlJ., THii RIGttT IS HII'AEBV RII'SERVED TO CALL. AND REDEEM 
THS: BoNos NUMBBRBD 91 TO 683, MATURING FssRuARY I, 1971 THROUGH FEBRUARY I, 
2000, INCI.U91Yif0 PRIOR TO MATURITY AS A WHOI.If OR FROM TIMif TO TIM£ IN PART 
IN TH. INVER Sir ORDBR OP' THifiR NUMSifRING1 SAID BoNDS NUMQERI<D 550 TO 683, 
MATURING FssRUARY I, 1996 THROUGH FEBRUARY I, 2000. INCI.USIVE, &II'ING so 
RI!'Diri!'MABLB ON ANY JNTBRirST PAYMErNT DATB UPON TSRMS OF PAR AND ACCRUB'D INTEREST 
To TH• R•osMPTION DATB1 AND BONos NUMSBR•o 91 To 549, MATURING FssRUARY I, 
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1971, THROUGH F~tBRUARV I, 1995, INCL.USIVI<0 BitiNG SO RI<DI<I<MABL.II ON ANV INTI!RI!ST 
I'AVMI!NT DATI! FAL.L.ING AFTI<R F~tBRUARV I, 19700 UPON TI<RMS OF PAR AND ACCRUI<O 
I NT BREST TO THE REDEMPTION DATB' PL.US A REDEMPTION PREMIUM OF THRI'B PER CErNT 
OF' THI' PRINCIPAL AMOUNT THEREOF IF CALLI!'O FOR RB'DEMPTION ON OR PRIOR TO 
Fe:BRUARV 1,; 1975; TWO AND ON&:-HAL.P' PSR CE:NT OF THE: PRINCIPAL. AMOUNT THSRI!OI" 
IF CAL.L.E:D FOR RE:DSMPTION THE:RE:AFTSR AND oN OR PRIOR To FsBRUARV I, 1980; Two 
PER CENT OF THE PRINCIPAL. AMOUNT THERI!OF IF CALLED FOR RBDE'MPTION THEREAFTER 
AND ON OR PRIOR TO FsBRUARV I, 1985; ONE: AND ON&:-HAL.F PI<R CBNT OF THII PRINCIPAL. 
AMOUNT THBRSOF IF CAL.L.SD FOR RSDE!MPTION THEREAFTE!R AND ON OR PRIOR TO FEBRUARY I, 
1990, AND ONE PBR CENT OF THir PRINCIPAL. AMOUNT THirRII'OF IF CAL.L.II'O FOR RBDBMPTION 
THBRE:AFTBR, PRtORITV AS TO CAL.L. SHAL.L. BXTE:ND TO BoNOS NUMBIIRIIO 550 THROUGH 
683, INCL.USIVE, OVSR BoNDS NUMSI<RI<O 91 THROUGH 549, INCL.UBIVII', 
IN CASII' THB BoARD SHAL.L. DI!SIR£1 TO BXI<RCISII ITS RIGHT OF RIIOIIMPTJON0 
IT SHAL.L. CAUSII TO SB FIL.BD WITH THB TRUSTI!I! (AT L.E!AST 30 OAVS IN ADVANCE! 
OF THE REDEMPTION DATE)A COPY OF A NOTICB' SPECJP'YING THE RlfOEMPTION DATE 
AND THE NUMBERS OF' THE BoNDS TO BE RlfDEEMitO• AND SHALL. CAUSE NOTJCB OF SUCH 
REDEMPTION TO BE' PUBLISHED IN A FINANCIAL. NB'WsPAPER OR JOURNAl.. OF GENERAL 
CIRcUL.ATION PueusHSD IN THI! E'NGL.ISH 1-ANGUAGB IN THII CaTv oF Nsw Yotttc, 
Nsw YORK, AT L.BAST ONCB NOT L.O:SS THAN 30 DAVS &<!FORB THE DATE FIXBO FOR AI<-
DB'MP"fiON1 SUCH PUBLISHED NOTICE TO !DirNTIFV THB BoNDS TO BE REDB'ItMED AND TO 
STATE THAT lNTEREST WILL CEASE TO ACCRUEf THEREON FROM AND AP"TI!'R TM£ SPii'CIFUtD 
RED8'M~ION DATE. IF ANY OF THB' BONDS TO Bli' RBDBB'MED ARB' AT THE' TIM IE' RB'GISTI!'RED 
AS TO PRINCIPAJ.... SIMil-AR NOTICE SHAL..L.. BE SE'NT BY THE BOARD THAOUdH TH£ MAILS. 
POST.r.,GS PRB'PAID• AT L.EAST THIRTY (30) DAYS PRIOR TO SUCH AEDIS'MPTI~N DATE't 
TO THII PBRSONS RI<SPI<CTIVI<I.V WHO SHAL.L. APPIIAR SV THB TRANSFI<R RBG lSTER OF THII 
BoARD AT THI< OFFICII OF THE: TRUSTII'I<0 BUT SUCH MAil-ING SHAl-L. NOT ell A CONDITION 
PREC EDirNT TO SUCH RE'DEMPTIOtt. AND FAII..URB' SO TO MAIL. ANY NOT.JCE St'IAL.L NOT 
AFFECT THE VAL.IDITY OF THE PROCBEDINGS FOR THE REDEMPTION OP' SUCH BONDS_. 
0N OR BEFORE THE REDEMPTION DATE SPECIFIED IN THB NOTICE ABOVIr 
PROVIDED I='ORt- THE BOARD SHAL.~ AND IT HEREBY COVENANT& THAT IT WIL.& •. ,: DEPOSIT 
WITH THE TRUSTEE AN AMOUNT OF CASH !IUFFICIKNT TO SFFBCT THB' RB'DE'M .. TION OF 
THE BoNDS SPECIFIED IN SUCH NOTJC£'1 OR CAUSE THE TRUST££ TO APPI.Y TO SUCH 
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PURPOSE MONSVS THERETOFORE DEPOSITED WITH THE TRUST!££ UNDER THB' PROVISIONS 
HSREOF AND PROPERL.V AVAIL.A.BL.E FOR SUCH PURPOSE .. AL.L. MONEYS DEPOSITED SV 
THE BoARD WITH THE TRUSTEE0. OR SET APART B.T THE TRUSTEEo UNDER THE PROVISIONS 
OF THIS INDENTUR£1- FOR THE REDEMPTION OF BONDS~' SHALL. BE HEL.D IN TRUST P'OR 
ACCOUNT OF THE HOLDERS THEREOF AND SHAL.L.. BE PAID TO THEM RB'SPB'CTIVELY UPON 
PRESENTATION A~O SURRENDER OF SAID BoNDS ACCOMPANIED BT ALL. INTEREST COUPONS .. 
IF ANY• MATURING AFTER THE DATE FIJCED FOR REDEMPTION THEREOF, PROVIDED, 
HOWEV£R1 IF ANV SUCH BoNDS SHA1.L. BE REGISTERED.- THE SAME SHAL.L. BE ENDORSED 
IN BL.ANK FOR TRANSFER IF THB' TRUST££ SHAL.L. SO REQUJ.RE., 
FROM AND AFTER THE DATE OF REDEMPTION DESIGNATED IN SUCH NOTICE 
(sucH NOTICE HAVING BEEN GJVBN AS AFORESAID AND SUCH DEPOSIT HAVING BEEN 
MADE OR MONEYS SET APART AS AFORESAID).. NO FURTHER INTERKST SH..u. ACCRUE 
UPON ANY OP' THE 80NDS SO TO BE REDEEMEQe. AND ANV COUPONS FOR INTEREST PEA-
TAlNJNG TO ANY SUCH BoNDS AND MATURING AFTER SUCH DATE SHALL BE VOID.- AND 
ALL SUCH BoNOS.- IN SO FAR AS SUCH DEPOSIT SHALL. HAVE BBEN MADE OR MONEYS SliT 
APART AS AFORESAID• AND ALL. SUCH COUPONS SHALL.. CBASS TO BE ENTI,.l.ED TO THii 
BENEFIT OF THE I.IEN OF THIS JNDENTURI!t.· AND THE BoARD SHALL. Bit UNOBFt NO FURTHER 
UABJL.ITY IN RESPECT THEREOF• 
SEcTION 31 ~' A1.r.. BoNos so REoEEMEo sNAL.r.. FORTHWITH B£ CANCEr..r..Eo 
BV THE TRUSTEE0 WHICH SHALL OllLIVER sucH CANCEr..r..Eo BoNos TO THE BoARD. 
ARTICLE" FOUR 
DISPOSITION AND CUSTODY OF INCOME" 
AND RE"VE"NUES OF THE" PROJECT 
Ss:eTtoN Ja,.QL..· As sooN AS ANV PORTION OF THE PRoJECT ascoMES 
REVENUE PRODUCING• ALL RB'NTAL.S. CHARGE'S. INCOME AND REV£NUS' ARISING FROM 
THE OPERATION Oh OWNERSHIP OF THE PROJECT SHAI..L. Bll: DEPOSITED TO THK C:RB'DJT 
OF A SPECIA'- FUND UPON THE BOOKS AND RECORDS OP' THE BOARD TO BE DESIGNATED 
"PROJBCT REVENUE FuNo AccouNT" (HEREINAFTER SOMETIMEs REFERRED TO AS TH£ 
"REVENUE FuND11 ~· AND WHICH REVsNuE FuNo as HsREBT CREATEo0 SucH Ra:vENUE 
FuND SHALL BE HEI.O IN THE CUSTOOT OF THE TREASURER OF THE BoAROt SEPARATE 
AND APART FROM ALL OTHER FUNDS. SUCH REVENUE FuND SHALL liB MAINTAINED so 
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LONG AS ANY OP' THE BoNOS AAit OUTSTANOINGI AS A TRUST FUND IN A BANK WHICH 
•• A MBMBS:A OP' THE FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION AND SHALL BB EJCPCNDED 
AND USED BY THE TREASURBR ONLY IN THE MANNER AND OfiCEtR HEREINAP'TER SPECIP'IEDe 
SECTION~ THIER!£ IS HIERIEBY CRIEATI£0 A SEPARATE ACCOUNT UPON THit 
BOOKS OF THK BoARD• TO sa DESIGNATED "1960 DoRMITORY (RitVItNUE)..EioNo AND INTII•EsT 
SINKING FuND AccouNT11 (HEREINAFTER SOMETIMIES Rlti'ERRED TO AS TNE "SINKING FuNo"). 
So LONG AS ANY OP' THE BoNos ARB. ouTsTANDING THE SAID SINKING FuND SHALL sa 
MAINTAINED AND DltPOSITED BITH&:R DIRECTLY OR THROUGH BANKING CHANNELS INTO THE 
CUSTODY Ofl' THE TRUSTER AND SHALL BE USED BY THE TRUSTEE TO PAY INTCRBST AS 
IT BECOMES DUE ON BONOS FROM TIME TO TIME, AND TO PAY AND TO RETIRE THE BoNOS 
AT OA BEFORE MATURITY IN ACCORDANCE WI1"H THB PROVISIONS OF THIS fND&NTUftBe 
IN CONNECTION WITH THE ESTABLISHMBNT AND MAINTENANCS OP' THK SINKING 
FuND, THB BoARD covENANTS AND AGREES AS FOLLOws: 
(1) THAT INITIALLY OR FROM TIME TO TIME THBRE WILL BIE 
DEPOSITED IN THE SINKING FuND THE ACCAuBo tNTitREST, Ill' ANY, 
RECEIVED AT THB TIME OR TIMES OF THE SALK OR SALES OP" THB 
BoNos, TOOSTHS:R WITH 8UCH FURTHER SUM FROM THE BONO PROCI:CDS 
AS WILL CAUSE THE TOTAL SO DI:POSITSO TO EQUAl. ALL INTEREST 
MATURINQ UNTIL THE PROJECT BECOMES RllVENUB.-PRODUCINo. 
(2) THAT AS SOON AS ANY PO.TION 01' THE PRC).IECT BECOMES RIEVIINUE-
PRODUCING, THE BoARD SHALL TRANSFER FROM THE RavBNUB FuND 
AND oo:POSIT TO THIE CREDIT OF THE SINKING FuND THE suM Ol' 
AT LEAsT $2o,ooo oN oR BI!I'ORE EACH JANUARY 1s ANo .~v .. v ts. 
UNTIL THE AMOUNTS ACCUMULATED IN SAID 51NK1NGJ FuHDt INCLUDING 
ANY INV£STMENT6 CARRIED TO THE CREDIT OP' SAID SINKING FuNDt 
ARE SUP'P'ICIENT TO MEET THE INTEREST DUE ON THE OUTSTANDING 
BONDS ON THE NEXT ENSUING INTEREST PAYMENT DATE, PLUS AN 
AMOUNT SQUAL TO ONE-HALF OP THE PRINCIPAL MATURITY OUII WITHlN 
THE NEXT ENSUING YIIAR• PLUS A. DEBT SERVICE RSSERVIE 01' $62.000. 
AND THEAEAP'TBR, OH OR BEFORE JANUARY 15 AND JuLY 15, SUCH 
SUMS AS MAY B& NECESSARY TO MEET THE THEN CURRIE NT YltARtS DEBT 
SERVICE RI:QUIREEMIENTS ON THE OUTSTANDING BoNDS AND TO MAINTAIN 
THE ACCUMULATI£0 DEBT SERVICE RESERVE 01' $62,000, 
SECTION 4.03. THE AMOUNT BY WHICN THE AI'ORIESAID PAYMIINT8 INTO THE 
SINKING FuND EXCEEDS THE AGGREGATE AMOUNT Of" INTEREST ON AND PRINCIPAL 
Ofl' .AID 80ND8 THEN CURRENTLY BECOMING DUE SHALL BB HELD AS A A&:SIERV£i PROVIDE., 
HowevER, THAT NO P'URTHBR PAYMENTs NEED eE MADE INTO &AID SINKING FuND WHENBY&A 
~MD 80 L..ONG AS SUCH AMOUNT OP' THE BONDS SHALL HAY& BEEN RETIA&D THAT THI: 
AMOUNT THEN HI:LD THBIUtiN• INC&.UDING THI£ RltSEAVE, IS SUP'P'ICIIINT TO ACCOMPLISH 
RSTIRIEMBNT OP' ALL. TH& 80NDII THBN OUTSTANDING AND PAY AL.L INTEREST THAT ae 
TO Bll PAID ON ALL OJ" SUCH 80 ... D8 PRIOR TO SUCH AETIRIEM&MT, 
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IF• FOR ANY' RE'ASONe THERE SHALL BE A FAILURE' TO MAKE ANV PAYMENTS 
INTO SAID SINKING FuND AS AFORESAID ANY SUMS THEN HELD AS A RESS'RVB SHALL 
BB USED FOR THE PAYMENT OF ANY PORTION OF THE INTEREST OR PRINCIPAl.. AS TO 
WHICH THERS WOULD OTHERWISE BE DEFAULT, BUT SUCH RESERVE SHALL BE REIMBURSED 
THEREFOR FROM THE FIRST AVAILABLE PAYMENTS MADE INTO THE 5JNKING FuND BY 
INCRBASJNG THE SUBSEQUENT SEMI-ANNUAL. PAYMENTS TO AT LEAST 120 PER CENT OP' THE 
MINIMUM AMOUNTS OTHI::RWISE REQUIRED TO BE MADE INTO THE SINKING FUNDe 
ALL MONEvs HELc IN THE SINKING FuNo sHAI..L as HELD, sEcuRED AND 
INVESTED SV THE TRUSTEE• AS PROVIDED SV SECTIONS 4. 08 AND 4e Q9 OP' THIS 
1No£NTURE. SAID SINKING FuND SHAL.L sE usED SOLELY AND ONLY FOR THE PURPOSE 
OF PAVING THE INTEREST ON SAID BONDS SIECURED HEREBY AND ACCOMPLISHING RE'TlRB-' 
MB'NT OF SAID BoNDS AT OR BEFORE MATURITYt AND IS HEREBY IRREVOCABLY PLEDGED 
P'OR THAT PURPOSE, AND SHALL BE USED FOR NO OTHER PURPOSE WHATSOEVER, AND 
ONLY' THE AMOUNT IN SAID SINKING FUND IN EXCESS OF THE DEBT SERVICE REQUIRE-
MENTS ON THE OUTSTANDING BoNDS DURING THE CURRENT Y'EAR AND OBBT SERVICE RE-
SERVE OF $62., 000 MAV BE USED AT ANV TIME FOR THE RETIREMENT OF BoNDS IN ADVANCE 
OF THEIR MATURITY'• 
SEcrtgN ~. DuRING THE THIRTV DAY'S PRECEDING EACH FEBRUARY I 
AND AuausT I, THE TRuSTEE SHALL TRANSFER FROM THE SINKING FuNo TO THE PRINCIPAL 
OFFICE oF CHEMICAL ConN ExcHANGE BANK, IN ITS CAPACITY AS THE Ns:w YoRK PAVING 
AosNT NAMED HEREIN, FUNDS suFFICIENT TO ENABLE SAID NEw YoRK PAVING AoEr« 
TO PAY MATURING BoNDS AND INTEREST COUPONS AS ARE THEA I£ PRESENTED; OR THE 
TRuSTEE SHALL MAKE sucH ARRANGEMENTS WITH SAID Ne:w YORK PAYING AGENT AS To 
ASSURB' THE PROMPT PAYMENT OF MATURING BoNDS AND COUPONS AS ARE THERE PRE'SENT8'D• 
THE TRUSTEE SHALL MAKE SIMILAR ARRANGEMENTS IN THE EVENT OF REDEMPTION OF 
ANa' BoNDS PURSUANT TO AnTJCLE THREE OF THIS INoENTURS. 
SECTION 4. os.- CuRRENT ExPENSE'S OF THE PRoJECT SHALL BE PAY'ABLE 
AFTER COMPUANCE WITH THE PROVISIONS OF 5SCTION 4. 02. HEREOF PROM TH!r REVENUE 
FuND AS THE SAME BECOME ouE AND ARE PAYABLE• CuRRENT ExPEN.SS'S SHALl. INCLuos 
ALL. NECESSARY OPE~ATING EXPEN"iiBSe CURRENT MAINTENANCE CHARGBSt EXPENSES OP' 
REASONABLB' UPKEEP AND REPAIRS• PROPERLY ALLOCATED SHARE OP' CHARGErS FOR 
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INSURANCE AND AL.L OTHER EXPENSES INCIDENT TO THE OPERATION OF THE PRO..IBCT; 
BUT SHALL. EXCLUDE OEPRECJATIONI ALL. GENERAL ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES OF THS: 
BoARD AND THE PAYMENT INTO THE "1960 BuiLDING MAINTENANCE AND CQUIPMBNT 
RESERVE' AccouNT• 11 HEREINAFTER PROVIDED FORe 
SECTION 4. 06. THERE IS HEREBY CREATED A SPECIAL. ACCOUNT UPON THE 
BOOKS OF THE BoARD, SEPARATE AND APART FROM ALL. OTHER ACCOUNTS AND FUNDS. THE 
SAME To BE DESIGNATED "1960 BuiLDING MAINTENANCE AND EouiPMENT REsBRVE AccouNT'' 
(HEREINAFTER SOMETIMES REFERRED TO AS THE "MAINTENANCE FuNo"). 5o LONG A& ANY 
OF THE BoNDS ARE OUTSTANDING THE SAID FUND SHALL BE MAINTAINED AND DEpOSITED 
EITHER DIRECTLY OR THROUGH BANH;ING CHANNEL.S INTO THE CUSTODY OF THS: TRUSTEBe 
As SOON AB THE RESERVI1: IS ACCUMULATED IN THE SINKING FuND AS REQUIRED BY 
SEcTION 4. 02, THI1: BoARD SHALL DBPOSIT FROM THI1: REVENue: FuND, oN DR BBFORE 
THE CLOSE OF EACH FJ SCAL YEARo THE SUM OF $1 o.· 000, ANNUALLY, UNTIL THE AMOUNT 
ACCUMULATED IN SAID MAINTENANCE FUNO. JNCLUDING ANY INYEsTMB'N"fS CARRIBD TO 
THI1: CREDIT DF SAID MAINTI1:NANCE FUND1 SHALL AGGRBGATI1: $60, 000, AND1 THEREAFTE ... 
SUCH SUMS, BUT NDT MDRB THAN $10, 000 ANNUALLY, AS MAV BE REQUIRBD TO MAINTAIN 
A BALANCE OF $60, 000 IN THE MAINTENANCE FuND, WHICH FUND MAY BE DRAWN ON AND 
USED BY' THE BOARD FOR THS: PURPOSE OF PAYING THE COST OF UNUSUAL. OR EXTRAORDJNARY 
.MAINTENANCE OR RB~AIRS• RENEWALS AND REPLACEMENTS, AND T .. RENOVATING OR R&-
PI.ACSMENT OF THE FURNITURE OR EQUIPMENT NOT PAID AS PART OF TH£ ORDJNARV AND 
NORMAL ISXPE'NSES OF PROJECT OPERATlONe HoWEVER1 IN THE EVENT TH£ FUNDS IN THE 
SINKING FuND SHOULD BE REDUCED BitLDW THE AMOUNT REQUIRED TO MEET THE INTERB'ST 
DUE ON THE OUTSTANDING 80NDS ON THE NEXT ENSUING INTERB'ST PAYMENT OATB1 PL.US 
AN AMOUNT EQUAL. TO ONE-HALF OF THE PRINCI .. Al.. MATURITY DUE WITH THE' NEXT BNSUIHCI 
vEAR,· PLUS THE REQUIRED DEBT SERVICE RESERVE OF $62, 000, FUNDS ON DI;POSIT IN 
THE MAINTENANCE FuND SHALL BE TRANSFERRED TO THB SINKING FuND TO THE EXTB'NT 
REQUIRED TO EL.IMINATE THE DEFICIENCY JN sucH SINKING FuNo. 
SECTION 4, 07. SuaJECT To THE ¥OREGDING, THE BoARO MAY uss THE 
BALANCE OF EXCESS FUNDS IN THE REVENUE FUND TO REDEEM OUTSTANDING BoNDS ON 
THE NEXT INTEREST PAYMENT DATE• .IN INVERSE NUMERICAL ORDB'Re IN AMOUNTS OP' 
HOT LESS THAN $51 000 PAR VAL.UE AT ONE 'tiMEt OR FOR ANY BXPBNDITURBs, INCL.UDING 
TH!i PAVMENT OF OSBT SERVICEt IN IMPROVING OR RESTORING ANY EXISTING HOUSING 
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.. 
FACILITIES OR PROVIDING ANY SUCH ADDITIONAL FACIL.ITIES1 OR FOR ANV OTHER 
LAWFUL PURPOSE• 
SECTION 4; 08.1 ALL MONEYS DEPOSITED WITH AND JN THE CUSTODY OF THE 
TRUSTEE UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THIS INDENTURE SHALL BB TRUST FUNDS AND SHALL. 
NOT BE SUBJECT TO L.IEN OR ATTACHMENT BY ANY CREDITOR,'.. SucH MONEYS SHALL BE 
HELD IN TRUST AND APPLIED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE PROVISJONS OF THIS INDENTURE 
AND SHALL BE SECURED IN SUCH MANNER AS MAV' AT THE TIME BE REQUIRED OR PERMITTED 
BY APPL.ICABL.E STATE OR FEDERAL LAWS AND REGULATIONS REGARDING THB' SECURITY 
FORt OR GRANTING A PRBFERE'NCE IN THE CASE OFe· THE DEPOSIT OF TRUST FUNDS• 
s .. cTtON 4; 09. MPNEVS H"'LD FOR TH"' CREDIT OF THE MAJNT.,NANCE FuND 
AND THE AMOUNT THEREoF IN THE StNKING FuNo IN sxcsss OF AL.L BoNo .-nJNCIPAL. AND 
INTEREST REQUIREMENTS FOR THE ENSUING TWELVE MONTHS1 PERIOD SHALL. BE' INVESTED 
BV THE TRUSTEE,, IF SO DIRECTED BV RlrSOLUTION OF THS: 80ARD1 IN DIRECT OBUGATIONS 
OF, OR OBL.IGATIONS THB' PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST OF WHICH ARE UNCONDITIONAL.L.Y 
GUARANTEED BV1 THE UNITED STATES GovERNMENT, WHICH MATURE OR ARE REDEEMABLE 
AT THE OPTION OF THE HOLDER WITHIN FIVE YEARS FROM THE DATE OF INVESTMENT 
THERI£1~ ClaUGATIONS SO PURCHASB'O SHALL. BE DEEMED AT ALL. TIMES TO BE A PART 
OF THE MAINTENANCE FuND AND SINKING FuND RESPECTIVELY AND THE INTEREST ACCRUING 
THEREON AND THE PROCEEDS OF THE SALE OR RETIREMENT THEREOF SHAL.L. BE CREDITED 
TO THE MAINTENANCE FuNo AND SINKING FuND RESPECTIVELV0 THE TRUSTS:E SHALL 
8EI..L AT THE BEST PRICE OBTAINABLE ANY OBLIGATIONS SO PURCHASED WHENEVER JT 
SHALL BE NECESSARY SO TO DO IN ORDER TO PROVIDE MONEYS TO MEET ANY PAYMENT 
FROM THE MAINTENANCE FuND OR SINKING FuND0 · NEITHER THE TRuSTEE NOR THE BOARD 
SHALL. BE LIABLE OR RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY LOSS RESULTING FROM ANY SUCH INVESTMENT• 
IN DETE;RMINJNG THE ADEQUACY OF RESERVES. ALL SUCH INVESTMB'NTS SHALL. BE VALUBD 
IN TEAMS OF THEJR MARKET VALUE ON THE THEN NEXT PRECEDING JUNB 30 OR 
DECEMBER 311 WHICHEVER WAS LATER• 
ARTICLE FIVE 
PARTICULAR COVENANTS OF THE BOARD 
SECT JoN 5. 01. THE BoARD covENANTs AND AGREES THAT IT HAS THE 
LAWFUL. CONTROl. OF THE SITE OF THE PROJECT a AS HBREINAP'TER DESCRIBED IN 
ARTI•CL.E TWEL.VE HEREOP'1 THAT SAID PROPERTY IS FREB' FROM ANY AND AL.L. L.IENS 
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• 
AND ENCUMBRANCES AND THAT THE BoARD WU.L WARRANT AND DEP'END THE TtTL.E' 
THB'RETO AGAINST AL.L CLAIMS AND DEMANDS WHATSOEVER.. 
5~<CTtON .§.;Jg. THI< BoARO covi<NANTS ANO AGREES THAT IT wu.L. ouL.v 
AND PUHCTUALL.V PAY OR CAUSE TO BE PAID THB' PRINCIPAL. SUM, AND THE INTEREST 
ACCRUING ON SAl D PRINCIPAL, ON B'ACH AND IINERV ONE' OF THE BoNOS 88iCURS:D HE'RilBVt 
AT THE DATES AND PLACES_. AND IN THE MANNER PROVIDED IN SAID BONDS AND IN THE 
COUPONS THEREUNTO APPERTAINJNGw ACCORDING TO THE TERMS THEREOF AND OP' THIS 
INDENTURE. 
SECTION 5; 03. THE 80ARO COVENANTS ANO AGRI<I<S THAT UPON ACCI<PTANCE 
OP' THE PROJECT FROM THE!' CONTRACTOR OR UPON OCCUPANCY OF THE PROJECT1 WHICHS'VER 
SHAL.L. OCCUR FIRST, THE 80ARD SHALL PROCURE AND MAINTAIN, SO LONG AS ANY OF 
THE 80NOS ARE OUTSTANDING1 FIRE AND EXTENDED COVERAGE INSURANCE ON THE PROJifCT1 
IN AMOUNTS SUFFICIENT TO PROVIDE FOR NOT LE'SS THAN FULL. RECOVERY WHENEVER 
THE L.OSS FROM CAUSES COVERED BY SUCH INSURANCE DOES NOT EXCB'BD 80 PER CENTUM 
(80 PER CENT) OF THE FULL. INSURABLE ~ALUE OF THE PftOJB'CT1 AND AL.SO BOIL.ER EXPLOSIOI 
INSURANCE COVERING ANY STEAM BOILERS SERVING THE PROJECTt TO THE EXTENT Au-
THORIZED BY LAW. SucH INSURANCE SHALL sE IN THE STATE FtRE AND ToRNADO INsuR-
ANCE FUND OF THE CoMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY OR REPUTABLE INSURANCE COMPANIES 
AND BY POLICIES IN FORM SATISFACTORY TO THE' TRUSTEE, LOSS• IF ANY1 TO BB MADE 
PAVABLE TO THE TRUSTEE AS ITS INTEREST MAY APPEAR. THE BOARD WIL.L WITHIN A 
REASONABLE TIME AFTER THE EXECUTION HERE!:OF AND WITHUIPOUR'(4) MONTHS AP'TB'R THE 
CLOSE OF' EACH CALENDAR YEAR THER.AFTER1 FURNISH TO THE TRUSTEE A STATEMENT IN 
WRITING1 SIGNED BY AN OFFICER OF THE COLLEGE'• SETTING FORTH THE FULL INSURABLE 
VAL.UE OF THE PROJBCT AND FULLY DESCRIBING ALL INSURANCE THEN IN FORCE. BUT THE 
TRUSTEE MAYt AT ITS OPTION1 REQUIRE THE BoARD TO DEPOSIT WJTH IT ANY OR AU. OF 
SUCH INSURANCE POLICIES• AND SHALL REQUIRE SUCH DEPOSIT JP' ANY I!VBNT OF DB-
FAULT OCCURSe IF THK TOTAL RBCE'IVED·BY THE TRUSTEE UPON ALL POUCIES SHALL, 
IN CASE OF ANY PARTICULAR LOSS. BE LESS THAN THE SUM OF TEN THOUSAND DOLLARS 
($JO. 000). THit AMOUNT SHAL.L. BE PAlO OVER BV THE TRUSTEIE TO OR UPON THE OROI<R 
OF THE BOARD AND SHAL.L BE APPLIS:D TO THE EXTENT REQUIRED FOR RIE'PL.ACBMBNT OR 
REPAIR.S OF OR SUBSTITUTES FOR THE DAMAGED OR DESTROYED PROPERTY• BUT THE TRUST£1i 
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SHAL.L. NOT BE OBLIGATED TO SEE TO THE APPLICATION THEREOF; THAT IN AI.L OTHER 
CASES THE PROCEEDS OF ANY AND ALL. INSURANCE ON ANY PART OF SUCH PROPERTY 
WHICH MAY' BE RECEIVED BV THE TRUSTEE SHALL BE HEL.D AND APPLIED SV THE TRuSTEE 
AS HEREINAFTER IN THIS SECTION PROVIDED• IN THE EVENT OF ANY DAMAGE TOe 
OR THE DE'STRUCTION OF1 THE PROJE'CT1 THE BOARD UNLESS IT ELECTS TO PAY AND 
REDEEM AL.L OUTSTANDING BoNDS SHALL PROMPTLV ARRANGE FOR THE RliPAIR AND 
RECONSTRUCTION OF THE DAMAGED OR DEsTROYED PORTION THEREOF, AND SHALL ARRANGE 
FOR THE APPLICATION OF THE PROCEEDS OF THE INSURANCE FOR THAT PURSOSE, AS 
IS HEREINAFTER IN THIS SECTION PROVIDED• 
IMMEDIATELY UPON OCCUPANCY OF THE PROJECT AND SO LoONG THS'REAFTBR 
AS THE FUNDS AND INVESTMENTS OF THE SINKING FUND ARE INSUFFICIENT TO PROVIDE 
DEBT SERVICE FOR THE CURRENT YEAR PL.US THE REQUIRED REBE'RVS:1 THE BOARD WIL.L 
PROCURE AND MAINTAIN USE AND OCCUPANCY INSURANCE' ON THE PROJECT, IN AN AMOUNT 
suFFICIENT To ENABLE THE BoARo TO DEPOSIT IN THE SINKING FuND OUT oF THE 
PROCEEDS OF SUCH INSURANCE AN AMOUNT EQUAL TO THE SUM WHICH WOUL.C NORMALLY 
HAVE SEEN AVAILABLE F'OR DEPOSIT IN SUCH SINKING FuND P'ROM THE REVENUE'S OF 
THE' DAMAGED SUIL.DtNG DURING THE TIME THE' DAMAGED BUILDING IS NOw-REVENUE-
PRODUCING AS A RESULT OF LOSS OF USE CAUSED SV HAZARDS COVERED BY FIRE AND 
EXTENDED COVERAGE INSURANCE• 
ALL I.NSURANCE MONEY'S (E'XCE'PT THE PROCEEDS OF USE AND OCOU~ANCV 
INSURANCE1 WHICH SHALl. SE DEPOSITED IN THE 51NKIN~ FuND, AND ALL PROPERTY 
INSURANCE< IN AMOUNTs oF LE<ss THAN TE<N THoUSAND DoLLARS ($10, 000) ABOVE< PRO-
VIDED TO BE PAID OVER TO THE BOARD) RECEIVED BY THE TRUSTEE UNDER THii PROVI-
SIONB OF THIS 51tCTION SHALL BE' HELD BY THE TRUSTEE AS SUBSTITUTED SECURITY, 
AND THE SAME SHALl.. BE BY THE TRUST££ PAID OUT FROM TIMB' TO TIMB' UPON WRITTEN 
ORDER OF THE 80ARD1 SIGNED BY THE: CHAIRMAN AND 5ECRifTARV1 AND ACCOMPANIED 
BY AN APPROVING CERTIFICATE OF AN ARCHITECT OR B'NGINEERe FOR THE PURPOSE OF 
PAVING THE REASONABLE COsT OF' REPAIRING OR REPL.ACING PART OR AL.L OF THE 
PROPERTY DAMAGED OR DBSTROVEDi PROVIDED, HOWEVER• THAT THB' BOARD SHALL HAVE 
FURNISHED• IN ADDITION TO THB' PROCEEDS OF SUCH INSURANCE, SUCH MONEYS AS 
MA V BE REQUIRED TO COMPLETE SUCH RErPAlRS OR REPLACEMiiNTSa ANO SAID INSURAHCS 
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MONEYS SHALL BE PAID OUT BY THE TRUSTEE ONLY WHEN THE SAME SHALL BE FUL.LY 
SUFFICIENT TO COMPLETE SUCH REPAIRS OR REPLACEMENT, AS SHOWN BV THE SAID CSRTI-
FICATE OF AN ARCHITECT OR ENGINEER• EvERY SUCH ORDER OF THE BOARD FOR TM£ PAV.-
MENT OF INSURANCS MONEYS SHALL STATE THAT THE BOARD IS NOT IN DEFAULT UNDER ANY 
OF THE TERMS AND PROVISIONs OF THts INDENTuRE. THE TnuSTEB SHALL aE FULLY PRo-
TltCTB'D IN PAVING ANY SUCH CASH TO OR UPON THit ORDER OF THB' BOARD UPON RECEIPT OP' 
THE SHOWJNGS ABOVE SPECIF1ED1 BUT THir TRUSTEE SHALL. HAVE THE RIGHT• BUT SHALL NOT 
BE OBLIGED1 TO REQUIRE THEr BoARD TO FURNISH SUCH ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE IN THE PR·M-
ISES AS THE TRUSTEE MAV DBEM NECESSARY IN ORDifR TO ESTABLISH THE RIGHT OF THS 
BOARD TO THE WITHDRAWAL OF ANV SUCH .INSURANCE MONEYS• JN THE E'VE'NT INSURANCII' 
PROCESDS SHALL REMAIN AFTB'R THE COMPLETION OF SUCH REPAIRS OR REPLACEMENTS. THEN 
THE TRUSTEE SHALL DSPOSIT SUCH MONEVS IN THE SINKING FUND PROVIDED FOR BY ARTICLE 
FouR HEREOF1 AND SUCH MONEYS SHALL BE APPUEO TO THE RETIREMltNT OF BoNos_ 
SECTION ~• THB BOARD COVENANTS AND AGREES THAT SO LONG AS ANY 
OF THE' BONDS ARE OUTSTANDING THE BOARD WILL, IF SUCH INSURANCE' IS NOT ALREADY 
IN FORCE1 PROCURE AND MAINTAIN PUBLIC LIABILITY INSURANCE TO THE EXTENT AUTHOR-
IZED BY' LAW1 TO PROTECT THE BOARD FROM CLAIMS FOR BODILY' INJURY AND,OR DEATH 
WHI'=H MAY ARISE' FROM THE OPERATION OF THE BOARD INCL.UDING ANY' USB' OR OCCUPANCY 
OF ITS GROUNDS, STRUCTURES AND VEHICLES• 
SEcTION 5. 05. THE" BoARD covENANTS AND AGREE's THAT IT WtLL AT ALL 
TIM!!'& MAINTAIN, PRE'SE'RVE' AND KE'E'P THE' PROJECT AND E'VERV PART THE'RE'OF IN GOOD 
CONOI'S"JON• RE'PAIR AND WORKING ORDER AND WILL FROM TIME TO TIME' MAKE' ALL NEEDFUL 
AN'b PROP'E'R REPAIRS. RE'PLACE'ME'NTS1 ADDITIONS, BETTE'RME'NTS AND IMPROVB"MENTS SO 
THAT ... HE OPE'RATtON AND BUSINESS OF AND PERTAINING TO THE' PROJE'CT AND E'VE'RV 
PART TtiE'RE'OF SHALL AT ALL TIME'S SE' CONDUCTED PROP£RLV AND ADVANTAGE'OUSLV: AND 
WHE'N~VE'R ,ANY PORTION OF THE' PROJE'CT SHALL HAVE' BEEN WORN OUT OR DE'STROVE'D OR 
Sl1-'l..L HAVE' BE'COME' OBSOLE'TE', INE'FFICIE'NT OR OTHB'RWISE' UNFIT FOR USE', THE' BoARD 
Wlt..L PROCURE' AND INSTALL SUBSTITUTE'S OF AT LE'AST EQUAL VALUE', UTILITV AND 
E'FFICIE'NCY SO THAT THE' VALUE' AND E'FFICIE'NCV OF THE' PRoJECT SHALL AT ALL TIME'S 
BE' FULLY MAINTAINE'O, AND TO THE' E'XTE'NT OTHE'R FUNDS ARE' NOT AVAILABLE'. THE' 
BoARD sHAL.L sET APART, usE AND APPLY FUNDS tN THE MAINTE'NANCI! FuND FOR THE' 
FORE';GOING PURPOSE'S, 
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IT ts HI!'RErPV RB'P .. I!S«NTI!'o, cove-NANTE"o AND AGRE'Era THAT MuRRAV STAT!' 
Coa...LB'G«• WITH THE' APPROVAL. oF THE' CouNCI-L. oF Pu~n .. te HIGHI!'R E"ouCATION, MAS HC'RE"-
TOP'ORE' t!'STAB~JSHE'D, AND SO LONG AS ANY OF' THI' BoNDS AfU! OUTSTANDING, WU .. L. CON1'1HU. 
TO JI'JX. IMPOSE', CHARGE' AND COI.LE'CT SUCH RI!'NTAL.S, CHARGB'S, INCOME', RB'VE'NUES AND 
INCIDtrNTAL. f'E'B'S ARISING P'ROM THE!' OPE'RATJON AND OWNE'RSHIP OF' THE' PRoJE'CT, AND 
SHAl-l. lrSTABI.I!IH INITIAI.I.V A BASE" RS:NTAI. OF NOT t..!'BS THAN $5.00 W!'E"Kt..V. AND 
THB'RE'AFTE'R SHALL. MAINTAIN SUCH RATS'S AND CHARGI'S P'OR E'ACH STUDB'NT OCCUPANT FOR 
USE' AND OCCUPANCY OF THE' PRoJECT DoRMITORY• AS, TOGIM'HB'R WI"I'"H THE AMOUNT PliO- c. 
DUCIE'D BY THE' PL.I!'DOE'D JNCIDifNTAL FE"E'S, SHALL Blr SUFFICIE'NT TO ,.AV OPE'AATINGI 
E'XPI!'NSI!'S PLUS PRJNCIPA~ AND INTimlfST RE'QUIRB'Mt!'NTS OP' THE' BoNDS HB"RB'IN AUTHOR-
IZE'D, AND AI..~ SUCH CHARGE'S SHALL Bl!' SI!'T AJ-Nf.T AND PAID INTO THE' RE'VS'NUE' FuND 
HE'RI!'JNBI!'P'ORE' CRE'ATE'D, AS PAVME'NT P'OR THE' SE'RVICE'S AND P'ACILITII!'S AFFORDE"D BY 
BAlD PRDJE"CT. IT I !I HERE"BV !IPE"CIF"ICAt..t..V C"RTIP"IS:D THAT NOT L.E"SS THAN $29, 00 OF THE1 
INCID&"NTAL F~rs- ASSE'SSB'D TO E'ACH STUDI'NT OCCUPANT OP' THE' PROJI!'CT I"OR E'ACH SE'MB'&TE'It 
OF THS: IUCIUt..AR TlrRM OF TWO SS:MS"BTS:RS0 AND NOT t..E1SS THAN $IS. 00 OF THS: INCIDENTAL. 
F~rr ASSE'SSE'o To E'ACH sTuo&"NT occuPANT oP' THE' PROJECT P"OA THE' AE'GUt..AR suMME'R 
SESSION• ARI' HE'Rit'BY DE'CI...ARifD TO CONSTITUTE' INCOME' AND RII'VB'NUE'S FROM SAID J'Ro-
.IE'CT, AND SHALL ae- PAID INTO THB' PRo,E'cT RB"vE'NUI!' FuND AccouNT AS OTHB'R JNCOMI!' 
AND R8'VE'NUE'S. 
Se-cTION 3...2§. THE" BoARD covi!'NANTII AND A•• .. • THAT wM-E'NE'VI'R NE'CE"SSARV 
To AVOJD on Ftl.&.. A VACANCY IN THE' OP'FtCE' oP' THE' TnusTE'E', TMrr BoARD. IN THE' MAN-
NE'R PROVIOI'D IN ARTICLE' E"LE'VE'N HE'RE'OF, WU ... L APPOI~ A TRUSTE'E' SO TMAT THE'AE' 
SHAl-L AT AL~ TIME'S BE' A TRUSTE'E' HE'RIItUNOER WHICH SHAI.L AT ALL TIMI'S BE' A BANK 
OR TRUST COMPANY' HAVING ITS PRINCIPAL OFFICI' ANO PL..ACE' OP" BUSINE'S9 IN THE' 
CoMMONWE'A&..TH OF KE'NTUCKv. tP' THE'RE' ad' sueH A. SANK on TRUST COM PAN~ WIL&-tNGo 
AND ABi.E' TO ACCE'PT THE' TRUST UPON RE'ASONABLE' OR CUSTOMAR'\' TE'RM S .. 
S~reTaoN JL..QZ. THe: BoARD COV£NANT!I AND AGR lr!'!l THAT IT •. s out..v 
AUTMORIZE'D UND~R THtr LAWS OP' KE'NTUCKV AND UNOE'A A\..L OTHE"A APPLICA.I.E' PROVI-
SJONS OP' ~AW 'TO CRI!'ATE' AND ISSUE' THE' BoNDS HE'RE'IN JltROVIDifD P'0R, TO S'JtCE'CUTE' 
AND DE'L.IV&'R THIS INDl!'NTUR£, AND TO PLE'DGB' TH£ INCOME' AND RE'VE"NUE'9 Of' 'T Hlr 
f'Ro,lrCT, AS HE'REIN PROYIDI'D. THAT AL.L COA,.OftATif ANo/OR OTHE'Iil ACTIO'N ON tTS 
PART P'OR THI' CRE'ATION AND ISSUI!' OP" SAID BoNDS AND THE' trXE'Ct.ITION OF THIS 
INoi!'NTURE' HAS BB'Ii'N ou&..Y AND B'fi'FB'CTUAL.LV TAKE'N. THAT SA•o BoNos WMI'N tssUE'D 
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AND IN THE HANDS OJI' THE HOLDERS THIEREtOP' AREt AND WILL BE VALID AND llNP'OACSABLa 
OBLIGATIONS OP' THIE BoARD• AND THAT THIS INDENTURE IS AND ALWAYS WILL Bl: A 
VALl D INDENTURIE TO SECURE THE PAYMENT OP' SAl D 80NDSf AND THAT THE BoARD HAS 
COMPLET& AND LAWFUL AUTHORITY AND PRIVILEOB TO CONSTRUCT, MAINTAIN AND 
OPBRAT& THE PROJECT. 
SECTION .§..!2§. TNE BOARD COVENANTS AND AGREI!B THAT IT wu ... NOT 
ISSUE, OR PERMIT TO B.R: IS&U£a, ANY BONDS HEREUNDER IN ANY MANNER OTHBR THAN 
IN ACCOROANCIE WITH THE PROVISIONS OP' THIS INDENTURE AND THE AGREEMBNT& IN 
THAT BI!EHALP' HltRElN CONTAINE01 ANO THAT IT WILL FAITHP'ULLY OBSERVE AND PII:RP'ORM 
ALL CONDITIONS, COVENANTS AND REQUIRBMCNTS OP' THIS INDENTURE AND OP' ALL 
INDENTURES SUPPLEMENTAL THERETO• 
SEcTION .§..ru!, THE BoARD covENANT& AND AGREU:e uPoN cOMPLETION Ol' 
THE PROJECT• TO PROVIDE P'ROM SOURCES OTHER THAN THE PROCEEDS cur THE SALE 0,-
TH& BoNDS SECURED HIEAilBY AND P'ROM SOURCES OTHER THAN THIE FUNDS PLEDGED HERE-
UNDIEA AND IN A MANNER WHICH WILL.. NOT JSOPARDIZ.I!E THI£ SECURITY OF' THE BoNOS• 
THE FURNISHINGS AND MOVABL.& EQUIPMENT NBCIESSARY TO THE P'ULL.. I:N.IoYMBNT OP' 
THIE US& AND OCCUPANCY OF TH& PROJECT, 
So:cT!ON ~ THE BoARD COVENANT& AND AGRIEO:B THAT IT W!L._ IE&TA& .. ISN 
AND MAINTAIN SO L..ONG AS ANY BONDS ARB OUTSTANDING UNDER THIS INDENTURE SUCH 
PAAITAL AULAS• RSNTAL RATES• AND CHARGES P'OR THE USE OP' THE PAOJKCT P'ACILITIEB 
AS MA"Y' B& NBCBSSARV (1) TO ASSURB MAXIMUM OCCUPANCY AND USI: OF THE PRo.ra:cT, 
(2) TO PAY THE INTEREST ON AND PRINCIPAL. OF THE BONDS AS THEY AllSPECTIVII:L..Y 
MATURE, TO PROVIDE THI: REQUIRED RE&IlRVE& THI£ABP'OR AND THE MAJNTI:HANCIE 
FuND, AND THAT "·.WILL SET UP AND MAINTAIN RESERVES SPECIF"ICALLY R&QUIAI!O 
H&RitUNDIER1 AND SUCH FURTHER RESIEAVES AS MAY BE R~ASONAB~IE, WITH RIESPKCT 
TO THE OPBAATION OF THE PROJECTt P'OR MAINTENANCE• D&PRIECiATION, AND OTHER 
Rlta&RVBS CUIITOMARI~Y PROVIDED FOR IN THit ACCOUNTING OP' BUSINESS CORPORATIONS 
P'OA PROP'IT, 
S!!CT!ON .2...1.L THE BoARD covo:NANTB AND AGR•Es THAT IT wiL .. KO:IEP 
ACCURATE P'UCANCIAL RECORDS AND PROPER BOOKS RELATING TO THE PAOJECT1 AND 
8UCM RECORDS AND BOOKS 8HAL~ B& OPEN TO INSPIECTION BY TH& BoNOHot..DitRS ANO 
THEIR AO&NTS AND REPRII81ENTATIYCS. IT P'URTH•R COVENANTS THAT NOT LATER THAN 
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-90 DAYS AFTER THE CLDSE OF I<ACH FISCAL. YEAR IT WIL.L. I"URNISH TO THE TRUSTEE AND 
ANY BONDHOLDER WHO SHALL REQUEST SAME IN WRITING COPIIES OP' AUDIT AirPORTS PR&-
PARED BY AN INDBPENDKNT PUBLIC ACCOUHTAtn"t OR BY THE STATE AuDITOR OF PuBLIC 
AccOUNTSe AS MAY BE REQUIRED BY LAW1 REFLECTING IN REASONABLE DKTAIL THE 
P'INANCIAL CONDITION AND RECORD OF OPERATION OP' THS: PROJECT AND THIE COL.LIEGEe 
ARTICLE SIX 
CUSTODY AND APPLICATION OF BOND PROCEEDS 
SEcTION 6.0 I. A P'UND IS HERESY CREATED AND DESIONATED "MuRRAY 5TATIE 
CoL.L.E<ae: 1960 DoRMITORY CoNsTRUCTION FuND11 (HEREIN soMO:TIMES CAL.L.IED THE 
rtCONSTRUCTION FuNo11), TO THE CREDIT OF WHICH THERE SHALL Bit DCPOSITBDt AB 
R&CB:IVB01 THE PROCEEDS OF THE- 80NDS (wtTN THIE IEXCEPTION OF ACCRUED INTEAIEST1 
II" ANY, WHICH IS REQUIRED BY SECTION 4.02 HO:REOF TO BE DO:P081TO:D IN THO: SINK"' 
INca FuND). THE MONEYS"IN THO: CoNSTRuCTION FuND s-L.L. BE PAID TO THIE STATE 
TREASURER OF THK CoMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY AND HELD IN TRUST AND APPLI&D ON 
ORDERS OF -THE 80AAD TO THE PAYMENT OF THE COSTS OP' 'I"HIE PROJECT JN ACCORDANCE 
WITH AND SUBJECT TO THE PROVISIONS OF' THIS ARTICLite AND, PENDING SUCH APP&.I-
CATIONe SHALL 81: tiUB.I&CT TO A LlltN AND CHARGE IN I'AVOR Of' THE HOLDERS OP' THE 
BoNOS ISSUED AND OUTSTANDING UNOSA THIS INDENTURE AND SHALL B&: HSLD FOR THE 
P'UATH&:A SECURITY OP' SUCM HOLDERS UNTIL PAID OUT AS HEREIN PAOVIOBO. 
S~tcr!oN .§..Qg. FoR THE PURPoso:s OF THIS ARTICLE THE cosT Ol" TNIE 
f'Ao.II:CT SHALL. INCLUDIEe WITHOUT'INTS:NDINCI THEREBY TO LIMIT OR RESTRICT OR 
IEk,.I:ND ANY PROPER DEFINITION Of' SUCH COST UNDER ANY APPLICABLE LAWS OR UNDI:R 
THI8 INDI:NTUREt THE FOLLOWING: 
(A) OBLIGATIONS INCURRED FO,R LABOR AND TO CONTRACTORS, BUILDERS 
AND MATERIALMEN IN CONNECTION WITH THE CONSTRUCTION OP THIS PRO.IECTj 
{a) THS INTEREST ACCRUING UPON THE SONDB DURING THI: CONSTRUCTION OP' 
THE PROJECT AI"TER WHICH IT IS HEREBY RIE"RIEI!IIIIn!IEll THAT THO: PROJECT 
WILL BE RI:VIENUI: PRODUCING; 
(c) P'BRS AND EXPENSIES OF IENGINEIEAS AND ARCHITSCTS P'OR SURVEYS AND 
&BTl MATES AND OTHER PR&LIMINARY INYitSTIGATIONS1 PREPARATION OP' PLAN81 
DRAWINGS AND SPECIP'ICATIONS AND SUP&AVJSING CONSTRUCTION, AS WELL AS 
f'OR THB PERFORMANCE OF ALL OTHiiA DUTIES OP' BNGINS&RS AND ARCHITECTS 
IN RELATION TO THI!: PLANNING OR CONSTRUCTION OP' TH& PaOJ•cT OR IN 
CONNECTION WITH THIE ISSUANCE OP' THB 8oNas; 
(o) EXPENSE OP' ADMINISTRATION PROPERLY CHAAGEABLIE TO THE Pao.II:CT, 
LEGAL IEXPRNSBS AND fl'lt&S• P'INANCING CHARGESe ADVERTISING EXPSNSI!EII• 
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COST OF PRINTING BONDS1 COST OF AUDITS AND OF JSSU,NG 
THE BoNDS AND ALL' OTHER ITEMS OF EXPENSE NOT ELSEWHERE' 'N THIS 
SECTION SPECIFIED, INCIDENT TO THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE' f:'ROJE'CT 
AtiO PLACJNG IT IN OPERATION, SPECIFICALLY INCLUDING THE' AGRS'EO 
FkxEo FEE OF THE HousiNG AND HoME FINANCE AGENCY oF THE UNITED 
STATES GovERNMENT IN SUPERVISING AND INSPECTING THfil:' WQRK,APPBR-
TA.INING TO THE DEVEL.OPMENT ofr THE PROJECT AND OF AUDITING THE 
BOOKS, RECORDS AND ACCOUNTS PERTAJNJNG T~ THE PROJECT AS SET 
FORTH IN THE LOAN AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE BOARD' AND THE UN\ITED 
STATE:S OF AMI1RICA, DATED AS OF ~VI<MBE:R '··. 1959, 
' ' 
SileTroN 6, 03, WITHIN THE: THIRTV cAvs PRE:CKD,If'IC i<Acl'ii F~aR'uA.iv i 
ANo AuousT I PRIOR To THE DATE THE FtRsT PAYMENT 1s MADE INTo THE SINKING 
FuND FROM TH£ REvENUE FuNo, PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF SECTION 4. 02 oF 
THis INDENTURE THERE SHALL B~ TRANSFERRED AND PAID INTO THE StNKING FuND 
FROM THE CoNSTRUCTION FuND AN AMOUNT SUFFICIENT TO PAV THE INTEREST ON THE 
BoNos BE!'C:OMIHG cuE ON sucH FEBRUARY I AND AuousT I AND THE BoARD covENANTS 
AND AGREES TO CAUSE EACH SUCH TRANSFER AND PAYMENT TO BE SO MADE• 
Se:cTtON 6. 04. WHE:N THE: PRoJE:CT SHALL HAVE: BE:E:N coMPLE:TE:D ANV 
BALANCE' REMAINING IN THE CONSTRUCTION FuND AND NOT NECESSARY IN THit OPINION 
OF THE' BoARD TO BE RESERVED FOR THE' PAYMENTS OF ANV REMAINING PART OF THE' 
COST OF THE PROJECT SHALL BEt DEPOSJTED WITH THE TRUSTEE TO THE CREDIT OF 
THE' SINKING FuND, AND, EXCEPT FOR ANY PORTION OF SUCH BALANCE REMAINING 
UNDER $J, 0QQ SHALL. BE USED BV THE TRUSTEE FOR THE REDEMPTION OF BONOS THEN 
OUTSTANDING UNDER THIS INDENTUREt AND IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE REDEMPTION 
PROVISIONS SET FORTH IN SAID BoNDS AND IN THIS INoSHTURB -UPON THE' B'ARLIBST 
PERMlSSlBL.E' REDEMPTION DATE• 
SEcTION 6, OS. IF IT BE DETERMINED AT ANV TIME BY THE BoARD THAT 
THE MON!f'Y'B ON DEPOSIT IN THE CoNSTRUCTION FuND BXCirED THB' ESTIMATED Dis-
BURSEMI!'NTS ON ACCOUNT OF THE PROJECT F'OR THE' ENSUING THREE (J) MONTHSt SUCH 
sxee:ss MAV el!' INVESTED ev THE STATE' TREAsuRER uPON ORDERs ov THE BoARD tN 
DIRECT OBL,IGATtONS OF• OR OBLIGATIONS THE' PRINCIPAL OF AND INTEREST ON 
WHICH ARit GUARANTEE'D SY1 THE lJNJTI!'D STATE'S GovBRNMI!fNT HAVING A MATURITY 
DA.TE OR BEING SUBJECT TO REDEMPTION AT THE' OPTION OF THE' HOLDB'R1 NOT LATER 
THAN THREE (3) YEARS FROM THE DATE' OF SUCH INVI:rSTMENT AND ALL SUCH INVEST-
MENTS AS WELL AS AL.L JNCOMI:r THEREFROM SHALL BE CARRIB'D TO THE CREDIT OF 
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ARTICLE SEVEN 
SUPPLEMENTAL INDENTURES 
AND AT ANV -tli.lctj sueJsc+ 'to THE lui:sTRlcTIONa IN THIS INDENTURE coNi"AlNiEDj 
·" 
MAVt AND WHEN SO REQUIRED 13V THIS INDENTURE SHAL.L1 JtH'i'ltft iNTO S~~~N ii.DSNTURES 
SUPPLEMENTAL. HERETO AS MAY OR SHALL BY' THEM BE DEEMED NECESSARY OR DSSJRASLE' 
P'OR ANY ONE OR MORE OF THE FOLLOWING PURPOSES1 AMONG OTHERS! 
( J) To I!VIDENCE THE SUCCESSfON OF ANOTHER PUBLIC CORPORATION 
OR STATE AGENCY TO THE 80ARD AND THE ASSUMPTION BY' SUCH 
SUCCESSOR OF THE COVENANTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF THE BoARD 
IN THE BoNDS HEREBY SECURED AND IN THIS JNoENTURE; 
(2) To EVIDENCE THE SUCCESSION OP' ANOTHER BANK OR TRUST 
COMPANY AS TRUSTEE AS HEREIN OTHERWISE PERMITTED AND 
PROVIDED AND THE ACCSPTANCE BY AND ON BEHALF OF SUCH 
SUCCESSOR OF THE PROVISIONS OF THIS INDENTURE; AND 
(3) FoR ANY OTHER PURPOSE NOT INCONSISTENT WITH THE TliRMS 
OF THIS INDENTURE• AND WHICH SHAL.L. NOT IMPAIR THE 
SECURITV OF THE SAME1 OR FOR THE PURPOSE OF CURING ANY 
AMBIGUITY, ~R OF CURING• CORRECTING OR SUPPa..EMENTING 
ANY DEFECTIVE OR INCONSISTENT PROVISIONS CONTAINED 
HEREIN OR IN ANY SUPPL.EME'NTAL. INDENTURE• 
SscTtON 7. 02, THE TRusTEe: IS AUTHORIZii'D TO JOIN WITH THE BloARD 
IN THE EXECUTION OF ANY SUPPLEMENTAL. INDENTURE, TO MAKE THE FURTHER AGREEMENTS 
AND ST IPU&-ATIONS WHICH MAY BE THEREIN CONTAINED• 
ANY SUPPLEMENTAL INDENTURE EiXECUTED IN ACCORDANCE WITH AN-t'" OF 
THE PROVISIONS OF THIS ARTICLS SHALL THEREAFTER FORM A PART OF THIS fM~M"mURB; 
AND ALL 'THE TERMS AND COND.ITIONS CONTAINED IN ANY SUCH SUPPL.EMENTAL. INDENTURE 
AS TO ANY PROVISION AUTHORIZii'D TO BE CONTAINED THEREIN SHALL BE AND BE .DEEMED 
TO PE' • PART OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF 'TtoCJS IND&:'NTURE FOR ANY AND A~l-
ARTICLE' EiGHT 
REMEDIES 
SE'cTJON 8 01. THAT FoR THE' PROTeCTION OF THE' HOLDE'RS oF THE' 
BoNae SE"CURE'D BV THIS )NOE'NTURE' AND THE' INTE'RE'ST COUPONS THE'RE'TO ATTACHE'D 
A STM..TUTORY. MQRTYAGir L~E'N UPON ~~ID PROJE'CT AND ALL PROPtrRTIE'S CONNE'CTE'D 
THE'R E'WITH AND BELONGING THE'RE'TO IS GRANTED AND CRE'ATE'D BY 5E'CTION5 J62.35Q 
AND. 162. 20') OF THE' KeNTuCKY RE"vl sEo STATUTE'S. WHICH SAID STAT~T ORV MORTGAGE' 
-&..t1tN IS HE'RE'BV RE'COGNIZE'D AND DE'CL.ARE'D TO BE' VALID AND BIN01NG AS PROVIDE'D 
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B'Y' LAW1 AND BHALL. TAKE II'P'P'IICT 'MMifDIATirLY UPON THII DKLJVR'RY OP' ANY OP' 
8AIO BONDS. THII TRUST88' MAY, AND UPON THB WRJTT•N RK'QUIIBT OP' THB HOLDERS 
OP' NOT LII'SII THAN TWBNTv-P'IVE PK'R CII'NT (25 PII'R CliENT) OF THR PRINCIPAL. AMOUNT OP' 
THE 80ND8 THB'N OUTBTANDINGt .HAL.Lt BITHIZ'R A .. L.AW OR IN B'QU1TY1 BY SUIT• 
ACTION1 MANDAMU8 OR OTH&'R PROCB'B'DJNGS, BNP'ORCR' AND COMPEL PB'RFORMANCK OP' 
ALL DUTIB'• RB'QUI~BD BV LAWt JNCLU01NG THII CHARGE', COLLirC:TION AND ACCOUNTING 
P'OR 8UP'P'ICIBNT RB'NTS• P'BR8 AND CHARGEe, ANO THI£ SII'GRCGATION AND APPLICATION 
OP' THB INCOME AND RBYitNUB8 A8 PROVIDB'D BY THIS IND£NTURII'• 
SscTJON~ EACH oF THII' P'OLLOWING BVBNT• t• HKRBBY DBCL.ARilD 
AN °11rY8NT OF DllrFAULT1 n THAT IS TO SAY: IP' 
(A) PAVMB'NT OP' THIS' PRINCIPAL OP' ANY OP' THE BoNDS SHAL.L NOT B8' 
MADS WHB'N TH&' SAMK SHALL BlrCOMB DUB AND PAYAB ... Il't ll'ITHII'R AT MATURITY 
OR BY PROCESDING8 P'OR R&'DIEMPTION OR OTHirRWieB; OR 
(e) PAVMirNT OP' ANY' INSTALI..MSNT OP' INTBRIZ'BT SHALL NOT e• MAO. 
WHEN THII' SAM£ 8HALL BRCOM&' DUll AND PAYABLE OR WITHIN THIRTY (30) 
DAY& THB'REAP'TBR; OR 
(c) THif BoARD eHALL otecoNTINU£ OR UNRII'ASDNABLV' oLAv oR I"AJL 
TO CARRY ON WITH R£A80NABLB DlePATCH THB' CONSTRUCTION 01" THII f'ROJBCT; OR 
(o) THK BoARP SHALL FOR ANY R&'A.ON sc R&'NDIIRao INCAPABLII OP" 
P'ULP'1L.LING ITe OBLIGATION. HlrRil'UNDII'R; OR 
(a) THir PRO .. RCT eHALL Sir Dll'8TROYirD OR OAMAGB'O AND 8HALL NOT 
e• PROMPTLY' RKPAIRBD1 RlrPLACifO OR RBCONBTRUCTBO (wHKTHRR SUCH P'AILURir 
PROMPTLY TO REPA1R1 RIIPL.ACB OR RECONSTRUCT TH• SAME BS DUC TO THII 
IMPRACTICABILITY OP' liiUCH RlrPAIRt RBPLACA'MKHT OR RKCONWI'RUCTION OR 
TO LACK 01" P'UNDa TH8'R£P'OR OR P'O~ ANY cPTHRR RlrA80N>. OR 
(1") AN OROB'R OR DB'CRirlr SHALL Blr IENTBRBO. WITH THII CON8SHT OR 
ACQUISSCKNCS 0 ... THif 80ARDt APPOINTING A R•C&'JVSR OR RlrC&1VIrR8 OP' 
TH• PAo .. B'CT OR OP' THB INCOMir TMB'R.P'ROMt OR ~P' auCN OROKR oR a•CR88'1 
HAVING s•sN B'NTB'RCD WITHOUT TH&' ACQUIB'.CRNCii OR CONeKNT OP' THC 
BoARDt 8HALL NOT BR YACATK'D OR DI.CHARGIIrO OR .,.AYifD ON APPEAL. 
WITHIN SIXTy (60) DAV'8 AP'TCR B'NTRV: OR 
(o) THII BoARD SHALL ORP'AULT IN THC DUC AND PUNCTUAL PlrAP'ORMANCir 
Of' ANY OTH•R OP' TH& COV&NAHTS, CONDITION8t AGRB&MaNT. AND PROVI8ION8 
coNTAINKo IN TH• BoNaa oR IN Tto~l• INDENTuRe ON THir PART oP' TH• BoARD 
TO BR P&R,..ORMEDt AND auCH DlrP'AUL.T SHALL CONTINU• P'OR THt.TV (30) 
~AIIIr' DAYS AP'TKR WRITT8'N NOTICE 8P&'CIP'YING SUCH a•P'AUI.T AND RRQUIRINCI THC 
eAMK TO BC R&MCDI•o SHALL HAVE BlriiN GIVKN TO THC BoARD BY THR 
TRueTIIII.t WHICH MAY OJVB SUCH NOTICE IN IT8 DI8CRKTION AND IIHALL 
GIVR 8UCH NOTICR UPON TH• WRITTEN R8'QUKeT OP' TH&' HOLDB'R8 OP' NOT 
LEa• THAN P'IP'TRBN PliR CBNT (IS P.R CKNT) IN PRINCIPAL AMOUNT OP' THS BONDe 
THBN OUTeTANDING• 
OP' DEP'AULT 8PitCJP'IIrD IN 5BCTION 8ti 02 OP' THIS ARTJCL .. , THB'N AND IN CVirRY CA8C 
THR TRU&TCir MAV1 AND UPON THR WRITTIIN RE'QIJS .... OP' THa HOLDhe OP' NOT 1.&88 
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THAN TWENTv-fi'JVB PlfR ClrNT (25 PB~ c•NT) IN PRINCIPAL AMOUNT OP' THII' BoNDS TH8'N 
OUTSTANDING BHAL'-t BY A HOTICB IN WRITING TO THB BOAR Do D"'OLARO: TH• PRINCIPAL 
OP' ALL THB BoNDS THSN OUTSTANCINCI TO BK DUB' AND PAYABL.• IMMB'~IAT~LYt AND UPON 
SUCH OlfCLARATION THif BAM. SHALL. BBCOMir AND BE IMM.DJATRLY DUB AND PAYASL.Ct 
ANYTHING COHTAlHBD IN THif BoNDS OR IN THIS JHDO:NTURO: TO THif CONTRARY HOTWITH"" 
8TANDINGt PROVIDifDt HOWEVBR• THAT IP' AT ANY TJMB AP'TKR THir PRINCIPAL. OP' TMif 
BoNDS SHALL HAVIr BERN 80 DECLARSD TO Blf aua AND PAVABLII, AND BB'P'ORR THif 
&NTRY OP' P'INAL JUDGMENT OR OECRBB' JN ANY SUITt ACTION OR PROCirlrDJNQ INOTlTUTaD 
ON ACCOUNT OF IIUCH DllrP'AULT1 OR BBP'ORB' THir ~OMPLIITJON 01' THB BNP'OACBMB'NT 0 .. 
ANY OTHER RlfMSOV UNDER THIS INDB'NTUR£'1 MONBYe &HALL HAVE ACCUMULATED lN THB 
SINKING FuND 11\JP'PICIBNT TO PAY ALL ARRO:ARS oP" INTBRo:&T, IP' ANY, uPoN ALL ™"' 
BoNos THB'N OUTSTANDING (ExcBPT THif tNT•RaeT ACCRUBD oN eucN BoNae eiNCir TH• 
LA8T )NTB'RB8T PAYMENT DATE). AND THC CHARQB'tJ1 COMPB'NIItATION, axP&'N8Ke't Dlr 
BUR8KMirNT8t ADVANCErS AND LIABJLITJire OP' THI£ TAueTirB' AND ALL OTHII'R AMOUNT8 
TNKN PAYABLir ev THII BoARD HlrAKUNDR'R SHAL.L'HAVB ea£N PAID oR A suM eull'rtctsNT 
TO PAY THC 8AM8' eHAL.L HAVB BBifN OlrP081T8'D WITH THR TRU8TB&"1 AND IEV.RV OTHBR 
oSP'AULT KNOWN TO THB TRueTs• IN TH• oeelfRVANCif OR PB'iii"ORMANCB' OP' ANY 
cove"~""• CONDJTJON OR AGRRBMirNT CONTAINB'o IN TN• BoNo• OR JN THI• INDBHTUA• 
(OTHaR THAN A DB'I'AULT IN THB PAVMRNT OP' TH. PRINC)PA.L OP' SUCH 90ND8 THBN DUif 
ONL.Y BlfCAUeC' OP' A DECL.ARATION UNORR THIS SECTION) &HALL HAVIr BKirN RRMRDIRD TO 
THK' 8ATI8P'ACTION Of' THB TRUeTB'II'f THSN AND IN BVBRV SUCH CA8&' TH.& TAUIITII'a MAYt 
AND UPON THR WRITTEN R8'QUII8T 011' THIE HOLDERS OP' NOT LR88 THAN TWB'NTv-I"IYC 
~CR CENT (25 PCR CBNT) IN PRINCIPAL. AMOUNT OP' THK 80ND8 TH8N OUTSTANDING 
8HAL4 BY WRITTRN NOTlCir TO THIE BoARD1 R88CIND AND ANNUL 8UCH DlfCLARATION 
AND IT8 CON81EQUBNCIE .. BUT NO SUCH RKSCIIISION OR ANNUL.MitNT 8HALL II'XTII'ND TO OR 
APP'.CT ANY BUElSRQUIINT OB'P'AUI..T OR IMPAIR ANY RIGHT CONSBQUifNT THirRIIO"-
SrrcTION 8. 04~ UPoN THB HAPPRNING AND co~INVANc• OP' ANY •v•NT 
OP' D•P'AULT .P.CJP'tlfD JN SRCTION a. oz OP' THJS ARTICI.., TH.N AND JN BVIfRY 8UCH 
CABS THK TRUIJTII'If MAY PROCaii'01 AND UPON TH .. WAITTII'N RII'QU8'8T 01" THS HOL.DIERB 
Oil' HOT LEes THAN P'lfi'TCB'N PII'R caNT (15 PaR caNT) JN PRINCIPAL. At11;0uN-r or" THII' BoNoe 
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'rHIC~ O'f"STANDING HB'RBUNOII'R BHAL..L PROC:K'IfD TO PROTECT AND INP'ORCB lT8 fUGMT·8 
AND THIS RIG,HT8 OP' TNR BONDHOLDBRS UNDII"R THS LAws OP' TH .. CohiMONWSALTH "" 
KII'NTUCKY OR uNoRR THJe INDB'NTURB ev euCH euJTe. ACTIONS oR ePBCIAL PRo-
CII'CDiNGS IN EQUITY OR AT LAWt CJ'fHB'R P'OR THE I!IPBCIFIC PB'RFORMANCir OP' ANY' 
COV8'NA.i4T OR AGRRIU.tiS'NT CONTAINED H .. RB'IN OR IN AID DR lrXBCUTION o·P' ANY POWaR 
' : ., : .. ' • : ~ i i i ; : . . ' 
HRRSIN GRANTirO !iii ifolt THR irHI"i:llli:Uiioiitlori' 011' ANY PROPII .. LihiJil. oJi irOUITASL8 RII"M8DYt 
AS THir TRUSTRII"e BEING AOVISII"D SY COUNIOIILe SHALL D.E8M MOST EI'I'ECTUAL TO 
!'ROTI!!CT AND SNP'ORC8 SUCH RIGHTS. 
IN THR .. NI'O~CIU\4.11"NT Ol' ANY RaMaov uNoSR THIS INo .. NTURR THS TRu&Taa 
.' I 
SHALL Blr .. NTITL.BD TO SUS P'ORt BfltP'ORC• PAYMB'NT OP' AND AKCifiV&' ANV AND ALL 
OUII' FROM TH• BoARD P'OR PRINCJPA4 lNTifR8'8T OR 0THirRWI88 UNDIE'R ANY OP' THB' 
PROVISIONS 01' THIS JNolrNTURII OR 01' THE BoNOS AND UNPAID TOGn'HRR WITH ANY 
AND ALL COaTe AND 8XPtrN8E8 Oil' COLLECTION AND OP' ALL PR0Cilii'DING8 ':48RKUNDCR 
~ND UND8'R BUCH BoNDS. WITHOUT PRIUUDICIE TO ANY OTHSR RIGHT OR AB'MCDV' 0 ... 
TH .. TRUSTER OR 011" THK BONDHOL.DirRe1 AND TO RII'COVBR AND BNP'ORCB' .IUDOMif..T OR 
oacRCB AGAlNBT THS BoARa, BUT eoLSLV Ae PROvtoao HRRKIN AND IN •ueH BoND .. 
P'OR ANV' PORTION Or 8UCH AMOUNT& RBMAINJNG UNPAID1 WITH INTCR£.,-1 COSTe AND 
INCOM• oP THB PRo.IKCT PL.&oaco To THC PAYMENT OP' THE BoNae av THJe INoSNTURB') 
IN ANV MANNER Pi:tOVIDIED BY LAW• THR MONEYS A~UDG8D OR DlrCAII'CD TO BR PAYABL•• 
SlrCTIO!!.§.j§. ANYTHING IN THIS INDSNTUR8 TO THS CONTRARY 
NOTWITH8TANDINO. TNII' HOLD.R8 011" A MAJORITY IN PRINCIPAL AMOUNT OP' TH8 BoNOtt 
IN WRITING llrXIrCUTK'D AND DRLIYKRKD TO THII TRUIST8'1r, T~ DIRSCT THR MCTMOD AND 
PL.ACB' OP CONDUCTING ALL RRM.DIAL PAOCirCDING8 TO all TAicKN BY THS TRuSTaa 
HlrA.UNDirRt PAOVI"DRD THAT .UCH DJRECTIOH 8HALI.. NOT BK OTHSRYI18£ THAN {N 
ACC:ORDANCC WITH LAw oR TMa PROvletoNe or THta INoENTuR•• AND THAT TH• TRueT•• 
IIIHALL HAYfr THa RIGHT TO DlrCLIH&' TO POLL.OW ANY SUCH DIR.CTION WHI'CH IN TH.IIIr 
OPINION OP' THIIIr TRuiST•K WOULD B8' UM.IU8TLV PRCJUDICIA&. TO BONOHOLD&R8 NOT 
PARTJKe TO 8UCM DJAirCTlOH., 
Ssc'I'ION ..I!.J!§. Au. RIOH'I'S Ol' ACTION UNDSA THIS IND8NTURII pR 
UNDER ANY ov THa BoNos eacuRco HERsav, aNPOAC&AeLK BY TN• TAuBT•··· MAY· a• 
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&'NP'ORCSD BY THE TRU8TKiif WITHOUT TH .. P088.8SION 0,. ANY OP" THS' BoNOS OR 
THE COUPONS APPERTAINING THERB'TO OR THE PRODUCTION THIIRE'O,. ON THir TRIAL OR 
OTH•R PROCB'KDJNG RB'LATIVB 'WHB'RBTO• ANY SUCH 8UJT1 ACTION OR PROCSBOJNG 
IHSTITUTBD BY TNS TRUI!ITEB 8HAL.L. BB BROUGHT IN ITS HAMS I'OR THS BBNSI'IT 0 .. 
ALL THB' HOLDBRS OP' SUCH BoNDS AND COUPOHe, ·8UB.IBCT TO TH. PROYJSJON8 OP' 
THIS INDBNTURS0 No RIIMBDY HBRSJN CONI'I'RRED UPON OR RS:BERYS:D TO TNif TRUeTI'B 
Ill INTB'NDED TO BB B'XCLUIJIVB' OP' ANY OTHB'R RBMBDY OR RIIMKDIB'81 AND IIACH AND 
SVBRV SUCH R&MIIrDV 8HALL BB CUMULATIVE AND 8HAL.l. B£ IN AD01TJON TO B'VCRV OTH~ 
RBMBDV GIVEN H .. RI!'UNDIIrR OR NOW OA HlrRII'AP'TirR £XI&TJNG AT LAW OR IN .. QUITY' OR 
BY STATUTE• No DELAY OR OMISSION OP' THB TRUeTitll' OR OP ANY HOLOS'R OP' TH&' 
8DNOB TO £XBRCIIIB' ANY RIGHT OR POWER ACCRUJNQ UPON A~Y DIII"AULT SHALL. JMPAIR 
ANY SUCH RIGHT OR POWil'R OR I!SHAL~ BE C:ONeTRUED TO BE A WAIVKR OP' ANY •uCH 
DIIP'AULT OR AN ACQU).tiCENC£ THBRIEtN; ANO BVBRV' POWB'R AND RBMKOV GIVEN BY 
THle ARTICL.I!' To THB TRueTBa AND THB HOLDSR& oP' THB' BoNae. RII8PRCTIVII'LV1 
MAY Bll BXBRCISBD P'ROM TIM8' TO TIM II AND AS OP'TIIN AS MAY BB DIIIIMIID IIXPirD111NT• 
ARTICLE NINE 
RELEASE AND DISCHARGE OF INDENTURE 
SoreT!ON ]...Ql. WHBNS:YIIR THS: BoARD SHALL. PAY, OR CAUSE To B•· PAJDo 
THB P'ULL AMOUNT DUR AND TO BECOME DUll' UPON ALL. TH. 80N08 HIIRSBY BKCUARO 
AND THBN OUTSTA"DINGt OR SHALL PROVJDR P'OR P'~ PAVMII'NT THirRIEOP' BY D8'P08ITING 
WITH THE TRUSTEE HI!'REUNDSR1 P'OR THB' DlBCHARGil OP' SUCH BoNDS AND COUPONet 
' THII lfNT1R8 AMOUNT oua AND TO BIECOMI£ CUE THifR .. ON, AND 8HALLt JN CA .. 01' A.-
osMPTIOH Of' AL.L Of' THir OUTeTANDING BoNo .. DIIL.IYKR TO THE TRUIITI:I' PROD" BAr-
I8P'ACTORY TO IT THAT NOTICB OP' RlrDB'MPTfON OP' ALL OP' TMB' OUTSTANDING BoNae 
HAB BlrlrN DULY GIVBN1 AND SHAL.L. PAY THB TRUeTKa IN P'UL.L P"OR ALl. ellrRVICire Rlrtr'" 
DKRED BY 1T HlrRBUNDirR1 AND mtALL WBLL AND TRULV' KlrSP AND PII'RP'ORM ALL Ofl' THE 
THINGS HEREIN RII'QUJRB'D TO BR KS'PT AND PCRP'ORMB'D BY ITt ACCORD1NG TO THE TRUE 
tNT•NT AND MB'ANlNG Ofl' THIB INDRNTURB• THRH AND IN THAT CVRNT THR88 PA8'811'NTe 
AND THII TRUST H&'"•BY C:R8ATIIO 8MALL. CEAII. AND TlrRMJNAT•a AND P'URTHCR PAYMCNTe 
NATC AND s•COMIC VOl Dr EXCEPT A8 TO PAYMCHT OP' TNII MON.Y8 H•Lo BV TH8 TRUeTICS 
WHlcH SHALL a1: AJIIPURo sv •Ato TRueTaa TO THII PAVMirNT OP avcH BoNae AND couPoN• 
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UPON THB' PRBSirNTATION AND SURRENDB'R THirR£011'. ANY oirPoeiT OF MONB'V wlTH 
TH" TRusTs" FoR Totli P!l<illt>~li ;,,. PAYING AHD eui'I'JCJBNT IN .O.;..oiiNT To ""'"' ol...-. 
TAIN OP' THB' 8oNoe AND IHT&'RBST DUB't AND TO ofcO~~ bi,s THB'RB'ONt OR CERTAIN 
OP' THE COUPONe APPRRTAINING THERKTOt SHALL DJ8CHARGB' THS' L1ASIL1TV OF THB 
BoARD ON THB 90ND8 AND OR COUPON8 f'OR PAYMENT Of' WHICH SUCH DIIP081T 8HALL 
88 MAD8t AND THBREAP'TBR SUCH 90ND8 AND COUPONS SHALL NOT BIE RNTlTL.B'D TO ANY 
OP' THC BKNB'P'I'TB OP' THill INDE'NTURB'1 AND IN CA88' OP' P'ULI.. PAYMB'NT 01' Al-L. THS 
8DND8 AND COUPONS AND THR DISCHARGS OP' ALL OTHER OBLIGATIONS ON THII' PART 0,. 
'tHK BOARD AS HllREIN PROVID£'0• OR IN CASI!' OP' THii OIIPOBIT OP' A ISUP'P'ICIKNT 
SUM OJI' Mo•ury P'OR THE P'ULL PAYMBNT OJI' THK 80ND8 AND COUPONIJt AND TH£ DI8CHARGII 
OP' AI.L. OTHBR OBLIGATIONS ON THII' PART OP" THIS BOARD1 AB H.RirJN PROYI~II'Dt THif 
TRUIISTBE SHALL BXBCUTB AND DBL)VIrR TO THB BOARD ON DIIMANDt AT TH8 COeT AND 
BXPI&'NIJK Of' THII' 8oARDt ALL. PROPER INBTAUMBNTS THAT MAY Sir HI&'C88SAAY TO 
avtoENCB' THC eATieFACTION AND TII'RMJNATlON OP' THJe INDII'NTURC• 
Sa:ST!ON ~ THII 8ATI8f'ACTION AND DJ8CHARGII 01' THIS INDRMTURII 
PURSUANT TO THIS ARTJCLK SHALL SB WITHOUT PRc.IUDJCir TO THK RIGHT OP' TH• 
TRueT•I&' TO BS PAID ANY COMPifN8ATlON THEN aua IT HBRRUNMR AND TO BB PRo-' 
TIICTBD AND 8AVIfD HARML.B88 BY THB BoARD I'ROM ANY AND ALL L08811S. LIABILJTJB .. 
COSTe AND K'XP&'NSE .. INCLUDING COUNSEL Jl'lrlfS. AT ANY TIMB INCURRKD BY THE 
TRutrrlfl: HBRBUNDI&'R OR coNNBCTBD wiTH ANY BoNo aeauBo HERBUND•R, AND TH• BoARD 
HlrR.BV COVB'NANTB TO PROTECT AND eAVK THE TRUSTKif HARMLESS FROM ANY AND AL.L 
SUCH L08tlllt'&, LIABILITIE&1 COSTS AND EXPENSBS INCURRED IN AGTINO UNDER THIS 
INDRNTUR .. , WXCil'PT •ucH A8 MAV BB' CAUSII'D BY THE CJR088 NlrGL.IOENCY OR WU .. L.P'UL 
ARTICLE TEN 
CONCERNING THE TRUSTEE 
S~rcTIPN .!Q....QJ. THR TRueTif8 HEREBY ACCRPTe THII TRuaT• IMPoe•D 
UPON IT BV THIS INDirNTURS1 BUT ONLV UPON AND fSUBJ,CT TO THif P'OU..OwtNG 
CXPRIED8 TIERMII AND CONDlT,ONs: 
(A) THK TRueT£8 MAY axccUTC AN_Y OP' THE TRUaTS olt POwRRa HERI'Of' AtrtD 
PKRP'ORM ANY oUTtCS RBQUIRI'D 01' IT• BY OR THROUGH ATTORNifY81 ~GICNTe1 
RCCCIVRR .. OR SMPLOVIlRe, AND eHAL.L. 81' CNTITL8D TO ADVICC DP' COU~8KL 
CONCSRNlNG ALL MATTirRS OP' TAUIIST HCRKOI" AND ITe DUTt•• HKRKUNDCRt 
AND MAY lN ALL. CA.,., PAY 8UCM RB'ASONAB1.11 COMPENDATION A. IT aHAL.L. 
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DEEM PROPER TO ALL. SUCH ATTORNEY81 AOB'NTS, R.C .. VIfR8 AND 
B'MPLO\"E£8 A8 MAY RBABONABLV BK liMPL.OVB'D IN CONNB'C1"tON WITH 
THII' TRUeTS H8'RB'OF't AND TtUI' BoARD COVENANTS AND AGRB'B8 TO 
RBPAV UPON OSMAND ALL. tiUCH OUTLAYS AND B'XPB'NDITURS'S 80 INCURR.De 
(e) CXCEPT P'OR THa' AUTHBNTICATION OP' BoNDSt THE TRUSTEa' SMAL.L NOT BE 
RB'SPONSIBL£ P'OR ANV RBCITAt..ll HBRBJN OR IN IJAID BOND91 OR P'OA 
INSURING THB PRo.UtCT OR COLLB'CTIHG ANY INI!IURANCY MONBVe., OR t"OR 
THII' liXB'CUTlON OP' THIS JNOE'NTURB' OR OP' ANV 8UPPL.II'M8'NTAL. INOaNTuR•a 
OR IN8TRUMCNT OP' P'URTHBR A88URANCB OR FOR THIE' VALIDITY THBRII'OP'e 
OR P'OR THII SUP'P'ICIENCY OP' THK eacuRtTY P'OR THB BoNDe teeu•o 
UND.R OR lNTB'NDI!D TO Blr 8BCURirD HERSBYa OR P'OR THB' VALUB OR 
TITLE OP' THB BDARD TO THE PROJa'CT1 OR All TO THE MAIHTBNANCE 
OP' THE SBCURITV HBRBOP'; AND THB TRUI!ITS:B eHALL NOT BS: BOUND TO 
ASCERTAIN OR IHQUJRir AS TO TH .. PSRP'ORMAHCB' OR OBSBRVANCII' Oil' 
ANY COVBNANTI't CONOlT!ONS OR AGRB'Ir":'II'NT8 ON TH• PART OF THir 
BoARD C:ONTAINBD HSRB'!No BUT THE TRUSTS'S MAY RltQUJRB' OP' THE 
BOARD P'ULL INP'ORMATION AND ADVICB AS TO THil PBRP'ORMANCir Oil' 
THB' COVII'NANTS, CONDITIONS AND AGR .. £MENT8 AII'OR8'8AID AND A8 TO 
THa CONDIT!ON 01" THE ftao.UrCTe 
(c) ALL MONBVe RECSIVa'O BV THE TRUBTSS: UNDER ANV PROVIBION OP' THI• 
INDa'HTURir BHAL4 UNTIL UlllrD OR APPLIED All PROVIDirD IN THIS INDa'NTURE, 
B~ HEI'LD IN TRUST II'OR THB' PURPOSB' P'OR WHICH SUCH MONII'Y8 WBRir RCCaiVIEDt 
BUT NERD HOT BS 811'GRirGATR'D P'ROM OTHSR P'UNOS IEXCII'PT TO THB' IEXTBNT 
REQUIRED BV LAW• THB TRUSTEE SHALL NOT BE OBUGATIEO TO PAY IHTirA•eT 
ON SUCH MONRYe. SA'/B' SUCH AS IT BHAL.L. AGRiflr TO PAV TMBRIEONe Tw• 
TAueT•K MAY ascoME TH8' owNR"R OP' BoHce AND couPONe e•cuRK'D H•A•av 
WITH THE llAMa' RIGHTS WHICH IT WOULD HAVE IP' NOT TRUSTEiro 
(o) TH• Tau.-raa IJHALL. sa PROTacTso IN ACTING uPoN ANY NoTte•• RBQUifST, 
C0NSBNT1 CIERTIP'ICATC• ORDER• AP'II'IDAVIT• L.CTTBR• TIR.IrGRAM OR OTNBA 
PAPirA OR OOCUMIEHT BBUBV£0 BY IT TO BK OIENUINII AND COARirCT• AND 
TO HAYS: BlrBN SIGNED OR SEHT BV THB PROPirR PER BON OR PER 80N8o ANO 
THS: TRUBTirlr SHALL NDT BE RlrQUIRED TO Ra'COGNIJ:E ANY PER.ON A. A 
t·Holl.~ o;."""" BOND DA e_,._ oot· TO 'I'-." _,.·,..OTioN,'AT HI• RlrQUEBT 
UNLESS sUCH BOND OR CDUPON SHALl. BE DEPOIIITED WITH THE TRUSTEE• 
OR BUBMITTBO TD IT P'DR INIIPBCTIDNo ANV ACTION TAKirN BV THE TRUBTEir 
PURSUANT TO THIS JNDSNTURIEe UPON TH• RIEQUirST OR AUTHORITY OR CO,.,. 
BBNT OP' ANV PS:RSON WHO AT THa' TIME OP' MAKING •ucH Ra'CUEBT OR GIVI-
aUCH AUTHORITY OR CONSIIINT 18 THB OWNER 011' AMY BoND eacuR•D HlrRaBYe 
SHAa.. BB CONCLUSIVE AND BINDING UPON AL.L. II'UTURIE OWNIERS AND HOLDIERS 
Oil' eucw BoND~ 
(E) THE TRUISTEir SHALL NOT Ba' COMPELLED TO DO ANV ACT HERirUNDERe OR TO 
TAK .. ANV ACTION TOWARD TH• BXIECUTION OR lrNII'ORCkMENT OP' THC TRUeTa 
HEREBV CRirATEO DR TO PR081rCUTE DR TO Da'P'END ANV SUIT IH REBPECT 
HlrAirOII'• UNLIISS lNDSMNIP'IBO TO ITS 8ATI81"ACTION AGAJN8T L08 .. C08T• 
I.IABILITV AND axPENBa'1 
(11') Aa TO TH .. BXJI!lTirNCB OR NON8XI8TBNCB Qll' ANY ,ACT OR A8 TO THB 
t!IUI"fi'ICIIrNCY OR VALIDITY Oil' ANY INSTRUMENT, PAPER OR PROC ... DJNa. 
THIS TAUI!ITSC SNALL a• BNTITa..•o·TO ABLY UPON A CIUlTIP'ICATii' 011' TH .. 
BoARD stoNco BY TH• CHAIRMAN AND ATT•ST•o BV THS SscRB'TAAV Aa 
8UI'P'IC-III'NT BVID.NCB Oil' THir P'ACTS THBABIN CONTAtNaD1 AND 8HALI. 
ALSO BC AT LIBirRTY TO A~CirPT A SIMILAR CBRTIP'ICATB TO TN .. BP'P'BCT 
THAT ANY PARTICULAR DlrAUHGe TAAN8ACTION OR ACTION 18 NlrCC.MRY 
OR EXPEDIIrHT1 BUT MAVo IN ITS DI.CRETIONo AT THE REABONABLE Ex-
PRNa• OP' THa BoARD• IN CY .. AY CA8 .. e•cuRK aUCM II'UATNirA avJD.NCB 
A8 IT MAY THINK NBC .. 88AAY OR ADVI8ABLae BUT aMAL.L IN NO CA8k BE 
BOUNO TO SECURE THir IIAM1r0 THE TRUBTEE MAV ACCEPT A CERTIP'ICATE 
OP' THE $a'CRirTARV OP' THE BOAR Do UNDER IT8 CDRPDRATE 8EA4 TO THE 
EP'P'ECT THAT A REI!IOLUTION IN P'ORM THEREIN BET P'ORTH HAB BElEN 
AOOPTaD BV THE BOAR Do A. CDNCU..UatVIr lrVIOirNCir THAT SAID Rlr80LUTION 
HAB BEEN DIILV ADOPTirDo AHD IS IN P'ULL P'ORCE AND EP'P'ECT0 TNE 
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TRUSTBK MAY IN RBL.ATION TO THIS JNDBNTURS ACT UPON THE OPIMJON 
OR ADVICR OP' ANY ATTORNSY1 VALUATOR, aURYCVOR1 II'HG!N'IIBR1 ACCOUNT ANTe 
OR OTHBR 8XPB'RT, WHiiTHBR RSTAJNBD OR I!UEL.BCTBO BY TH• TRUSTBB't TN. 
BOARD• OR OTHSRWI88t AND IN THB ABSII'NCB' OP' NBGl.lG.NCir OR FAULT 
SHALL. NOT BB RB'SPONSISL.B P'OA ANV LOSS RII'&ULTING P'ROM ANY ACTION 
OR NO,....ACTION IN ACCOROANCS WITH ANY SUCH OPINION OR ADVICI!r• 
(ca) TH• TRUeTI<Ir eHAL.L NOT a• L.IABL.R P'OR ANY ACTION TANRN oR oMITTKD To 
BB TAKKN BV IT IN GOOD P'~ITH AND RB'ASONABL.Y BlrL.JIEVBD SV IT TO BS 
WITHIN THE Dl BCRiiTION OR POWKR CONP'IfRRKD UPON IT BY THIS INOI<NTURK 
OR IN THB' ABOB'NCB 011' NBGL.ICIIENCB OR FAULT BE ABSPOHSIBLS P'OR Tts' 
CONSBQUB'NCIU5 OP' ANY OVBRSIGHT OR II'RROR DP' JUDGMSNT, AND THir TAU8T ... 
SHALL. BB' AH&WSRABLB ONLY P'OA ITS OWN ACTe. RBCBIPT81 NB'GLBCT8 AND 
DlfP'AUL.TS. 
(H) AT ANV AND ALL RCASONABLB TIMBt!lt TH8 TRU8Tir1Et AND ITS DULY 
AU"I"HDRIZBD AGBNT .. ATTORNSV8t EXPERTS. KNG!NBKR&e ARCHJTS'CT8w AG-
COUN':'ANT8 AND RSPR£SifNTATlV8'S, SHALL HAYS THa RIGHT P'ULLY TO IH-
8PirCT ANY AND ALL. OF THK PROJKCTe JNCLUDINCI ALL. BOOKS. PAPIIR .. AND 
coNTRACTe OP' THE BoARD AND CoLL.EGCt AND TO TAKir sucH M8MORANDA 
P'ROM AND IN RB'GARO THirRSTO AS MAY BS DESJRir~ 
(1) THir TRueTO:Ir eHAL.L. NOT ao: RO:QUIRiro TO CJIVK ANY BoNo OR euRKTY IN 
RESPirCT OP' THB lrXBCUTlON OP' THB SA!D TRUST8 AND POWB'R8 OR OTHirRWIIIIr 
IN RlrSPB'CT TO THB' PRirMl SBSe 
SJcTroN 10. 02. TH• TRueTo:rr MAY AT ANY TIMK RKSICJN AND BK DIIICHARGKD 
OP' THK TRUsTS NKAKBY CRRATO:O BY MAIL.INCJ WRITTifN NOTICK TO TNK BOARD AND TO 
KACN RKGieTKRSD OWNKR OP' BoNae_ 8PKCIP'YINCJ THK DAY UPON WHICH sUCH RKSIGNATION 
eHA&.L. TAKS' BPJI'IrCTe AND THB'RBAPT8'Rt UNL..IrSS ALL. OUT8TANDING BoNDe ARB' AIIOieTCRCD 
All TO PRINCIPALe CAUSING NOTICII THBAWOI' TO Sir PUSUSHifD (A) IN A DAILY NlrW8 
PAPKR OP' GKN!tRAL. CIRCUl-ATION AT TN II TIMK PUBI.IeNIID IN THK CNQL.I eH 1-ANGUAGK 
IN THK CITY OP' LouleVIL.L.R, KRNTUCKYt AND (a) IN A P'INANCIAL. NKWaPAPKR OR JOUR"" 
NAL Pu&L.IBHKD IN THK CNGUeH L.ANGUAGII IN N~rw YoRK, N•w YoRK, ONCK A WKKK P'OR 
T-KK (3) CON8KCUTIVK WKIIKe PRIOR TO THO: OATK UPON WNICN sUCH RKsiGNATION 
eMALL. TAtclr lrP'II'IrCTt AND SUCH R8'81GNATION SHALL TAKE CP'P'B'CT UPON THir DAY 8Pirct-
P'lKD IN 8UCN NOTICil UNL.IIse PRKVIOU8L.Y A 8UCCKsSOR TRusTKK eHAL.I. HAVK BKKN 
APPOINTKD BY TNO: BONOHOL.DKR8 OR TNK BoARD IN TNK MANNKR HO:RO:INAP'TER IN TNis 
SllcTroN 10. 03. THK TRusT•• MAY a• RKMOVKD AT ANY TIMK BY AN 
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S.rcTtoN 10. 04 • IN CASII THII TRueTBII HIIRIIUNOIIR -.tAU. RIISIGN OA 
BC ACMOVC~ OR Bll DleSOLY .. 0 1 OR SHALL. BK IN COURI!IIII' OP' DISSOLUTION OR LICQUJ~ 
ATION, OR OTMBRWIU BlrCOMC INCAPABL.B OP' ACTJHG HBRBUNDBRe OR IN CASK THK 
TAUSTIIII SMALL Bll TAKIIN UNOIIA TME CONTROL 01' ANY PUBLIC OI'I'ICIIR OR OI'I'ICIIRS, 
OR OP' A RCCClVSR APPOINTCD BY A COURT• A 8UCCB880R MAY BB' APPOINTirD BY TMC 
HOL.DCR8 OP A M.UORITV IN PRINCIPAL AMOUNT Of" THIS BONDe HR'RBBV BBC"RCD AND 
THBN OUTSTANDING BY AN INSTRUMENT OR COIICCURRBHT INI!ITRUM .. NTS IN WRJTINGa 
8ICINBD 8Y' SUCH HOL.DIIR .. OR BY THillA ATTORNRYB IN P'ACTt DULY AUTHORIZCO; 
PROVIOIIO. NIIYIIATNIII.IIIIIIt THAT IN CASII 01' ANY SUCH EVENT THE 8DAAO BY AN 
INIITRUMIINT SIGNBO BY THII CHAIRMAN, AND ATTIISTIIO BY THE 511CRIITARY1 UNOIIR ITS 
CORPORATE IIIIAL., MAY APPOINT A TIIMPORARY TRUSTEII TO I'ILL SUCH VACANCY UNTIL 
A 8UCCB880A TRU8TRB SHALL BB' APPOINTCD BY THC BONDHOI.DIIrA8 IN THB MANNBA 
ABove ~Aovaoso, AND ANY sucH TRMPORARY TAUI!ITCR eo APPOJNTao av THE BoAAo 
SHALL IMMIIOIATIILY AND WITHOUT ;,.URTHIIA ACT Blr IIUPIIRSIIOEO BY THII TRUIITIIII .0 
APPOINTIIO BY SUCH BONOHOLOIIRS, EACH SUCCBSSOR TRUSTIIE APPOINTIID PURSUANT 
TO TMII PROVISIONS 01' THIS fNOtrNTURII SHAU. Bll A TRUST COMPANY OR BANK WITH 
ITS PRINCIPAL OI'I'ICII IN THII CoMMONWtrALTN 01' KtrNTUCKY AND HAYING A RIIPORTIID 
CDMBINIIO CAPITAL AND IIURPLUS 01' AT LIIAIIT ONII M')LLION -LLARS ($~ 000, 000~ 
IIXIICUTII0 ACKNOWI.IIOQII AND OIILlYIIR TO ITS PRIIOIICIISIIDR AND ALSO TO TNII 80AROt 
BIICOMII I'UU.Y YIISTIIO WITH ALL THII RIGHTIIt POWirAS, TRUSTS, OUTIIIB AND OBL)-
TH8 WRITTII'N AaQUireT OIP THII' BoARO, •xSCUT&' AND D ..... VCR AN IN8TRUM•NT TRAHr 
I'IIRRING To evcH Succ•aeoA TRueTIIII ALL THII RIGHTs, POWIIRS, AND TRuSTs o" euoH 
ITIIIS AND MONIIYS HIILO BY IT TO ITS SUCCIISSO ... SHOULD ANY CONVIIYANCII OR INsTAu-
... NT IN WRITING P'ROM TH8 ~A .. D 88 R8QU1R8D BY ANV •uCC88.0R FOR MOAB P'ULLY 
AND CIIRTAINLY VIIIITING IN 8\ICH TRUIITIIII TNII RIGHTS, POWIIRS AND OUTIIIS HIIRirBY 
YIISTIID OR INTIINOIID TO Bll VIIIITBO. IN TNII PRtrOIICIISIIOR TRUIITIIII, ANY AND AU. 
8UCH CONY8YANC•• AND INeTAUM8NT8 IN WRITING 8HAL'-t ON RlrQUIIaTt 88 8X8CUT•O. 
ACtctCOWL.DG .. D AND DIIUYirRirD BY THC BoARO. 
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ARTICLE £L£V£N 
-.' 
Ml!'iCELLANEOUS PRO\IlS.iONS 
SRCTION .!!a..Q!, IN THR svo:NT THAT ANY BoNo 111euao HaRauNoaA 
lllTHER AT MATURITY OR OTHERWJBI£1 OR AT THa OAT. I'"JXaO P'OR TH& RRD .. MPTJOM 
THIIAIEOP't A8 HBAEINBBP'ORil PROVIDI£0, OR IN THif SVCNT THAT ANY COUPON SHAL-L. 
NOT BIE PRB'!It!'NTI'D P'OR PAYMENT ~T THill DUll DATa THSRBOP'1 THB BOARD H,\.YING a.-
PoeiTRo WITH TMa TRueTaa I'UNDII eui'I'IC!RNT TO PAY eucH BoNo .. TOCIRTHIIR WITM 
AU. INTRA aliT oua THRRRON TO THa DATa 01' THR MATURITY 01' 8UCH BoNo DR TO TMa 
DATa P'IXSO P'OR THII' R•OB'MPTION THB'RifOP1 OR TO PAV SUCH COUPON1 A8 TH• CA88 
MAY BB't TMEN AND IN RVKRV 8UCM CA81r1 INT.AIEST ON eAJD BONO OR ON 8AID UNPAie 
COUPONJ AND ALL LIABILITY 01' TNR BoARD TO THa HIILIIRR 01' 8AIII BONO I'DR THa 
PAVMRNT 01' TH. PRINCIPAL THRR 1!:01' AND INTirRRIOT THRRRON OR TO THR HDLIIKA 01' 
THRRKUPON IT 8MALL aa THR DUTY 01' THa TRUIOT•R TO HIILII THR I'UNII.. 80 ORPO .. TRII 
IN TRURTo I'OR TNK BRNRI'IT 01' THR NDLIIRA 01' eUCM BoNo OR UNPAID CDUPON0 All 
,.UNDe POR ANY CLAIM OP WHAT808VSR NATURC ON TH. PART 01' euCH Hot.DaA UND&R 
THill INDRNTURR DR ON eAJo BoNo DR ANY CDUPONII APPRATAININCI TNRARTDo OR ON 
eAID UNPAJO COUPON. 
SacyaoN II. 02. ExcRPT All JN THill SacTJON OTNRRWIM RXPARe.._Y 
I'ROVIIIRIIo THR MOieDRRII oP. IIRVRNTV-I'IVa PRR CRNT (75 PRA caNT) DR MORa IN PRINCIPAL 
AMOUNT 01' THa 8oNOII AT AMY TIMa OUTIOTANDIMGI ... ALL MAYa TNa I'OWaR, BY AN 
lMIOTRUMKNT OR INRTAUMRNTIIIN WRITINGI eloNao BV 8UCH NOLORRII IN PliRIION OR BY 
TH&'lR DULY AUTHORIZB'D AOIENTS OR ATTORN-v'8 OR BY A COMMITTE• CON.,.ITUt"ao BY 
BY o•po .. T OR OTNRAWIIIRo AND ORLIVRARII TO THa TRURTaa0 TO AUTHDRiza ANY 
MaARTO OR TN. RIGINTII AND OBLIGIATIONII 01' TH• BoARD UNoaR THill INOaNTUAa OR 
IITAN01NGI UNORR TNa INORNTURR All I'UieLY All TNOUGIH eUCH ACTION WRRa IIPaCJI'ICAJ,I,V 
.. 38 ... 
AND trxPRtraiSl.Y AUTHDRiztro ay ™" TIIRM a oP' THI: INo•NTuR•l PRDVIotro ALWAYe THAT NO 
eUCH MODIP'ICATION DR ALTIIRATION (A) SHALL CHANGif OR IMPAIR THif OBLIGATION OP' TNif 
BOARD TO PAY THI: PRINCIPAL OP' ANO INTI:RI:ST ON TH" BoNOS AT THI: RI:BPifCTIYif DATife 
AND AT THI: PLACifS ANO IN THif RI:SPifCTIYO: AMOUNTift AS PROYIOifO IN THif BOND .. (a) 
SHALL osvs To ANY BoNo 011 BoNos sECURED ev YH£ INoBNTURE AN·v PRSP'IfR8'Nc• ov•R ANY 
oTHifR BoNo OR BoNos so sorcuRao, (c) SHALL AUTHORtztr THif CRifATION o" ANY U•N PRIOR 
TO OR ON A PARITY WITH TH• SAID eTATUTORV MORTGAGE LI8N UPON ANY OP' TH. PROPERTY 
eUB.JifCT TO I!IUCH aTATUTORY MORTGAGI: UlfNt (o) SHALL o•PRIYI: ANY BONONOLDifA OP' THif 
&BCURJTY AP'P'ORD8'D BY THIS JNDBNTUR&'t OR (s) SHALL RCDUCir THC PBACENTAGil AIEQUIRirD 
ay ™" PROYisloNe op THie SBCTION P'OR ANY ACTION UNDI:R THIS S•CTioN, ALL PROYJ-
etoNe OP' THIS TRU8T !NDBNTURI: ARBt OP' COURSift SUBJ.CT TO THI: PROVISION .. TI:RMe AND 
CONDITIONS CONTAlNifD IN THif P'ORM OP' THB PROPOSED BOND .. WHICH APPEARS IN THI: PRa-
AMBLif TO THIS BoNo INDBNTURBo ANY MODIP'ICATIDN DP' TH" PROVISIONS DP' ™" INolfNTUR" 
MAD8 AS AP'0RB8AJD1 aHAI.L. Blr 81rT P'ORTH !N A BUPPLirMIINTAL. IND.NTUR• BlrTWS'.N TH• 
TRUaTI:I: AHD ™" BDARO. 
SacT!OI! I b 03. WHIINifYIIR IN THIS !NoiiNTURII ANY OP' THif PARTIIfs HlfRifTO 
18 RKP'BAR .. D TOe BUCH R•P'&RSNCIIr BHAU. a• OlrBMCD TO INCLUDIE THB SUCCC880R8 AND 
IND"NTURif CONTAINIIO BY OR ON BlfHALP' OP' THII 90ARDt OR BY OR 01! SlfHALP' OP' THII 
TRU8TIIIf SHALL BIND AND INURO: TO THif BBNBPIT OP' THI: RIISPifCTlYI: .UCCBeBORe AND 
AelfiGNS OP' eUCH PARTIIf .. WHIITHI:R SO I:XPRI:eBBD OR NOT0 
S•ST!ON I L 04. NoTHING IN THie !NoiiNTURR0 lfXPRIIsstro OR IMPUifDo le 
JNTCNDBO OR 8HAU.. Sir CONBTRUil'O TO CONP'IIR UPON OR Gtv• TO ANY P .. IISON OR CORPORATIOift 
OTH.A THAN THB PARTIB8 H.R.TO AND THa HOLDCAe OP' TH• BoND. AND OP' COUPON .. AN. 
RIGHTt REMEDY OR CLAIM UNDirR OR BV REASON OP' THIS INDCNTURK1 OR ANY COYirNANTt 
CONDITION OR 8TIPULATION NlfRI:OP't AND ALL THif COVENANT .. eTIPULATION .. PROMiel:lfo 
80ARDo lfNALL Bll P'OR THO: SOLI: AND IIXCLUSIYI: BlfNifP'IT OP' TNif PARTII!e HI:RifTOt TMiflR 
Sa:cT!ON II. 05. ANY RIIQUifaTt DIICLARATION OR OTNifR INeTRUMifNT 
MAY 11• IN ANY NUMB-IrA OP' CONCURR8NT lN~RUMirNT8 OP' alMIL..AR T8NOA, AND. 'MAY 
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Bit SIGNII'D OR ltiCitCUTBD BY 8UCN BDNONOI.DitRe IN PBRSDN OR BY ATTORNitY 
APPOINTitD IN WRITING, PRoOP' OP' TNII' BICitCUTIDN OP' ANY SUCH RltQUiteT, DBCL.AR"' 
ATlONt OR OTHER IN8TRUM•NTt OR OF A WRITING APPOIN"I"ING ANY' SUCH ATTORN8'f"t 
AND OP' THa HOLDING BV ANY PBR80N OP' BONDS TRANSFBAABLir BY DlfLIVaRY OR INTeR-
lr8T COUPONS IIHAL.L. lllr SUP'~C.JKNT FOR ANY PURP088 OF THIS INDKNTU•R AND SHALL. 
88 CONCt..UalYir IN FAVOR OP' THC TRU8TIIrlr AS AGAINST TH. PSR80N 8IGNJNG SUCH 
RlrQUirST AND ALL P'UTURir HOI..DifRa OF THa BoN08 HIR.D BY SUCH PKR:aoN WITH Rlr0AAD 
TO OUit ACTION TAKitN BY TNit TRU8Titl: UNDI:R ltUCN RltQUit8T1 DBCL.ARATIONo OR 
OTHER IN&TRUMBNTt lF MADS IN THB P'OI.&..OWING MANNER: 
TN It AMOUNT OP' INTII'Rit.,. COUPON8 NBL.O BY ANY PI:R SON 
•xacUTJNG 8\ICH lNSTRUMCNT A8 A BONOHOLDBR1 AND THB 
AMOUNTS AND lBSUif NUMBB'RS OP' THE BoNDS TRANSFBRABL8 BY 
DIILJYKAY HBL.D BY SUCH PlrRSON1 AND THK DATS OF HJ8 HOL.DING 
THE 8AMIIr1 MAV BE PROVIrO BV AN ACCOMPANYING CERTIFICATB 
8XKCUT80 BY ANY TRUST COMPANVt BANKe BANK8A1Je INSTITUTION 
OR OTNitR DO:POSITORY (wNO:RitVItR BITUATO:o) IP' INCH CltRTIP'I"" 
' CAT. BHALL BE OBCMIID BY THII' TRUOTEIE TO BK 8ATI8P'ACTORYt 
BNOWING TNI:RitiN THAT AT TNit DATit TNitRitiN MltNTIONitD INCH 
PIIR SON MAD ON DIIPOSIT WITH OR IIXHIB1TIII) TO IIVCH D•POeiTORY 
TNB BoNoe AND OR INTitRO:.,. COUPON8 DltltCRIBBD IN BUCH CltRTr-
P'ICATB0 TN& TRU8TBit MAYt NltVItRTNI:L.ItB .. IN IT8 DIBCRI:TlONt 
RIIQUIRII P'URTMIER PROOP' IN CA8C8 WHCRII IT OIE .. Me IPUATHCR 
PROOP DSSIAABL.Ke 
TNit OWNBRBNIP OP' RltGI8TitRit0 8oN08 BNAL.I. Bit PROVItD BY TNit 
RltGIItTRY BOOK .. 
IN ANY NUMBitR OP' COUNTitRPARTS. AND AI.L. BAlD COUNTitRPARTB ltXItCUTitD AND 
OR.IVKACDt IEACM.AS AN OAIGINAL.1 8HALL CONII'TITUTC BUT oNa AND THIE .AMIE JN.-rR.,-
ltiCitCUTION BY TNit TRU8TitC0 
ARTICLE' TWE'LVE' 
IDE'NTIFICATION OF THE' PROJE'CT 
SltCT!ON 1&..Qf. TNit "PRoJitcT" AB RltP'I:RRED TO THROUGHOUT TNIB 
JNDitNTUR0:1 IB NltRitBY IDitNTIPIO:O ABA NO:W DORMITORY WITH COUN81:L.L.OR
1B APART-
MltNT AND APPURTitNANT P'ACIUTI11'80 TO N0U81t APPROI(JMATI:L.Y 248 8TUDitNTB1 TO 
lilt CON8TRUCTitD BY TN It BOARO. UPON A PORTION OP' TNit CAM PUB OP' TNI: COL.L.I!'Oit 
IN TMit CITY oP' MuRRAYt CAU..OWAY CouNTv, K1tNTUCKY1 oltecRIBitD Ae P'OL.Lowe: 
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,.. t •.• Ba:aiNNJNG 1350 FEET EAsT oF THE S. W, QRo OF SECTION 22, 
•T. 2, R. 4, EAsT; THENCE oue: NoRTH 35 FEET TO AN IRON,BTlii<Bj 
THENCE BEG! IIHIMG WITH THIS IRON STAKE OUE NORTH 30 FEET TO 
A SYAKE; THENCE WEST 30 DEGREES No:l:TH., 70 FEET TO A STAKE; 
THENCE NonTH 30 o~GREES EAsT, 80 FEET TO A STAKE; THENCE Wrt.sT 
30 DEGREES !\!ORTH1 80 FEET TO A STAtts:; THEY.CE SOUTH 30 DEGREES 
WEs7, 48 FEET TO A STAKEt THENCE Ws:sT 30 DEGREES NoRTH 770 5 
FEt::"!"' TO A STAKE; TtiEHCE DUE WEST 125 FEET TO A STAKE; THENCE 
cuP..: NoRTH 34 FEET TO A sTAKEi THKHCe: cue: EA~T 123~ 5 FEET TO 
A STAKEi THENCE NORTH 30 DEGREES EAS":"e 243 FEET TO A STAKEt 
TH,.•tce: EAsT 30 c:<GREEs SouTH, 181 FEET TO A sTAKe:; THe:><ce: NoRTH 
JQ DIZ.GR~;:Es EAsT? 20 FEET TO A STAKE; THEHCE EAST JQ DEGREES 
SouTH, 82 FEET TO A STAKEi THENCE SouTH 30 DEGREES WEST, 163 
FEET TO A STAKE; THENCE DUE SOUTH TO NORTH SIDE OF RIGHT-'OF-WAY 
oN CHESTNUT STREET 158 FEETi THENCE WEsT 94 FEET PARALLEL wiTH 
CHESTNUT STREET 'TO AN IRON STAKE AT THE POINT 01" BEGINNJHGt 
SA~D PROPERTY HAVING sce:N ACQUIRED sy MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE 
BY De:Eo DATED IViARCH 4, 1959, AND RECORDED IN DEED BooK 107, 
PAGE 48, IN THE CALLOWAY CouNTY CLa:RKts OFFICE, 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, THE PARTY OF THE FIRST PART HAS CAUSED ITS 
CORPORATE NAME TO Bl!: HEREUNTO SUBSCRIBiiitD BY THE CHAIRMAN OP' ITS BoARD OP' 
REGB.NTS AND ITS CORPORATE SEAL TO B£ HERETO AP'P"IXS:D1 AND SAID ISKAL TO BK 
ATTESTED AND THIS JHDSNTUAB TO BE COUNTEABIGMir.D BY THE SaCABTARY OP' ITS 
BoARD OF REGENTS, AND SAID CITIZENS FIDELITY BANK AND TRuST CoMPANY TO 
EVIOBNCI! ITS ACCEPTAIICB 01" THE TAUSTIS HERESY CREATED AND VK&TBD IN ITe HAS 
CAUSED ITS CORPORATE MAMK TO BB HEREUNTO SUBSCRIBED BY ITS PRESIDENT OR 
BY ONIE OF ITS VICE PA£SIDIENTS1 AND lTS CORPORATE SEAL TO BE HBA&TO AP'FIXBD AND 
SAID s•AL TO SIE ATTESTED AND THIS INDENTUREl TO BE COUNTERSIGNED BY IT& 
TRUST 0P'FICBR9 ALL AS OP' THE DAY AND YEAR FIRST ABOVE WRITT&N, BUT ACTUALLY 
(SEAL) 
ATTEST: 
CouNT&:RBIGNEo: 
BOARD OF REGENTS OF MURRAY STATE 
COLLEGE AT MURRAY, KENTUCKY 
B~r~ 
CHAIRMAN 
WITNESS TO THE EXECUTION HEREOF 
ON BEHA~OF 'AID BOARD OF REGENTS 
<;!IV'- ct=t=t&« ) 7 c-/ .,./ ,d'...._ 
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• e.;. • 
(SEAi.) 
. . ... ' . 1 •. ' 
ciTIZENS Fio£LI1V BANK AND tRUST COMPAN 
l!i+ y C) ", J~ O =: It ' O 
VICE PRESIDEN~ 
... 
ATT ... T~ 
CouNTaR.lGN.DI 
~19~<?td 
Secretary . 
WITNESSES TO THE EXECUTION HEREOF 
ON BEHALF OF SAID :TRUSTEE: 
STATE OF KENTUCKY 
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY 
IN 
) ss ) 
+o BB' THB' AIRMAN AND Sli'CRifTARY• A•sP~eTtY8'1..Y, or THII' BoARD or R~tGI'NTa OP' 
~UARAY $TATEr CoLLirGR, ONir OF THB' CORPORATIONS DB'8CRIBB'D IN ... NO WHICH B'XB'CUTB'D 
1'Mil' WITHIN AND P'OAifGOING INSTRUMirNT AND WHO SlUNG BY MB' SI'VI'RAL.LY DULY SWORN 
aAcH ,.OR HIMIIO:L.,., DID IIATTHAT Ha, THir !,().._% Ai~~£:-:1 t•T~ 
CHAIRMAN o,. eAID BoARD o,. RacalrHT•• ANDSH"• 'rHir ' ___ • M ~ ... 
as TH• S.cR•TAAY OP' eAID BoARD OP' R1rca•NT•: THAT ,.:.~.x;o TO THIS WITHIN 
AND P'oAifGOINia IN8TAUMB'NT 1e THa CORP0AAT8' ISB'AL OP' aAID CoRPORATION, THAT SAID 
INSTRUMENT WAS •xB'CUT£0,. SICINCO AND .B'ALII'D IN SB'HAI.P' Or SAID CA'R:;?ATION 8V 
AUTHORIT o,. ITe BoA OP' R•asrNTe; AND eAJo U/pt?'kU ~ ·tif::.~<rh-:1-1 
INSTRUMI'NT T a• AND SAID IN8TRUMirHT TO e• THK P'Ril'tr AND VOLUNTARY ACT AND 
OIE .. D 01" &AID CoRPORATION BY IT VOL.UNTARILY B'XE'cuT•o~ 
1960. 
-tL /1~_... ~ /. 
wiTNEss MY HAND AND NDTARIAL. 8"AL. THill ..?41 DAY o .. 
MY COMMIBIIION lrXPIRa"B: ~elf, (if'6..2, 
(SaAL. 01' NoTARY) 
STATE OF KENTUCKY ) 
COUNTY OF JEFFERSON ) ss 
}11 ttttJ 4 ~/ 
NoTARY PuBLIC IN AND P'OA TM8' couNTY 
AND STATit AP'OAII'SAIO 
~• a· ' ~£Ill w 1960. BII .. ORa M .. 
THa STATa .,.,.oRaeAID, APPaARaD AND 
Cl. ~ ~ £.e..dt)_ 0 ~0: PaRIIONAL.L.Y KNOWN AHD TO·OU tcNDWN 
. , Blr TMII ;;z;;z; ;ai = ,• d· ,L AND --:::1!0:!;;::sf;o:t,llr:::l:;.iiid~"""'''----" 
AIIIIPIICTIYIIL.Va 0 .. "::lTl:&IINa F&oaL.JTT a .. - AND TRu•T CoMPANY, ON. 0 
ATIONe OCaCRJB•D IH AND WHICH ex•cUT•o· THS' WITHIN AND P'ORirGOlNG IN 
THa IIAIO 
~::(.4~~::!:!~~!:e;:z:::f:._ 0,. IIAIO 
CoRPaAAT oN. AND ..... TMC SAID _ ........ --,;:j.=:.:.-JS:.......,j'"4!:::J.&::!iad..C-...--------•• A <..&I cfg-0 I IIAID CoRPORATION; THAT """ .............. , ... 0 
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•. V' I 
TO TH. WITHIN AHO P'OA.GOINCI IHnAUM.HT 18 THK COAPOAATK 8KAL. OP' 8AI0 
CoRPORATION, THAT eA.to INeTRUMI'NT WA• l'xwcuTao, SIGNao AND eaA.a..ao IN a•MAL.P' 
oP eAID CoAPOAATION ev AUTHOAITV OP 1Te BoARD oP' OIRKCTOAe; AND &AID ;!f "z3. :f! . ,. AND ~ 'de. ~. 'nyV aAcH 
ACKNOWLC::D THI' IIXB'CUTION OF SAID INSTRUM ~TO Sl' A:Ha SAID IN8TRUMI'NT 
TO Bl' THB' P'RIIa ANO VOL.UNTARY ACT AND DB'IrD OP' SAID CoRPORATION BV IT 
VOLUNTARILY .. JIItCUTifO. 
1960. 
(S•AL, OP NoTARV) 
--
STATE OF KENTUCKV ) ) ss 
COUNTY OF CAIJ.OWAY) 
CERTIFICATE 
I, Randall B. Pattereon, Clerk of the Coanty Court in end for 
the Stato and County aforesaid, hereby cortlfy that the foregoing Truet 
Indenture was on the I / 
' 
day of lfuy, 11160, filed in my office, to be 
and has been, together with the foregoing Certificates attached thereto, 
recorded in Mortgage Dook tlo. '3)?' , Page aa ) • .:J. 'f. L, 
tnTNBSS my band. and official eeal tbb // clay of May, 
1960. 
County Clerk of said County 
(Seal of County Clerk) 
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OFFICIAL NOTICE OF SALE .OF BONDS A~........__, , 
STATEMENT OF ESSENTIAL FACTS 
J<EtrrrUCKY• IN ITS CORPORATE CAPACITY, AHlt BY AND THROUOH I'TI!J CORPORATE HAMC1 
AS A STATE IEDUCATJeNAL INSTITUTION OP' HIGHER LltARNJHO AND AN AGENCY OP' THE. 
TM1t 
Z27~ ....... 4zr 
,8() -~~ •AY OF _ _.../h'-1:-4-l:::'*f=!:::>::~"--~" 1960, AT THO: HOUR OP' p~«~ 
CoMMONWEAL. TN OF KEHTUCICY0 HltRO:BY GIVO:S NOTICE THAT UNTIL. 
CtCLCCK A. M, c. s. T., IT WILL RECEIVO: AT THC OFFICE OP' ITS Sw:CRO:TARY IN THE 
CaTV OP' MuRRAY, KENTucKY• ssALEO cOMPKTITJV£ s•os FOR ,.Hit ~uRcHAsE OF AN 
AGGREGATE OF $683,000 PRJNCIPAL AMOUNT OF ITS MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGE DoRMITOIIV 
BoNDS OF 1960, DATE• FEBRUARY I, 1960, RSGJSTRABLE AB To PRINCIPAL ONLY, OF 
THE DENOMINATION OF $1,000 lEACH, NUMBERED CONSECUTIVO:LY FROM I TO 683, 
INCLUSIVE• ANO MATURING IN NUMERICAL ORDI:R ON FEBRUARY FIA.-r IN II:ACH OP' THE 
RO:SPECTIYI: Yl!ARBa AB FOLLOWS: 1963-650 $10,000; 1966-67, $11,000; 1968; $12,000; 
1969-71, $13,000; 1972-74, $14,000; 1975-77, $15,000; 1978-80, $16,000; 1981, 
$17.000; 1982-83, $18,000; 1984-86, $19,000; 1987-89, $21,000; 199D-91, $22,000; 
l992-93, $23,000; 1994-95, $24,000; 1996, $25,000; 1997-98. $26,000; 1999, $28,000; 
ANQ IN 2000, $29.000. 
PROYIDEo, HowavaR, BoNDS NUMSO:Ro:o 1-90, INCLUSIYO:a -TOlliNG 
FEBRUARY I, 1963 THROUGH Fli:BRUARY I. 1970, INCLUSIVE, ARI: Ne»<-CALLABLIE. 
THIE BoARD OP' RsaltNTS OP' &Aio-CoLLBas: All&IUIYES TttiE RIGHT To CALL AND REDEEM 
BoNDS NUMBERED 91~683, MATURINCI FEBRUARY I, 1971 THROUGH FEBRUARY I, 2000, 
lHCL.USlYit• PRIOR TO MATURITY• AS A WHOL& OR II'ROM TIMS TO TINS: IN PARTt lN THE 
INVERSE OADitR OP' THIEUl NUMBERJNG• SAID BONDS NUMB&AIED 55Q-683. MATURI•G 
FEBRUARY I, 1996 THROUGH FEBRUARY I, 2000, INCLUSive:, &!liND so RIUtlurMABL.E 
ON AW'( INTEREST PAYMENT DATE• UPON TIIRMIS OP" PAR AND ACCR.ED IHTBREST TO THII 
AIU>SMPTIOH CATo:, AND BoNos HUMBERIID 91-549,. MATt-IRING FEBRUARY 1. 1971 THROUGH 
FEBRUARY I, 1995, INCLUSIVE, BEING 80 REDEEMABLE 010 ANY INTIEAO:ST PAYMENT DATE 
FALLING AI"TTIA FEBRUARY I, 1970, UPON TERMS OF PAR AND ACC:RUEO INTSRI:ST TO THO: 
RCD&MPTIOM DAT& PLUS A REDEMPTION PRIIMIUM OP' THRCC P&RC&JIT OP' TM& PRINCIPAL.. 
AMOUNT THIERIECF I~ CALLEO FOR REDIEMPTION ON OR PRIOlO TO FEBRUARY I, 1975; 
TWO ANO o..-HAI.P' PKIICENT Of' THC PRINCIPAl. AMOUNT TH&REOP' lfl' CALUED fi'Ofl AKD&MP-
TION THEREA"'ER AND - OR PRIOR TO FEBRUARY 10 1980; TWO PERCENT OF THE 
PRINCIPAL AMOUNT '? .. 11&91{' 411' C:AU..ItD P'O .. RaDEMPTION THIUI&AP'T& .. AHD OH OR 
PRIOR TO FEBRUARY 1, 1985; ON£ AND ON1£•HAL.I' PERCENT 01' THE PRINCIPAL. AMOUNT 
THERIIOI' II' CAL.L.IID I'OR RI!!DEMPTION TNIEREAP,.ER ANO ON OR PRIOR TO FsaRUAIIY 1, 
1990, AND ONE PKRC&NT OP' THE PRINCIPAL AMOUNT THIEAKOP' II' CAL.LKD fPOA R•HMP-
TION THIERIIAI'TER. PRIORITY A8 TO CAL.I. IINAL.L. EXTEND TO BONDS NUMBEREO 550 
THROUGH 683, INCL.UBIVE, OVER 80HD8 NUMBERED 91 THROUGH 549, INCL.UBIVE0 
IN TH& &Y&NT 01" BUCH PRIOR REDEMPTIO ... NOTICE THER&OI' MUBT Bll 
GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH TMIE TRUST JNOENTUR&, AT L.EAST THIRTY OAYB PRIOR 
TO THE REDEMPTION DAYk. 
f"RINCIPAL. AND INTER&ST WIL.L. II& PAYABUI AT THII PRINCIPAL. OI'I'IC& 
01' TH'll CITIZENS FtoiiL.ITY e ....... ANO TRUST CoMPANY IN Loui&VIL.L.&, I<&NTUCKY, OA 
AT THE OPTION OP' TH& MOLD& A OR AEGI&TKAED OWNKAt AT THII PRINCIPAL. OI'II"ICE 
01' TH& CHEMICAL. CoRN ExcHANo& e ....... IN THE CITY 01' !llsw YoRK, Nl!w YoRK. THII 
80NDB WIL.L. BEAR INTERilBT AT IIIICH RATI: OR RATES AVERAGING NOT ORI:AT&R THAN 
TNA&E AND OHE-&IGMTH (J-1/8) P•RCKHT PKR ANfCUM1 AS ARK BPECIP'I&D IN THK 
•ucc~:aai'IIL. 1110. INTIIRBST IB PAYABL.& ON AuGUBT 1, 1960, AND a&MI-ANNIIAU<Y 
TMEII&AFTSA. 
TH& BoNos wtL.L. II& BP&CIAL. OBL.IBATIONB 01' THii CoL.L.&OE 1 B&CIIR&D BY: 
A I'IRBT L.I&M ON AIIO PL.llDGll 01' ™" C!IAOBS R&VEMII&S DllAIY&D PROM THII 
OP&AATION 01" THE PAOJ&CTt -ICH REY&NU&II IIHAL.L. IN PART INCI.UD& $29,00 01' TN11 
INCID&NTAL. Faa ASII&SBJED lEACH STUDENT OCCIIP'ANT Ol' TH& DoRMITORV BuJL.OING I'OR 
EACH e&M&eT&R Dl' TNII REOUL.AR T&RM 01' TWO BBMllST&RS AND $15,00 01' THII fNCI• 
DENTAL. Faa or &ACN STUDENT OCCUPANT or THit DoRMITORV ButL.OINO ro• &ACH R&GIIL.AR 
SUMMER aBS810Nt CON818TIND 011' A NKW DORMITORY WITH COUNSSL.LOAIS APAATM&H"r 
ANO APPIIAT&NANT I'ACIL.JTIIlS. TO HOUB& APPROXIMAT&L.Y 248 eTI.IDENTSo L.OCAT&D ON 
TH& CoL.uoa CAMPua, AND A BTATUTORY MORTGAGE L.IEN oN IIAIO PIIOaC'Yf AB 
PeRMITTeD AND OCP'IHBD BY THE APPUCABLI: 8TATUTBS. 
Baas wtLL. ea coNslo•aao oN THE FOL.I..Owurca &Aeta: 
(1) TH& ENTIRE $683.000 OP AUT-I ZED BONDBi OR 
(2) BONae MATIIRtNG 111 THE YEARS J96J-1970, INCL.U81Ylli OR 
(3) BoNo• MATIIRINO IN TN& Y&ARa 1971-1980, JNCLuetvc; o• 
(4) BoNos MATu,.uCG IN T .. YEAIIS 1981-1990, INCI.USIY&i OR 
(5) BONDS MATURING IN THE YEARS 1991-2000, INC&.USJY&. 
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INTBRBST ON THE BI:)NOS WILL BIE &VIDENCSO BY COUPON& MATURING ON 
EACH FEBRUARY 1 AND AuGUST I AT RATES DETERMINED OM THO: BASIS DP' COMPETITIVE 
BIDDINca., BIDDitR8 MAY STIPULATE ONE OR MOAB INTEREST COUPON RATIES WITH 
RI:SPECT TO SAID BONDS• PROVIDING THE AVERAGE OP' SUCH RATSS DOSS NOT ltXCI:SD 
THREE AND ONO:-EJGNTH PERCENT (3-1/8 PERCENT) PER ANNUM, AND ONLY ONE (1) RATE 
MAY BE STIPULATBD P'OA 80NDS MATURING ON THB SAME DATE. IP' A BID CARRIES 
TWO OR MOAB INTEREST RATES ON A SINGLE BLOCK OP' BONDS• OR ON COMBINBD 
BLOCKS OF BONDS• AN AVB.RAGI! INT&REST RATE SHALL Bit COMPUTBD ON THE BASIS 
OF THE TOTAL IHTBREST COSTS1 AT PAR1 P'OA SUCH SINGLE BLOCK OP' BONOS OR 
COMBINED BLOCKS COVERED BY THE $1D AT THB OFP'IE.RitD RATES; AND IP' THE AVERAGK 
RA't'IE SO OBTAINED IS NOT MORI£ THAN THREE AND ONE-EIGHTH PKRCitNT (3-1/8 P&RCIENT) 
THE BID SHALL BIE CONSIDBRED TO QUALIP'Y. A BID OP' PAR VALUE (P&-US ACCRU.D 
INTBRIEST P'ROM FEBRUARY 1, 1960, TO THE DATE OF DELIVERY AND PAVM1ENT) SHALL 
BE REQUIRED. THE BONDS WI'-L BE AWARDED TO THE GIDDEA OP'P'BAING TO PURCHASE 
THIE BoNDS• OR ANY PORTION THBRBOP't AT THI! I.OWEST INTERK&T COST TO THE 80ARO. 
THK HousiNG AND HoME FINANCE AoENCV HAS EMTIERI!D IHTO A LoAN 
AGRIEEMO:NT WITH THE BoARD OP' REGENTS DP' MuRRAY, Ka:HTuCKV, STATE CoLLEOII, 
PURSUANT TO WHICH IT PROPOSBS TO BUV THBSIE BoNoS AT A THREE AND ON&-CIGHTH 
PIER CENT (3-1/8 PIERCO:NT) INTEREST RAT&:, PROVIDING NO OTHER EQUALLY OR MORE 
P'AVOAABLIE. BIDS ARE SUBMITTB:O. THilSB BONOS ARB ISSUED UNi:JBR AUTHORITY CONTAJHI:D 
IN Se:CTIONS 162,350 THROUGH 16~380, INCLUSIVE, OP' THE KENTUCKY REVISED STATUTES, 
AHD THI: ISSUANCE OF 't'HESE BONDS HAS BltEN AUTHORIZIED ANO APPROVED BY THIE 
STATE PRoPERTY AND Bun .. oiNGs CoMMISSION AND THB Oa:PARTMO:NT DF FINANCE OP' THE 
CoMMoNwcALTH OP' l<s:NTueKY. 
THE BoARD Ofl' Raaa:NTs WILL PROVIDI: THE PRINTED BOND BLANKs. AND 
ntK UNQUALIP'IIID0 UNCONDITIONAL, APPROVING LEGAL OPINION OF MR. JOSEPH R. 
RuaiH, MuNICIPAL BoNo ATTORNKV, OP' LouiSVILLe:, KENTUCKY, TOGKTHER WITH 
THE CUSTOMARY NON-U"'"'GATION CERTI FICATE• THII: SAME TO ACCOMPANY THE BONDS 
WICH Dt&..IVIUtaa. WITHOUT CXPENSK TO THe£ PURCHASER. 
A copy Ofl' TH& TRUST INDKNTURK sacUAING THEsa: aoNos as AVAILABLA 
AT THK OPP'ICIE OP' THK BoARD OP' REGENTS• AND MAY B~ OBTAINED WITHOUT COST BY 
ANY INTEAIE.STED BIDDER.-
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EACH BIDe BXCIEPT ANY BID OR BIDS MADii£ BY OR ON BEHALF ON AN 
AGENCY OR INSTRUMENTALITY OF THE UNtTBD STATES OF AMERICA OR THE CoMMONWKALTH 
OF KENTUCKY.· SHALL BB ACCOMPANIED BY A CERTI P'IEO OR BANK CASHIERIS CHECK, 
PA'VABLB TO THS ORDER OP' SAID 80ARO OP' R&G&NT81 IN A SUM BQUAL TO TWO PEitCENT 
(2 PlltRCI!NT) OF THE PAR VALUE OF THR BONDS REFERRED TO HIEREIN, THE SAME TO BE 
HELD UNCASH£0 UNTIL THS BONDS ARK DELIVERED AND PAID P'OR• AT WHICH TIME THE 
AMOUNT THEREOF (auT WITHOUT INTEREST THEREON) WILL Bl! ALLOWEID A$ A CREDIT 
UPON THE PURCHASE PRICE., OTHERWISE• IP' ANY PURCHASER SHOULD WRONGFULLY 
FAIL OR REFUSE TO ACCEPT AND PAY FOR THE BONOS WHEN TENDERED• THE 80ARD OF 
REGENTS WILL BE AUTHORIZED TO CASH SUCH CHECK AND RETAIN THE PROCBBDS T,_R.OP' 
AS AGREED LIQUIDATED DAMAGES FOR THE BREACH OP' THE PURCHASI!I: CONTRACT• THI!I: 
CHECKS OF UNSUCCS:SSFUL BIDDERS WILL B£ RETURNED FOLLOWING THE MBBTINQ OP' 
THIE SOARD TO BE HELD ON THS: OATS: OF SALE RIEFERRBD TO ABOVE. 
THa: BOARD RESERVES THE RIGHT, IN ITS DISCRETION• TO DltTERMINil 
THI£ BEST BID OR BIDSe TO WAIVB ANY INP'ORMALJTIES AND TO AIEJECT ANY OR ALL 
BIDS. 
No PARTJCULA~ BID FORMS 8MALlL BB RBQUIREDe BUT ALL BIDS MUST 
Bit MADE UNCONDITIONALLY AND IN CO PROVISIONS OP' THIS 
DI'P"IC:I AI. NOTIC:B, (SIGN£ o) _...::;l;:.£~i::l~l::::--i.~d:i~~~:.:t'-I!~:::..O So:c:RO:TAAV0 
BoARD 01' Ro:oo:NTs0 MuRRAYo Ka:NTUC:KY0 STATE Co&.&.e:G,.. 
THo: FOREGOINCJ WAS APPROVI!D BY TN£ BoARD OF Ro:caS:NT& OF MuRRAY 
SrATit Co&.&.a:GO: ON THO: 26TH DAY 01' APRil., 1960 
A RESOLUTION PROVIDING I'OR THE ISSUANCE, SAI.E AND CIBI.IVIlRY 01' 
DoRMITORY (R&VBNUE) BoNDS ol' 1960, I'OR ACCOUNT Ol' MuRRAY STATE Coe.e.BGB, 
WHEREAS. ™" EICISTINCI SUII.DINGS USED I'OR EDUCATIONAl. PURPOSilS AT 
MuRRAY STATE Coe.e.&oE, AT MuRRAY, l<aNTUCKY, ARB wNCII.I.Y INADEQUATE, ANO 
IT HAS &&lUI HER&TOPOAE CltTERMINKD TO SIE NIICCSSARY THAT A tc&W DORMITORY 
WITH COUHIIIELLORIS APAftTMENT AND APPURTENANT f'ACILITIIlS, TO HOUSE APPROXIM"T&LV 
248 STUDilNTSo SB CONSTRUCTED ON THil CAMPUS 01' THil CoLLilGB, THE TOTAL CBST 0 .. 
WHICH 18 BSTJMATitO TO BE NCIT LllSS THAN $683,000; AND 
WHEREAS, IT IS NllCilSSARV THAT .. UNDS TO OBI'RAY SUCH COSTS •• 
PROVIOilO THROUGH THE ISSUANCil 01' R&VIlNUil BoNOS TO THE AMOUNT 01' $683,000, 
PURSUANT TO 5£CTIOH 162.3401 llT SEQ, O" THE KENTUCKY RBVISilD STATUTI!Si 
NOW, THEREFORE, THE BOARD OF REGENTS OF MURRAY STATE 
COLLEGE, AT MURRAY, KENTUCKY, DOES HEREBY RESOLVE AS FOLLOWS: 
S.G"tJ9N I, THAT THE ERECTION OP' A NBW DORMITORY Wl'fH COUNSCLLOR .. 
APARTMENT AND APPUIIY.NANT I'ACII.ITI&S0 TO HCIUSil APPROICIMATili.Y 248 STUCIIlHTSo 
ACCORDING TO TMit PL.AN8 AND SPKCifiiCATtON• HIERCTOP'OR& PA&PAAB:D AND APPIIOVa01 
18 HEREBY RATIP'IED AND CONP'IAMI:D• 
S!pTION 2. IN OADIER TO OBP' .. AY TH& C08T OP' ERECTING SAID BUU .. DING1 
DoRMITORY (RBVBNUil) 8DHDS OP 1960 SHAI.I. SB AND ARB HEREBY ORDERED ISSUED BY 
Tlat BoARD Ol' REGENTs Ol' SAID MuRRAY STATE Coe.LBGE IN THE AGGIIEGATE PIIIHciPAL 
AMOUNT OP S1x HuNDRED EIGHTY""THREE THOUSAND DOI.LARS ($683,000), DATED 
FEBRUAIIY 11 1960, Dl' THE DENOMINATION 01' $1 1000 TO BE NUMSIIRED cONSECUTIVELY 
P'AOM 1 TO 683, INCLUSIYS:e SCARING INTSRIIST TO Bll IEYIOENC:CD BY COUPONS ATTACHED 
TO EACH BoNo, PAYASU SEMI•AHNUAI.I.Y OH THE I'IRST DAYS Ol' FEBRUARY AND AuGUST 
IJt EACH YBA"- SAID 8oHDS SHAI.I. BEAR INTBRIES1' AT SUcM RATE OR RATES HOT 
IEXCIECCUNG AN AGORIEGAATIE INTIIAIEST C08T OP THII&Il AND ON&-RIGHI'M PCR C&NT 
(3-1/8 PRRC&NT) P&R ANNUM9 AS MAY &IE HERCAII'TitR JI'IJCCO AS A M8UI..T OP' COMPKTITIYil 
81DDUIG II'OA TNil PUIICHAS& OF SAID BONDS, A8 .. RiftNAI'TCA PROVIDilDe AND 8HAL.L. Bll IN 
SUDeTANTlALI.Y THE FOAM AND IN Al4 R&aPIECT8 CONP'OAM TO THI: I!IPKCIFICATION8 AND 
D&TAIL.e eaT FORTH IN THB TIIU8T htHNTURIE REFRRRIED TO IN AND 81ET OUT UND&R 
SECTION 3 01' THIS RESOI.UTION, 
. . 
Sw:cTION 3. SAID BDNDS SMALL sw: ISBUI!D PURSUANT TO AND ISECURI!D 
BY A TRusT IND!<NTURa: BETWEEN THE BDARD ov Ra:q!l!n"ll Ql" MuRRAY STATE CoLLEGII, 
PARTY OP THE PIRST PART, AND CITIZENS FIDELITY BANK AND TRusT CoMPA!IY, A 
COMBINIID BANK AND TRUST COMPANY HAVING CO.POAATIE POW&R81 ORGANIZI:D AND 
EXISTING UNDER AND BY VIRTUE OP' THE LAWIS OP TMIE COMMONWEALTH OP' KsNTUCKYo 
AND HAVING ITS PRINCIPAL OPPICE AND PLACE OP' SUISINIISS IN THE CITY OP' 
LouiSVU.L.&e l<aNTUCKY, PARTY OP' THE SECOND PART. TNIE CHAIRMAN AND THE 
SacRRTARY OP' TH& EOARo oP R&oBHT& ARE H&AIEBV ~UTHOAIZBD AND DIRECTED TO 
MAKB, EXECUTE AND DIU .. IVIEA SUCH TR~ST IND&NTURIIE IN SUBSTANTIALLY THK FOAM, 
TBXT0 TERMIS AND PROVISIONS MEREINAPTIER IIIET OUTo ANO TNia BDARD OP' Ra:GENT. 
HI:AIEBY APPROVIISt RAT1P'UtS AND CONFUI:MS AL.L. OP' TH~ COVENANTS, PROVISIONS, 
AND STIPULATIONS AS IIIET OUT IH SUCH TRUST IND&NTURIEo TO WIT: 
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SacTtON 4. THII: &NTIRO: S1x HuNoRo:o EJoHTV""THRa:o: THOUSAND 0oL&..ARS 
($683,000) OF BoNoS AUTHORIZED BY THO: AFORitMitNTIONEO TRUST INDEHTURit SHALL 
Bl: Ofi'PIERKD FOR BALlEt WHICH SHALL BE PUBLICLY ADVERTISED AS ai!QUIAED BY 
&..AW1 UPON 1"HK BASIS OP' SIEALII:Dt COMP&TJTIY& BIDSt WHICH .HALL BK PUBLICLY 
OPENEs AND ACTRD UPON ay THE BoARD OF Raoo:NTs, To THAT END, THtt So:cRETARY 
OF THIS BOARD IS HII:REBY AUTHORIZED AHCI DIRO:CTECI TO CAUSE A t1 NoTICE OF SAL& It 
TO B& PUBLISHBD ON& TIM& IN Twa: CoURIE,...JOURNA!:f A DAILY N&WISPAPIEA PUBLISHIED 
IN l.oUIBYII .. LIEt J<cNTUCKYt AND OP' GIENCAAL CIRCULATION THROUGHOUT THE CeMMO.,-
WEALTH OF l<sNTUCKYt WHICH HII:WSPAPER HAS BREH CIESIGNATBCI BY THE 01EPARTMENT 
OF FINANCE OF THE STATIE OF l<a:NTUCKYt AS THIE NEWSPAPER OF GIINO:RAL CIRCULATION 
THROUGHOUT THE STATE OF l<sNTUCKY, MIIO:TING THE REQUIREMENTS DF KRS 424.180 
AND KRS 424,360, AND ONE TIMII IN..I!:!L BotoD BuyeR. A FINANCIAL oiOURNAL PUs-
LI&Ho:D IN NEw YORK CITY, NEw YoRK, OF GIIN&:RAL ciRCULATION THROUGHOUT THO: 
UHITIED 5TATO:S OF AMO:RICAo SOLICITING SEALED COMPETITIVE PROPOSALS FOR THII: 
PURCHASIE OP' SAID 80NDS1 THE SAN& TO BIE RIIC&IVED IN TKK OP'I'ICI: OF SAID 
So:CRETARY IN MuRRAY• Ko:NTUCK'V, UNTIL soMO: DA'V AHo HOUR WHEN TN& BOARD OF 
RaasHTs W~LL a& IN e~:aaao~ PuaLICATIO~ IN I"' Coueur:r JoueneL eHALL sa 
MADE ONCE CACH WS&K P'OR THRBIE SUCCCSSIYIE WIIIEK. PA&C&CDING THa WIEI£1C IM WHICH 
TKO: SAL& IS HO:Lo, As REGUIRO:D av KRS 424,130, AND PUBUCATION IN T- BoNe 
Bux1R SHALL BO: MADO: NOT LO:SS THAN FIPTI!O:N ClAYS PRIOR TO THO: TIMO: STATED IN 
SAID NoTICE 0 .. SALE FOR THE OPENING AHO CONIIIOO:RATION OF SUCH PURCHASE PROPOIIALS. 
IN SAID NoTte&, PURCHASERS SHALL B& INSTRUCTED THAT PROPOSALS MAY BS P'OA 
THO: PURCHASING OF (A) THE ENTIRE $683,000 OF AUTKORIZO:e GONes: OR (a) BONOS 
MATURING IN THE 'VEARII 1963 TO 1970, IHCLUIIIVO:; OR (c) 8oHDS MATURING IN 
THE 'VI:ARII 1971 TO 1980, INCLUSIVO:; OR (e) 8oHDS MATURING IN THII: VO:ARS 1981 
TO 1990, INCLU•Ivo:: OR (o:) BoNe• MATURING IN THE YIIARG 1991 THROUGH 2000, 
lHCLuetYIE; THAT BIDDERS MAY 8TIPUL.ATB OM. OR MORE INTIEACST COUPON RATES 
WITN RO:.PO:CT TO SAICI BoNos, PROVIDING THII: AQGRO:GATK INTO:RO:ST COIIT CIOO:S NOT 
&XCiiiE&D TMR&& AND OH&•IEtOHTH PCR C&N't (3•1/8 P&RCII:NT) P&A ANNUM, AND ONLY ONI£ 
COUPON IIATC MA'V BO: IITIPULATIED FOR BONDS MATURING ON THO: SAMO: CIATO:. A MINIMUM 
BID 01' PAR PLUII ACCRUO:CI INTO:RO:ST IIHALL SO: REQUIRO:O. THo: RIGHT TO RO:#CT 
BIDe aHAU- B& IUCPft&88LY A&e&RYIEDt IN CONNIIlCTION WITH SUCH 8AUE• TH& 
So:CRO:TAR'V 0 .. THO: BoARD a• ACIDITIDNALLY AUTHORUIO:CI TO IIIGH0 CAUIIO: TO GO: 
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REPRODUCED lN MJMEOORAPNSD• PAIHTI:D OR OTHER MULTIPLE COPY P'ORM1 AND 
TO SUPPLY ANY INTEIIIIBTED PARTY UPON REQUII&T, "OFFICIAL NOTICE OF SALE AND 
STATEMENT OF ESSENTIAL FACTS," GIVING A MORE D&TAILIID DIIBCRIPTION 01' 
TME BOND&, AND SliTTING PORTH TI!RMS AND CONDITION8 CALCULATED TO BRING ABOUT 
UNIPORMITY IN BIDDING, SUGGIIST&D PORMS 01' A ltNOTICI! 01' SALE, It AND THII 
"OFFICIAL NOTICE OF SALE AND STATEMENT OF ESSENTIAL FACTS." 
HAVING BKU:N PUPARBO AND BUSMITTSO BY THE APPR«?YING BOND ATTORNEY, AND THC 
SAM& HAVING SS&N EXAMINED BY THE BOARD OP' REOBHTa AND P'OUND TO BS IN OROC ... TH& 
SAM& ARE HEREBY APPROVED AND MAY Bit USED FOR THS PURP08S8 OP' THIS SBCTlON 4, 
Sa:cnoN 5. THIS RIIESOL.UTION &HAL.L ea IN P'UU... P'ORCIE AND ltP'P'KCT PROM 
AND APTER ITS AOOPTIO ... 
AoDPTIIo BY TNE BoARD op R&GIINT& or MuRRAY STATE CoLLBG& AT A 
-tl-
MEIITING HIILO ON THI:.2 k DAY 01' APRIL, 1960, 
(Su..) 
COMMONWEAL. TH OF KENTUCKY} 
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY } 
~~e~ 
CHAIRMA ... BoARD or RIIGENTS 
I, PATSY RowLAND, SacR&TARY or THE 60ARo oF REGENTs op MuRRAY 
STAT& COLLIEG&, AT MuRRAY, KENTUCKY, DO HEAIEBY C&RTIP'V THAT THS P'ORSOOUICI 
CONSTITUTSe A TRUC1 CORRECT AND COMPL&TC COPY Of" A Ra&OL.UTION DULY ADOPTED 
&Y SAID BoARD oF REGENTS (oN APRIL 26, 1960} RELATING TO AND PROVIDING FOR 
TN& 1&8UANCE 01' $683,000 Or DoRMITORY (RIIVIINUo) 8oN08 OF 1960, TO 611 DATED 
F Eli>RUAIOY 1. 1 960. 
WITIIESS MY orriCIAL SIGNATURE AND THE OPPICIAL SEAL OF SAID 
fL 
BoARD or R&o&NT& DN THJs.,~,.~~..lkc.. ___ oAY OP APR14 1960. 
(SEAL) 
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